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EOSES (continued)

Natural Order Rosacea. Genua Roaa

For the characters of the Genus, history and descriptions of the

cultivated kinds, toother with lists of hybrids and garden varieties, the

reader is referred to vol. i. pp. 149-164.

grower of Roses has to combat the attacks of

enemies, not only among insects, but the more

species of Greenfly (Aphis) are most in evidence, swarming in thick
masses round the extremity of the growing shoots, and sucking sap
continually. This constant drain upon the tendercst portions of the
plant has a prejudicial effect upon the character of the branches formed
from these shoots, and an effort must lie made to get rid of the pests.

Whatever is attempted in this direction must be thorough, for the
fecundity of the Aphis is so astonishingly great and rapid, that a single

individual left, upon a llose-tree is sufficient to ensure a swarm round
every shoot a day or two later. Many remedies are in use. such as

solutions of tobacco, quassia, soft soap, and numerous patent prepara-
tions. All these are good, but in using them care must be taken to

thoroughly syringe the plants a few hours later with clean water, or
ihv remedy will prove worse than the disease. Our own experience is

e Enemies.
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that when the succulent growing tips of the branches have hern much
attacked by these pests, they do not develop into healthy wood, and
that the heroic remedy is the best—that is, to cut ofFtlm in'iVst.-d shoots
and put them on the fire at once. That is a cwtain end to the insects,
whereas many of the washes merely stup.-IY lor tin- time, and the
Greenfly revive to found new colonic. But m>t onlv does the likiaimxue
Roses by its direct attacks, its stickv secretions provide -i Miitable
material in which the low fungus f'u^tln^ mnv tlourisl, Although
this does not appear to attack the tissues of the Rose its ..-,,, wili^is
unsightly, and clogs the breathing pores of the plant. The Lace-wing
fly (Hemerobius) and the Lady-bird (Coccinella) should be eneoune,,?
tor their larva, live entirely by suckim- Oreenllv drv The hrve of
various species of Saw-fly (Tenthredo) and of moths innumerable feed
upon the leaves, and these must be got rid of bv hand-niekin- whirl, is
°t once more efficacious and more
washes to the leaves, and of sticky mJssestoThc
of beetle hke the beautiful Rose-chafer (C ,„„;.,, , ,„, „„
clock.(Pkyllopertha), feed upou the ,.,||, „ „,„, JUI ,,,^ „ r „„. „,,„,,.
but beyond picking them off when s„ t |,

,',,',
,„. ',,,„„. „.:.,, „, Jminor posts, for they are constantly on the w '

Fungus pests are in a measure more serious for we believe that

;'- *-™ should had hi,,, t0 r , lMv ;
, ,

;,::';: -^^—^1,1 Jen™

«

» fongus attacks-"^1^ "V?*"' " «—"^ «* """

treatment is to cut out th

"health
>' condition of the tree, the soundest

of the organism as a whole
^ ^ *ad try to improve tl,c health

Ascription of P]ate 70 ,.„,""-»*" shoot of iC S5nts ",e oxtremity

°

f a ttowcril«
flowered Rose, reduced W !,''.'' t '"' «M'»'l'™t,-!y »«.

1
Many



MANY-FLOWERED ROSE
(ROSA MULTIFLORA)
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Fig. 1 is a section through the Mower, ami Kig. 2 shows t lie comb-like

stipules at the base of the leaf-stalk, ami the paired hook-prickles below.

It occurs also with rosy ami purple flowers.

Plate 80 illustrates one of the numerous forms of 7i\ ind'tai, the

var. semperjlorens or Monthly Rose, with solitary flowers at the tips

of the branches. The figure is about one-half the natural size.

Plate 81 is a drawing of R. lutett, var. punicm, the Austrian

Briar, or Nasturtium Rose (Rose Capucine), so called on account of the

resemblance in colour to the flowers of Tropcvolum. Fig. 1 is a section

through the flower after the fall of the petals.

Plate 82 shows a flower and buds of R centifolia, var. muscosa,

the Moss Rose, with its shaggy calyx and unequal prickles. The
remarkable stipules are also well represented.

Plate 83 is a reduced drawing of the Hybrid Perpetual Baroness
ll<>tlts<-hU<L about one-hall' of the natural size.

Plate 84 gives further representation to the class of Hybrid
Perpetuals in Gt aeral JacqvA minot, drawn of the natural size.

In the Plate which forms the frontispiece to the present volume
of this work, there will be found a representative of the Noisette

section of Roses— Will Sum AU< „ Ric/mrdson, a hybrid of recent

production, but already a great favourite.

Natural Order Rosacea. Genus Kerria

Kerkia (named in honour of W. Kerr, a botanist of last century). A
genus of only one or two species of shrubs, native of China. Kerria
japonica is frequently cultivated on account of its handsome orange-
yellow flowers, abundantly produced at almost all seasons. It is an
erect-growing plant, 5 or 6 feet high, with slender dark-green branches,

and bright green, smooth, alternate leaves, which are oval-lance-shaped,

sharply and doubly toothed. The flowers are of similar structure to

those of Spircea, with five petals and numerous stamens. But the form
almost solely cultivated in this country is the double variety, flore pleno.
The flowers are produced singly at the end of little side-shoots all along
the upright branches, and are about an inch and a half across. It was
introduced about the year 1700.

K. japonica (Japanese) is usually trained against

walls. It succeeds in any good loamy soil, and is repro-
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duced by means of cuttings taken from the young shoots. These are
usually struck under a hand-light, but in many districts they will strike
quite well if merely inserted where it is desired to grow them. Main-
years ago, noting the abundance of Kerria in the cottage-gardens of a
village among the Surrey sandhills, we asked the sexton what it was.
" Oh," said he " it's just the Japonica. You just break off a bit and stick
it in, and it grows." Such was the rough method in practice there, but
it was highly successful, and K. japonica flourished in every garden.
It may also be propagated by layering the branches, or by dividing the
plants. There is another variety (foliis variegatis) in which the leaves
<<i" Pettily variegated with several shades of white, yellow, and green.
Kerruu ;ire sometimes referred to as members of the genus CorchorvA
rat quite erroneously: the latter belonging to the Natural Order Tiliace^.

WHITE KERRIA
Natural Order Rosacea. Genus Rhodotypos

Rhodotypos (Greek, rhodon, a rose, and typos, a type or model). A
^"^ e«,mpn.s,ng but one species, closely allied to and resembling
erruc on which account it is called Rhodotypos Kerrioides (Kerria-

ZT}
; / .

dlffers from Kerria, however, in the calyx lobes and the

to vi 7 four in each case
' and the carPels one to four instead of five

""'A *. It is a tall-growing shrub, about 15 feet hi-li. with both brandies

Stair*
m °Ura {dGCUSSate

)- ThG flowers are white, terminal and

, J'
,

'V
llli, ' uu

- m APril The P^nt was introduced from Japan in

1866. For cultivation, ^Kerria.

BRAMBLES
Natural Order Rosacea. Genus R u b us

Snlat! f

W ^°mm Uame
>
derived from ruher

>
red> A SenUS C°m"

rubs nM .\
hundred sPe«es of generally twiggy and prickly, trailing

avwlv ?r native Bra^ble or Blackberry (Rubus frvjticosus)

Wte or n-T
S tyPe> The^W conspicuous five-petaled flow**

mnounrl t!
gr°Uped m Panicles or corymbs: and leaves simple or

iiit;h
'

.

lh«y are chiefly grown for the sake of the multiple fruits

,,,'*;
t

m "lany ,s?ecie8 Juicy and edible. Several —
! ' ornamental foliage, and it is only



MONTHLY ROSE

(ROSA INDtCA-Wf. scmperflorens)



BRAMBLES

„ . . ,„ .
Rums niii.ui;

Principal Specie* ^^
tall and covered with strong, rec

up into three or five oval leafle

doubly-toothed, downy above a

large, globose, golden yellow. '

petals three-lobed at the apex; June to September. Fruit large, black.
This species, variety, or hybrid, which is of garden origin, and its true
relationships unknown, is a very ornamental subject for scrambling over

minutely toothed. Flowei

June to August, Fruit re

America (1700).

R. RttLKFOLIOT (Rose

scattered hooked prickles

doubly and deeply toothed.

August. Fruit orange-red

rs very large, bright red. produced
ils: May. Fruit egg-shaped, large,

duced from North America (1827).

Most Ruin are hardy, although even c

berry (R. fruticosus) occasionally receives

:e frosts in early summer. Most garden so

them, the chief care needed being to ke
ludicious cutting-back. They may be propaj

soon root, and
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ALMOND, PLUM, AND CHERRY TREES

Natural Order Rosacea. Genus Primus

Prunus (the old Roman name for the Plum-tree). A genus comprising

about eighty species of shrubs or trees with simple alternate leaves, white

or red flowers, which are honeyed and disposed in corymbs, or racemes, or

produced solitarily. There are five lobes to the calyx, five petals, fifteen

to twenty stamens, and a single carpel. The species are natives of the

Northern temperate regions, and rare in the tropics. Four species are

indigenous to Britain. Most of the species are cultivated for the sake of

the juicy fruit (Plums, Peaches, Cherries, etc.) ; those mentioned below

arc suggested on account of their showy flowers.

History.
Tne genus Prunus includes some of the most anciently

cultivated of plants. Respecting the origin of some of these,

such as the Almond, the Peach, and the Apricot, there has been much
dispute. Persia and Northern Africa were formerly considered to be the

natural home whence these desirable fruits have spread; but the generally

accepted belief of modern botanists is that the Peach and Apricot are

natives of China, and the Almond is indigenous to Southern Europe and

the Levant. The Almond (P. Amygdalus), cultivated from very early

periods, came to us by way of North Africa at some date prior to 1548,

and somewhere about the same period we introduced the Apricot (P.

Armeniaca) from the Levant. Of the Peach (P. Persica) we have no

certain records earlier than 1562; it appears to have come to us from
Persia, where it had then been in cultivation for at least twelve hundred
years, for Theophrastus in B.C. 322 speaks of it as a Persian fruit, and
it is suggested that he became acquainted with it through Alexander's
expedition to Persia. The Almond is only grown in this country
tor the sake of its flowers, but on the Continent foritsfn.it: in favourable
seasons it ripens these in the South of England.

Principal species.
PRUNUS AMYGDALUS (Almond). Almond - tree. A

tree, from 10 to 30 feet high, with oblong -lance -shaped
leaves, finely toothed. Flowers pink or rosy (sometimes white), pro-

duced in abundance before the leaves, in March. During a mild
vv inter they sometimes appear in February, and rarely ever in January.
"" fuit is covered with a downy fibrous husk. There are several
varieties. '

wit/'
Am™IA

?
A (Armenian). Apricot. A tree about 15 feet high,

^-^M**1 '»• heart-shaped, smooth leaves, glandularly toothed.
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Flowers pinkish white, stalkless; February or March. Fruit llcshy,

covered with a velvety skin.

P. Avium (bird). Gean or Wild Cherry. Tree, 20 to 40 feet high,

with stout trunk, and stout rigid branches curving upwards. Leaves

pale green, downy beneath, on long stalks, and hanging down. Flowers

in small umbels, drooping, the soft petals widely spreading: April or

May. Fruit somewhat heart-shaped, black or red, bitter or sweet, but

not

1

acid: juice staining. Native.

A bush or dwarf tree, (j or ,, feet high, with red bark, numerous suckers,

leaves with short stalks. The llowers erect, in small umbels; the firm

white petals notched, and not spreading widely : April or May. Fruit

round, red, with acid juice. A native.

P. Laurocerasus (Cherry Laurel). Common Laurel or Cherry

Laurel. A fine evergreen foliage shrub or tree, 6 to 10 feet high, with

large, glossy, oval-lance-shaped leaves, dull beneath. The flowers in an

erect raceme shorter than the leaves; April and May. Introduced from

the Levant (1629). A number of varieties are to be found in our

shrubberies, the chief differences being in the size or shape of the leaves.

Var. latifolia is probably the best.

P. lusitanica (Portuguese). Portugal Laurel. Evergreen shrubs

10 to 20 feet high, with oval-lance-shaped leaves, and white flowers in

erect axillary racemes, longer than the leaves: June. Introduced from

Portugal (1648). The var. myrtifulla has small leaves, and is of more

compact growth.

lance-shaped, saw-toothed leaves, and pale or dark red llowers. smaller

than those of P. Ano^lal**, appearing in April or May. Fruit iieshy,

covered with a velvety skin. The var. ArW.s (Xeetarine) has firmer,

plumper fruit with smooth skin.

P. triloba (three-lobed ). Shrub, about li feet high, with three-lobed

leaves. Flowers large, white or rosy, generally double, appearing before

the leaves: March. Introduced from China (1857).

. .
On a well-drained loamy soil all the species of Pru <n>s

Cultivation. .

*
\will do well. Their roots run very near the surface, and,

consequently, so deep a soil is not required as by many shrubs and trees

of equal size. With some species there is a strong disposition to throw

up numerous suckers, which are often a nuisance, and must be taken off.

It is not advisable to use these suckers for propagation. Stocks for

budding or grafting are usually raised from seed, which should be sown
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as soon as ripe. The flowers are produced on short spurs at the end and
along the sides of well-ripened shoots of from one to three years old. In
l-ninin^ those must be preserved uncut when the weak and unripened

APPLE AND PEAR TREES

Natural Order Rosacea. Genus Pyrws

Pvurs (the old Roman name for the Pear-tree) Y genus of trees or
shrubs comprising about fori »- ,,„„.;, L .

' m •
,' '" /

,
1

.
fa

tlu°™ toitj species, with simple or pinnate leaves,
and White or pink, honeyed flowers, in terminal «,•„„, or corymbs. The— .-parts agree in number with those of J'nnn^ nud are similar in
appearance; but there are from two to five carpels. The IVui, as , whole,
too, is inferior to the calyx, that is, the (,,1 V k is .hove i, The ,,m .]s
instead of being stony as in IV,W, aie'huvonlv bonv ami n'-ur-

7e2j t K
The^C

.

leSare n^ives of the north temperate and Arctic
legions

,
five being British.

t

History. Like Prunas, the genus Purvs has l)een cultivated for

ft^, ^.
e Sake of its ^ fruits from very early times. The

thev toor
d t0W br°U^ht c^iva^ Apples * 1th them wheo

^P-ejBonofthaBeiBl^ But th,, is a matt.,- wi.l, wl.i.-h

wild A;iTp irrd
'

i

or there is n° d°ubt^ f—d the c-b °
r

point of

P
vtw

(

thô

S)

;?
d °tber™ here, and from the florist's

-L^^^^^P^^^^^the Crab in blossom is

1- thnTite "fze T^ °rded by Sllch varieties as Produce fruit

cultivate,! v;ui,,r, r ,7
n
'-

,

,'

Ur lmtivt
-

S1>°cieS
'
with their numeroUS

a^ *•wteS^^ 40 the eighteenth centnry d0 n
fOT Pear. It is tl11T , f * mtroduction of new species of Apple

Quince, made itTfiJr 8 anteri°r to the year 1573 P. Cydo„ !«, the

« native countrv st if^^1106
' ^g intr^uced from Austria, though

with no fe
U,lkn™n. Then in this genus we meet

t^ Swee^^^f10118 of moment until 1724, whe/p.^,—
^e Siberian^7^^^^ *> l758P.pr,,^,W Siberia The fi

"^ a^d in 1784 P. I rJ also 'came

China and Japan Lft ^J'*™^ P. apectaMfo is a native of

The favouriteV^l r ?»*>"** country we received it in 1

Produced in 1815 ,^7^
fl0Wera nearly a11 the 7ear round

1780-

rery beautiful P. J/"a? ,/, /, n ] so |Yom Japan,
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has been known in English gardens little more than twenty years.
Although most of these species produce edible fruit, they are mentioned
here solely on account of their ornamental characters.

Principaispecies.
Pyrus Aria

- White Beam-tree. A bush or tree
varying from 4 to 4 feet in height, with variable leaves,

jagged at the edges or deeply lobed, smooth above, white and woolly
beneath. Flowers, white, ^-inch across in flat corymbs ; May and June
* ruits miniature apples, A-inch across, rich scarlet Native

10 f

P^U(

Ti
AR

!

A (fowler
'

s)
-

Rmvan or Mountain Ash
-
A tree

>
from

10 to 40 feet Ingh, witl. l.mg leaves broken up into lance-shaped, toothed
leaflets, of which there are from six to eight pairs and an odd one. The
flowers are creamy white, J-inch across, in dense-flowered compound cymes
5 or 6 inches across

;
May and June. Fruit small, globose, scarlet in con-

spicuous bunches. The Rowan in full fruit is highly ornamental. 'Native
P. baccata (berried). Cherry Crab. A tree, 15 to 20 feet high

with smooth egg-shaped, toothed leaves, and white flowers; April andMay Fruit cherry-like, yellow tinged with red. Native of Northern
Asia from Himalaya to Japan.

P. communis" (common). Wild Pear. A tree, from 30 to 70 feet
high, generally of pyramidal form, with thorny branches, and egg-shaped
toothed leaves, in bunches on the old wood, singly on the new shoots.The flowers are white, from 1 to 1* inch across, in simple cymes : Apriland May. Native. l

P. coronama (garland). Sweet-scented Crab; American Crab A
small tree, about 20 feet high, with egg-shaped, irregularly toothed or lobed
smooto leaves, and large, rosy-tinted, fragrant flowers in small corymbs;
May. * nut small, fragrant, greenish. Native of Eastern United States

00 felt^r^^7,
drtiVe

°
f Kyd°n in °rete

>- ^Uince
-
A *».

20 feet h gh with crooked branches, and egg-shaped, entire leaves, whitead woolly beneath. Flowers white or pale red, large and few in an

Xv^ht

V

ruit varying apple or pear-shaped
> of a fine

slend

?
' TR

f

IBUNT (^f
flowering). A highly ornamental shrub, withender shoots, and smaU lance-shaped, toothed leaves. Blower

rich, rosy red; May. Fruit very small, long-stalked. Japan
.,/•

JAP
°f

CA (J»P"*»> Japanese Quince. A shrub, 5 or 6 feet highwith smooth, oval leaves, and deep scarlet flowers, produced in pairs orhrees, in winter before the leaves, and almost throughout the year Mlfragrant, green
; not edible. One of th» fi„w nA^ ,.._.i

nonThTwairllf^
116 ^ ^ finest of hai% sh™ ]- ^liether

P. Malus (Apple-tree). Crab Apple. Shrub or small tree, 20 feet high
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it 1 1 spreading brandies and oblong leaves. Flowers, 1| inch across, white

L'licatrly tinned with pink, rosy beneath, in umbels; May. Native.

P. Maulei (Maule's). Shrub, smaller and more compact than P.

'j»>ii !<</, with bright red flowers ; April. Introduced from Japan (1874).

P. 1'UUXIFOLIA (Plum-leaved). Siberian Crab. Small tree, 20 to 30

-et high, with egg-shaped, smooth, toothed leaves, similar to those of

:ie Cherry
; long-stalked. Flowers white, resembling those of P.

ymmunis
; stalks downy ; April and May. Fruit yellowish, but bright

3d on side exposed to sun.

P. Sorbus (Service-tree). The True Service. A tree, 20 to 60 feet

igh, similar to P. aucuparia, but larger. Leaves pinnate, but leaflets

[ual in size, woolly beneath, toothed towards the points. Flowers
reamy, in panicles

: May. Fruit larger than those of P. aucuparia,
lore [.tar-shaped, 1 inch long, dotted with red. Europe.

P. sPECTABiLis (worthy of note). Chinese Crab. A tree, 20 to 30
-et high, with smooth, oval-oblong, toothed leaves, and large, rosy or
'hite flowers; April or May. Fruit spherical, 1 inch across, on long
talks. The var. alba plena has double white flowers,

cultivation. .

A rich loamy 80ll
> with a subsoil of an open character,

is the most suitable for the genus Pyrus; they will not
Beoeed where the subsoil is clay. The species may be grown from seeds,
uch should be carefully selected from good healthy trees. Varieties

tioukl be propagated by means of buds or grafts. Cuttings may also be
truck, but it is neither a reliable nor a speedy method

;
yet we have

?en very good results from the mere careless sticking-in of apple
l^ Ui '*- without any art being practised. Most of these trees root near

Mirtacv. therefore they require mulchings of manure in summer; the

'J!'^i' wover. roots deeply, and is likely to find its way into some un-
]| -i »e strata, and in consequence it is usually grafted on a Quince

rene 1 iTf'

"^ &ie ffUit is desired
'
more borate instructions

ed, but to keep up the ornamental character of these trees
1 '--l <>- the chief requirements are, to see to the renewal of the

it old wood
Judici™s pruning of the branches, and cutting

THORNS
Order Rosacea. Genus Crataegus

tos, strength). A genus comprising about fifty

small trees, often spiny, with simple, lobed or
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pinnately cut leaves, and red or white flowers. These are grouped in

corymbose cymes, and consist of a pitcher-shaped or bell-shaped calyx
with a contracted mouth and five spreading lobes ; five petals inserted at

the mouth of the calyx: many stamens, and one to five carpels. The
latter are below and attached to the calyx-tube, and in association with
it they develop into an egg-shaped or globose fruit consisting of a
bony stone containing the seed or seeds, invested with a thin layer
of flesh and a thick, coloured rind. They are natives of the northern
temperate regions, and are chiefly found in America, extending south
as far as New Granada. The generic name refers to the hard, strong
wood.

Principal species.
Crataegus cocciNEA (scarlet). A small tree, 20 to 30

feet high, sometimes with a few straight thorns, and heart-
shaped, sharply-toothed, smooth leaves. Flowers wl lite, with red anthers

;

May. Fruit large, egg-shaped, bright coral-red. Introduced from the
United States (1683).

C. Crus-galli (cock's-spur). Cockspur Thorn. Shrub or small
tree, 10 to 30 feet high, beset with strong curved spines. Leaves oval-
wedge-shaped, shining, shortly stalked. Flowers large, white, tinged
with red, anthers red; May. Fruit bright red, showy, edible.' Intro-
duced from North America (1691). There are several good varieties

C. DOUGLASH (Douglas'). Shrub, 10 to 15 feet high, with reddish
twigs and straight, rigid spines. Leaves oval, shining, wedge-shaped a
base, doubly toothed. Flowers white; May. Fruit small, dark purple
Introduced from Western North America (1827).

C. flava (yellow). Small tree, 12 to 20 feet high. Leaves egg.
shaped, slightly lobed and round toothed, wedge-shaped at base. Flowers
mostly solitary, white

: May. Fruit pear-shaped, yellow, edible. Intro-
duced from South-East United States (1724).

C. heterophylla (various-leaved). Small tree, 15 to 20 feet hiehwith smooth leaves, somewhat three-lobed at the apex, slightly tooZd

Orie^lS^'
^ many_fl°Wered C°rymbs; M&y- Intr°d™ed from the

C. oriental* (oriental). Small tree, 12 to 20 feet high with
woolly branches, and deeply-toothed, three-lobed leaves. Flower's whiteMay and June. Introduced from the Orient (1810).

C. Oxyacantha (sharp-spined). Whitethorn, Hawthorn, or May

wTdfp t
Ge

' l^ 2°. feethiSh ' ™T 8Piny- ^aves egg-shaped, with
wedge-shaped base, with three or more lobes, shining. Flowers whiteproduced abund*ntly, usually sweet -sc,nt,d. 1 a, , ^.alh mi| ,,. I .'

May or June. Fruit, -lark reel or Fellow mealv ed
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Native. There are very many varieties, of which the dark red flowered

rosea swperba is the most popular.

C. Pyracantha (pyramidal-spined). Evergreen Thorn. Shrub, 10

to 15 feet high, with small evergreen, lance-shaped, saw-toothed leaves,

and white or pinkish flowers; May. Fruit orange-scarlet, in dense

clusters, which remain on the tree almost throughout the winter. There

is a variety with white berries. Introduced from Southern Europe

(1629).

C. tanacetifolia (Tansy-leaved). Small tree, 10 to 15 feet high,

with deeply-lobed, downy leaves, and white flowers; May. Fruit

globose, greenish yellow. Introduced from the Orient (1789).

Cultivation
Thorns are most commonly used for hedging, and

there is nothing better for the purpose ; much of the beauty
of our country in spring is due to this use. But Thorns that are allowed
to develop naturally and form a round head are a magnificent sight when
covered with their snowy blossoms. They thrive in almost any soil, light

or heavy, and will survive any ill-treatment. Whether grown as hedge,
bush, tree, or choice pot-plant, the flowers come freely. They may be

raised from seeds or cuttings, and the special varieties grafted or budded
opera vigorous stocks of the common . species. The seeds may be sown
m drills or furrows, in well dug soil. This may be done soon after the
seeds are ripe, or in the following spring; the drills being made about an
'"'; and a half deep. For raising on a large scale, it is advisable to make

Y
ul1 *' heap of the "haws" soon after they are ripe, in order to root away

,!i " fleshy portion; they are then mixed with sand and buried at a depth
"> hve or six niches, where they are left till the next autumn, and then

^
ni

j

'^ do not germinate rapidly, and a succession of young plants

^'.V " j'^'-'l l">in the one sowing for several years. The seedlings are

: a year old, the roots shortened with a sharp knife,

planted in their permanent stations. They may be trained
er wails, grown as standards, or kept for several years as pot-plants.

PHOTINIAS
Rosacea. Genus Photinia (including Eriobotria)

?inos, shining, from the laurel-like leaves). A
ly evergreens with handsome leathery, alternate

small white flowers in terminal panicles or

s top-shaped or bell-shaped, with five lobes.
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There are five spreading petals and about twenty stamens. The fruit is

more or less egg-shaped, in some species edible ; the cells not bony as in

Ci'dlnyi's. There are about a dozen species, natives of the mountainous

regions of India, China, Japan, and California,

Photinia arbutifolia (Arbutus-leaved). Californian

May-bush. A tree, from 10 to 20 feet high, with oblong-

lance-shaped, saw-toothed leaves, and panicled white flowers; July.

The leaf-stalks and young branches are bright red. Introduced

from California (1796).

P. japonica (Japanese). Loquat, or Japanese Medlar. A tree,

from 10 to 20 feet high, with large oblong, wrinkled leaves, downy

beneath. Flowers white in drooping racemes ; November. Fruit oval,

"the size of a small apple." pale orange tinged with red, of a sub-

acid flavour not unlike that of an apple; ripening in spring or early

summer. The tree is sufficiently hardy to withstand our ordinary

winters out of doors, but one of extra severity kills. Owing to the

late flowering period the fruit cannot be ripened out of doors, but

as a pot-plant in the stove it ripens easily. Introduced to Kew from

China (1787).

P. serrulata (toothed). Chinese Hawthorn. A tree, 10 to 20 feet

high, with large oblong, toothed leaves, and small white flowers in flat

terminal corymbs ; April to July. Introduced from China (1804).

Pftotinias are well suited for training against walls

outside, where they can be given slight protection in

very severe weather. They should in any case be given a sheltered

position, and a light loamy soil. Propagation is effected by means of

cuttings, or by grafting upon stocks of Pyrti* Cyilonia. The cuttings

should be taken about three inches long from the side-shoots, inserted in

sandy soil and covered with a bell-glass. Grafting is practised for out-

door growth, and the method adopted is that known as cleft-grafting.

April is about the best time for the operation, and the graft should be

contrived as near the ground as possible.

INDIAN HAWTHORN
Natural Order Rosacea. Genus Rhtphio

iaphiolepis (Greek rhaphis, a needle, and h'pis, a scs

e slender bracts). A genus containing about five spt

lf-hardy evergreen shrubs or trees, allied to Photii
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alternate, leathery, stalked leaves, and white or red flowers in racemes or
panicles. The calyx is funnel-shaped, with five awl-shaped lobes, which
tall away when the flower withers. The petals are clawed, five in
number oblong; stamens numerous. Fruit, a pulpy berry, with one or
two cells. They are natives of China and Japan.

Principal species
Rhaphiolepis indica (Indian). Indian Hawthorn.

A half-hardy shrub, 4 feet high, with egg-shaped or
lance-shaped leaves. Flowers white or pinkth, as large as those of
Cratcegu, Oxyacantha, in short, terminal panicles; February to August.
Introduced from China (1806). There are several varieties which
are usually regarded in our greenhouses as distinct species; rubra

TL ,
°WCrS; P,l(eo8temon has white flowers with brown

-ill'^iilJleavt
lmS WhHe fl°WerS and Slend6r knce - shaPed '

fflossv^^
PONICA (Japanese

> Hai% shrub, 6 to 10 feet high, with

brlnchet Ff
Gen

'^ Ws W^ntly in whorls at the endt of the

panicles J^TTE? **** f'inch aCr0SS
>
fra^nt

'
in -ect terminal

panicles, June. Introduced from Japan (1865).
cultivation. Rhaphiolepis should be grown in a compost of loam,

house culture ^id W^ -^ fOTm beauti£ul SubJ ects for^
doors bu i i t

Mi^0n^ ^ands our ordinary winters out of

event of vL t0 gr°W U aSainst a south wall, and in the

l*»'t it^Z;ie^ t0 C°Ver * ^th mats. The Japanese

^ated r,omi^^ " *** **« species may be pn,

AMELANCHIERS
Natural Order Rosacea Genus^aW^

\mf.i.\\i[1IER /,,

of four or five
«"*« ^ the Medlar in Savoy). A genus

deciduous, toothed wl V ubs 0r sma11 trees
>
with alternate,

of t,u
' ™Wx do not M '* WhHe flowers in racemea The lobes

t„ Hv,..,..i|..;,. Th 7 ?
tf - »' Maplnrfrpi*, and the fruit is three-

., n
^species are natives of th, .U,,iit™„i.,u. -vgion.

""^•-^atlattrT J
- "" A/ ^ has ,,, lt ,,, )W11 in P.ritish

.

:

:
;

: ,

.';;"".
l

-
, ""!»'-ly,,,^

: and is ostooiued for the fine

" l,,lv than for It. edil I
' V'" ^?

Dg and the autumnal tints of its foliage,

' °
Ugh not Particularly palatable, fruit.
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COTONEASTERS

AMELANCHIER CANADENSIS (Canadian).
PrincipalSpecies.

A ^^^ Q ^ g ^^^ oWong.
t

ending in a sharp point, and a profusion of white flowers

fruit, which is small and sparingly produced, is purplish

a pleasant flavour, ripening in June. Introduced from Ci

There are several varieties generally regarded in gardei

species.

A. VULGARIS (common). Common Amelanchier. A

3 to 9 feet high, with roundish-oval leaves, and abundant \

April. Fruit dark purple. Introduced from Europe about

Amelanchiers may be grown without «1

Cultivation.
^.^ joamy s0^ out of doors. They are p

seed sown as soon as ripe; by layering the lower shoot:

cuttings in autumn; or by grafting in spring upon st«»e

or Hawthorn.

COTONEASTEES

Natural Order Rosacea. Genus Cotoncaster

Cotoneaster (the old Roman name, signifying Quince-like). A genus

comprising about fifteen species of hardy shrubs or small trees, with

leathery, often downy, leaves, and small white or pink flowers, winch

are solitary, or grouped in few-flowTered cynics. The calyx-tube is top-

shaped or bell-shaped, with live persistent lobes. Petals five: stamens

numerous, inserted at the mouth of the calyx : carpels two to tiy.
.

aw

fruit small, with two to five bony stones. The species are natives of

Europe, temperate Asia, North Africa, and Mexico. <\ ,•///</./,-..< occurs

in Britain, but only on the limestone cliffs of the Great Ormes Head, in

Carnarvonshire.

Cotoneaster affixts (a cousin). A shrub, about 4

PrincipalSpecies.
feet^ ^^ lance.ghaped leaves and pinkish flowers in

large cymes ; April and May. Fruits of an intense scarlet hue. remaining

on "the plant well through the winter. Introduced from Himalaya 1
1
B20>

C. buxifolia (boxdeaved). A small shrub, 3 or 4 feet high, with

elliptic evergreen leaves, woolly beneath. Flowers white, rather large.

in two- to six-flowered cymes: April and May. Merries scarlet. Intro-

duced from Himalaya (1824).

C. FRIGIDA (cold). Shrub or small tree. 10 I'eet high, robust

growing. Leaves oblong-lance-shaped, woolly beneath: sub-evngiveii.

Flowers white, in many-flowered, woolly cymes: April and May.
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!ll
eS TkVn larS° clustera

-
f°™»«g the chief attraction of this

species. Himalaya (1824).

with

C

i;T
E0P

J!

YLL
t

(Sln8ll"leaVed
> EverSreen *™b

> 3 *° 4 feet high,

^VtSrsr w^ egg-shaped
' smooth awe

- down̂

OTbkfw
S
r°

NSn (S"nons'> Sub-evergreen shrub, with rhombic-
•" -„s, smooth above, silky beneath, persisting through mild

Ccts: ;:;,';,,,";::;
';-» <>• ->^ .*„

>i Way. Berries oblong, bright vermilion, persisting

^ " i'.t...-. Introduced from Himalaya.

hi,rh
'

T
/!™

F°LIA
(^yme -leaved

)- Evergreen shrub, less than 1 foot

i^isi,:^ ftS&f'
1

;?'
v

;

,,if
"

lM,,,w,th
-

F1°™ sma11

r V„ T , ( ;
nills sc;u '^ Himalaya (1852).

;

^au s (common). Erect shrub, 3 to 5 feet high, with broad,

-d cymes, May andJune
. Berries shining red. Rare native,

cultivation. All thespeciesof CUoneaster are worthy of cultivation,

succeed in ord ^ "\ * been UDable to enumerate them all. They

Lindlrv is .J"
'""'-{""'• <^"& see). 0. mnrojihyUa, according to

standai-d-lmd, o,r f T

Ul

T SeVei'

est wmt^ it should be grafted

-i'l-v,. a;;.;:i(11

f'aWt,0ni
*tocks>^ grown against a wall, which it

upon w i lich t( > ,T,r r
n

C ' a$ms™d C-frigida are useful as stocksw graft the evergreen species.

CINQUEFOILS

l
;^v,rlul, from the ir Em mer e:xaggerated

hu,D Ired aiid twenty
be» and a few shrubs. The leaves are always
ring to the base of the leaf--stalk. In nearly
tlu ' r white or yellow, but a few have red or
: ,l;iS from five to seven lobes and as many
1(1 « number to the caly. : lobes. Stamens

^

- into achene a <lvy receptacle.

^"".U'
"'" , tll(

' n °i-th temprrnte ;md Arctic



SCARLET AVENS

(GEUM CHILOENSE)



CINQUEFOILS

The Potentillas are nearly allied to the Fr
HiSt°ry

- Strawberries, and have very similar flowers

chiefly distinguished by the character of the receptacle upor

fruits (achenes) are developed. In Potent ilia this is small a:

in Fragaria it is large and juicy. Most of the British species a

pretty, and in the early days of gardening in this country wei

more cultivated than they are now ; but more than two hundn

years ago we began to introduce exotic species. The first of tl

grandiflora from Siberia (1640), and P. verb' from South Eun

followed in 1680 by P. moihydiensis from France, and P.

South Europe. The year 1822 saw the introduction of three g

from Himalaya—P. «*rw/n»,7« «>»«/, P. v^Icns^, -Mv\P.srh

cultivation many hybrids have been produced, chiefly >y <

the original species.

POTEXTILLA ALBA (white). Stems Weak, tr

Principal Species. . , ,. , .

1 --iil«-ts the upper with thre

nearly an inch across, white with an orang,- ring near t

February to August. Native of the European Alps.

P. ATROSAXGUIXEA (dark-blood.) Silvery ( lnquefoil. S

branching, about 2 feet high. Leaves trefoils :
the leaflets s;

and covered with silvery down beneath. Flowers 1 >, to 2jn

of a beautiful dark crimson colour: May to July. Plat- So.

P. comarum (arbutus-like). Marsh Onnueioil. Stems i

creeping, purple-brown. Leaflets five to seven, pinna e \

coarsely saw-toothed, pale beneath: stipules large letals-1

brown, smaller than the purplish sepals: June and July.

^
achenes, disposed on a crimson, dry, spong\ eon. •

Arhato*. A native of our hogs and marches.

P. FRUTICOSA (shrubby). Stem shrubby, with flaking I

feet high. Leaflets three or five, lance-shaped, margins turne

untoothed; hairy. Flowers few. l\ inch across, rich yellow,

cymes
; June and July. Bracts lance-shaped. Native o n

P. xepalensis (native of Nepal). Very similar to P. «tr

differing chiefly in the character of the radical leaves. whi<

leaflets instead of three. Flowers in June and July.

P. pyrexaica (Pyrenean). Stems 1 to H foot. Ba

h>ng-stalked. with oblong leaflets, toothed only towards th-

h-aves short-stalked, three- to five-lobed. Flowers large, i

P'-tals v,,ly round, overlapping: June to August.

I'- KUl'ESTRls (growing on rocks). Stems 1 to 2 lee

ii.—

s
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Radical leaves, with slender footstalks, and five pinnate leaflets. Stem-

leaves with three leaflets, few, almost stalklesx. Flowers few, 1 inch

across, white ; May and June. A native of Europe and Wales.

P. RUSSELLIANA (Russell's). A hybrid, probably the offspring of

P. a trost in (j a in ea x n epalensis. Stem 1 foot. Leaves trefoils. Flowers

nearly 2 inches across, of a rich blood-red colour ; July to September.

Many other hybrids and varieties will be found in the lists of good firms.

Culture
^ie Cinquefoils succeed as a rule in ordinary garden

soil, but they prefer one that is sandy in character. The

most appropriate situation for most of the species is the rock-garden or

a stony bank. P. comarum, however, is used to a marsh habitat, and it

would be well to give it a damp position and mix peat or cocoanut-nbre

with the soil about its roots. They come readily from seeds or by

dividing the roots ; in the case of hybrids, of course, the latter method

of propagation must be relied upon.

Description of The upper portion of a stem of Potent ilia atrosan-
Piatess. gu inea, with a couple of radical leaves. It will be seen

that the name Cinquefoil is a misnomer in this case, but popularly
the large stipules also count as leaflets, and so help to constitute the

five-fold leaf.

Natural Order Rosacea. Genus Geum

(; E<-M<tlH.. old Latin nam,., said to be derived from the Greek gew, to

*£* tu , ' 1

;
tt '' t!l «' ''outs of (Iran, arhanum being aromatic). A genus of

'

" ,U r llrt
-

x ^' r,,ct-growing, hardy, perennial herbs. They have large
1 iss.-ct.-d radical leaves, of which the terminal leaflet is always much
Mger than the others. The stipules grow to the leaf-stalk. The honeyed

f.V
W

;" ]i^ly or in corymbs, and are white, yellow, or red in colour.
Uke 1 .,1, „/,//„, th , ca]yx ]|as in addition tQ itjg five lobeS) as m;iny little

bwcta immediately below it. Petals five: stamens many, crowded;
'"!' - numerous with thread-like styles. When these carpels have

j

" x " ln
l

,,,
l into a round head of achenes, the styles in some species have

»oc»in.- Imok.-.l hairs, which catch in the fur of animals, and so secure
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yellow flowers and is apt to become a troublesome weed when introduced

to the garden; but G. rivals was probably transplanted from its native

streams at an early date. Of the exotic species, the white-flowered tf.

album, introduced from North America in 17*0.^^^^
U

^,
be cultivated here. G. xirait'in. from the same .ju.n •> e^

^.

was introduced in 1778, (7. pyvenaicinn from ie yre ,

chiloense, the species most frequently cultivated, came iron. (
n " m -

Several others are of more recent introduction, such as (r. rh* warn,

thought to be a natural hybrid between G. montaiwm and (,. r, r re-

discovered in the Engadine in 1886.

Geum chiloense (Chilian). Scarlet Avens. scemi

Principaispecies. ^^ about 2 feet high. Radical leaves interruptedly

pinnate, leaflets lobed and boldly toothed. Stem-leaves three-p.rte,

deeply cut Flowers scarlet and copper-coloured, 1, mcli acio^

leafy terminal panicles; May to August. Plate S.i.
1
his ,s -.M.

known in wardens by the incorrect name of G. cocevnam* *

to a distinct species. There is a very handsome var. tl-re p eno, am

dazzling scarlet double flowers.
f t 1 i-di

G. COCCINEUM (scarlet). Stem solitary, erect about a^-
^^

Radical leaves tufted, spreading with five or seven ea ie
,

simple, three-lobed, toothed. Flowers erect, on terminal oo

petals clawed, purplish.
k-i licil h-ives

G. ELATUM (tall). Stem slender. IWked. :> to +^^ ''^ }]
^.^

somewhat similar to those of G. ™r, """" : >t" 11
" ""'

,'/
',,, ,,.]„ ,j

larger stipules Flowers on long, slender, erect stalks, p.

eolden yellow; duly. Introduced from Himalaya (1880).

*
G Movrvv.-M iniMuntain) is a spring flowering dwarl sp-ces

,

1-inch,^!, •

, i ,
- red with soft hairs. Flowers yell<m ...«t

<< ,„.„tTx, ii .,-,, /P,v,.n,.'int Stems erect, unbrauched, 1£ toot high.

stipules small. Flowers drooping, an

diameter
;
calyx red-brown, downy ;

p<

Geums are propaga
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DeSi

«T
°f Ge "m Ch ll0en8e

>
the Scarlet Avens

>
i8 here represented,

latese.
th flQwers abQut ^^.^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^The section through flower (Fig. 1) shows the arrangement of the carpels

abound the conical receptacle, surrounded by the crowd of stamens.
rig. 2 shows a solitary carpel with its lon<>' ereet stvlp

SAXIFRAGES
Natural Order Saxifrage.!-:, ri.-nn

for cultivation. j[«

the radical ones free

stems arise: st.-m-li

becomes a sheath,
p

are white or y,]lov
stamens ripeninir be
Petals five «JL„
two-styled. Fruit a two-beaked ','..

, !

' 7 '"Ll? 'Tin''

History. As the British speries include tiavifratitt n

West of IreL ^f^"
Pride

'

which is found wikl in the West
().,uM(

"
ai

" ' 't is but reasonable to suppose that this was »

this ,nust I"" i

any
°f the eX°tics were introduced/

-i the case vet Uv b,mv ii
"'tr.^lu.^Ml, to fas!,;,,,,,]! . ,

act tie

ed Sweet

ll «"i'tsiiuiii,
( ,f London , , J I

, • "
brought out by Messrs. LondrmT \Vik tile r^
William^^iTf ^^6 ^ belonged to the old-faal......

have r, cord v , , s

'

',' /' "' The earliest foreign species of which we

to 1596, the former fV I

'

"V"
1 ' 1 '* rota ndiM^ which reached us prior

The others are of co
Eui'opean Alps, and the latter from Austria.

A] [)s in 17:;] s
'

'

/

''
!,

'

/

" ."' x "
:

-

v " r
'
nt importation: S. Aizoon, from the

Sibrria in 17,;-. s
<

*'" lom Switzerland in 1752: S. rrifss ifnh'a, i'n >m
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B, SAXIFRAGA HUETII



vWIKRAGKS

>aves clustered, thick.

firtila-inous. Flowers

tufted. Leaves wedge-shaped, three- to fivedobed.
white; July and August, A native plant, in all
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S. cotyledon (cotyledon-like). Plant tufted, flowering stem

branched pyramidically, 1 to 2 feet high. Leaves flat, spoon-shaped, with

a silvery, cartilaginous, toothed edge. Flowers large, white ; calyx

glandular ; May to July. Forms of this species are known in gardens

under the names of 8. pyramidalis and 8. nepalensis.

S. crassifolia (thick-leaved). Rootstock thick and woody. Leaves

radical, oval, smooth, toothed. Flowers red, in dense panicles on a stout

scape ; March to May. Plate 89.

S. diversifolia (vari-leaved). Stem erect, branched, \ to \\ foot

high. Radical leaves, long-stalked, oval or heart-shaped; stem-leaves

small, stalkless, half-clasping the stem. Flowers yellow, with indistinct

spots ; disposed in corymbs ; July.

S. Fortunei (Fortune's). Similar in habit to 8. cortuscefolia.

Leaves kidney-shaped, lobed and deeply toothed. Flowers white, in a

many-flowered panicle; petals unequal, one being longer and toothed.

Half-hardy.

S. granulata (granulate roots). Stem erect, 6 to 18 inches, with

brown bulbs at its base as big as a pea. Radical leaves kidney-shaped,

lobed and stalked; stem-leaves stalkless, the lobes more sharply cut.

Flowers bell-shaped, white, an inch across, drooping; April and May.

Native of Britain.

S. Hirculus (little goat). Marsh Saxifrage. Stem erect, 4 to 8

inches, leafy, branched from the base, from which also runners are

produced. Radical leaves, stalked, lance-shaped or spoon-shaped,

forming a rosette ; stem-leaves very slender, faintly toothed. Flowers

almost solitary, petals yellow with red dots at the base, where are two

tubercles; August. Native of Britain, but rare. There is a var.

grandiflora with larger flowers, 1 inch across.

S. Huetii (Huet's). Stems reclining. :j inches high. Leaves kidney-

shaped or spoon-shaped, fleshy. Flowers small, numerous; May to

August. Annual. Native of Asia Minor. Plate 88.

S. hypnoides (Hypnum-moss-like). Eves-Cushion ; Mossy Saxi-

frage. Barren shoots long, reclining. Flowering shoots 3 to 8 inches

long. Radical leaves three- to five-lobed. Stem-leaves variable, from very

slender to broad, more or less lobed. Flowers bell-shaped, white, 1 inch

across
;
May to July. A native species much cut up by various authors.

S. LiGULATA (strap-shaped). Stems 1 foot. Leaves egg-shaped,

toothed, fringed with fine hairs. Flowers white, suffused with red,

borne in a forking panicle ; March to May.



THICK-LEAVED SAXIFRAGE

SAXIFRAGA CRASSIFOLIA)



SAXIFRAGES

rs white, dotted with red, disposed :

high; July.

. tliicknicd tow,-mis the blun t t

ig like the tiles on a u „,f ;,, fo

urple, solitaiT> f-incl
, aci oss; Ap

Meeting Alp rock Then

urplish). Stemle;

hat wavy margi]

purple, nearly ar

'
'

• «y '"". ' ^iems smooth and leaty, densely tufted and rigid.
''

'

sa
,

1K'"" al
.'

t tn" rh( '

(1 aml Reeled, overlapping. Flowers yellow,
hoit ilfusv spike: May to August.
S. sAiotEXTosA (twiggy). Creeping Sailor; Strawberry Begonia-
ler ot .thousands

: \\ andormg .lew, etc. Leaves almost round, with
" »unt teeth, dark green with paler veins, underside red ; on long

-nnPnlrr 'v
&

,

g Panide 9 t0 U lnCheS hiSh J P^alsunequal, two being long and white, whilst three are much shorter,tedMith scarlet and yellow
; June and July. A number of thread-

runners are produced from the rootstock. Half-hardy. Plate 87
var. tricolor has the foliage blotched with white and red.

t

S
;.

l

?,

1,

.

!KOSA
.

(
"" 1,; " I

-

V)
;

L<m,lon Pride : St
- ^trick's Cabbage; None so

t

'
V

]i(

'.

' " llt " r 'S

(

.

,)rs
l
,;llr

-

(
'tc

-
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Most of the species being perennial and tufted, are

most readily propagated by divisions. The rootstock of

8. umbrosa sends out so many branches that it forms dense masses from

which tufts may be cut, and these root readily without nagging.

The smaller mossy kinds are as readily increased, but in their case the

divided portions should be kept moist and in the shade until firmly rooted.

Those with runners, like S. sarmentosa, should be pegged down in pots

and rooted before separating from the parent. As a rule, the Saxifrages

thrive best on rock-gardens, but a few (indicated in above list) are

natives of marshy ground, and for these provision should be made by a

liberal admixture of peaty soil in their compost. A very beautiful effect

may be obtained by forming a special Saxifrage garden on the rockery

principle, with 8. umbrosa and 8. cotyledon occupying the heights, where

their abundant and graceful panicles show to perfection. The mossy

section would grow between and over the stones at various heights,

according to size and robustness, whilst moisture-loving kinds could be

accommodated at*the foot. The half-hardy kinds should be kept moder-

ately dry during the winter, and can; must be taken to prevent moisture

gathering in the dense foliage at this period. They are all among the

most easily cultivated of plants. The annual species sow themselves.

Description of Plate 87 represents Saxifraga sarmentosa, or Creeping

Plates 87 to 89. sai ior) o£ the natural siz6) with a runner (sf lon) and young

plant. Fig. 1 is an enlarged flower in section, showing the dissimilarity

in size and colour of the petals.

Plate 88 includes two species: A is 8. umbrosa, or London Pride,

natural size. Fig. 1 is an enlarged view of a flower, and Fig. 2 is a

section through the carpels of the same. B is S. Huetii, a portion being

enlarged in Fig. 3; the seed, natural size and enlarged, at Fig. 4; and a

seedling, Fig. 5.

Plate 89 gives a half-sized portrait of 8. cross Ifalia, the thick-leaved

Saxifrage, with its thick rootstock ami it- .lens,, panicle of rosy flowers,

one of which is shown in section at Fig. 1 ; 2 r. i .res, -nt s the , letached carpels.

HYDRANGEAS
Natural Order Saxifrages. Genus Hydrangea

Hydrangea (Greek, hydor, water, and aggeion,* vase or vessel; from

the shape of the fruit). A genus of about thirty shrubs or trees, with

opposite, stalked leaves and showy flowers in large terminal corymbs or



m DRANGEA HORTENS1A



m<r tlu' garden vars. ruseo-alba and acruleftcem), with the outer flowers

sterile: var. .x*7/„f„, flowers yellowish green, turning to ros, J.,lour. all

"
'"I!." PAN,«'ri..m'Ip-unel^'' Snn!'^^ ' sin "la,- 'but l,aves often in

threes, downy; (lowers small, white, in a dense panicle a foot long; June
to September. When well-grown all the flowers are sterile and pure
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H. petiolaris (stalked). Stem slender, branching, rooting into its

support, like ivy. Flowers white in broad flattened cymes, 6 to 8 inches

across ; April and May. Requires the protection of a cool greenhouse.

H. quercifolia (oak-leaved). Stems 4 to 6 feet. Leaves large,

oval, lobed and toothed in a similar manner to those of the Oak. Flowers

greenish white, or pink, in large flattened corymbs; June to August.

H. Thunbergii (Thunberg's). Stems 2 to 3 feet high. Leaves

smaller. Flowers blue or rosy, in terminal cymes ; June ; half-hardy.

Hydrangeas are readily propagated in summer by

means of cuttings, or by taking off the suckers that grow up

from the base of the stems. The plants require a sheltered position out

of doors, and a rich, moist soil. Should the soil be light and poor, con-

siderable improvement may be effected by mixing in decayed cow-manure.

H. paniculata forms a shrub 3 feet high and produces in summer

enormous panicles of white flowers; the old stems require to be cut

down to the ground every year as soon as the flowers are over. In

the South of England near the sea they are common garden bushes,

so well do they thrive. To our mind, such bushes, four or five feet high

covered with enormous corymbs of flowers, are better worth looking at or

having than the more fashionable but stiff pot specimens, with a single

stem upon which grows a big head of flowers, out of proportion to the

size of its support. For this method of culture in pots, cuttings are

placed singly in pots and brought on in a frame, which is kept close and

warm, and there left through the summer. In early autumn they must

be gradually hardened, and finally placed outside with full exposure to

the sun. With this treatment the wood will ripen and the leaves fade.

This is the signal for withholding the water that lias hitherto been given

in abundance
; and as the pots dry they should be removed to a cool

house and wintered dry. Between the middle of January and the middle

of February they should be turned out and repotted in five- or six-inch

pots, using a mixture of equal parts loam and cow-manure. Increase the

temperature and give water, and growth will at once commence. If the

cuttings were taken from the tops of robust shoots they will soon show

the flower-buds under this treatment ; and as these begin to increase in

size, artificial manure should also be given until the big corymb is well

expanded. For bush plants in the garden the treatment is much simpler.

Old plants that have flowered may be cut down, but a number of young

shoots will break from the base.
"
When partiallv ripened these may J*

removed, and they will readily root : they may tlmn he planted straight

into the border, and if well-watered and manured will soon form large

flowering clumps. As a rule, where the soil is w.-ll-drahmd they survive
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D. staminea (prominent stamens). Stems 3 feet high. Leaves

broad, lance-shaped, woolly beneath. Flowers white, fragrant: corymbs

many-flowered ; May and June. Native of Himalaya.

Deutzias are hardy shrubs in the South of England,

id may be grown in the border, but a wintry spring

is likely to spoil that season's floral display so far as these plants are

concerned. It has, therefore, been customary to grow them more as

pot-plants, and as subjects for forcing in order that their flowers may

be available in the first days of the year. They are not particular as

to soil or position, but a rich loam is the most suitable. For potting

this should be improved by the incorporation of well-rotted cow-

manure and sharp wand. Cuttings should be taken from the lateral

shoots, and slipped oft' with a heel. These may be rooted in a shady

border or in a cold frame. In autumn they should be potted if required

for indoor use, or planted out in the shrubbery border. Those in pots

should be placed in cold frames, where they will gradually develop

during the winter, and from which they may be taken in succession

and brought into a higher temperature gradually. They do well

between 45° and 50°, producing leaves as well as flowers, whereas at

a higher temperature the flowers precede the leaves. For forcing

D. gracilis stands unrivalled, but the same plant should not be forced

two seasons in succession.

Description of A flowering shoot of Deutziu </r<tcili«, reduced about

Plate 91. one-third from the natural size. The extra figures are—

1, an enlargement of the flower; 2, a section of the same; 3, a stamen;

4, the calyx and female organs, after removal of the petals and stamens.

JAPANESE SPIREA
Natural Order SaxifuagE.E Genus Js/i/hc

without, and stilhe, lustre or brightness, from the

lowers). A small genus of branching herbs, with

saves. The flo
those

or me genus tt/.Wfm.y,/. Stamens eight or ten : carpels three. They

are natives of Asia and North-East America. As garden plants they

are distinctly modern, all having been introduced during the present

century. Axtilbn japonin, ,„ay l )0 Ka i,i to have a history, which

consists, however, of a record of' its brio-' bandied about from one genu*

to another. Formerly regarded as a spurns of S^i, <><„. it was not only
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up and die quickly, though with very little attention they might be
preserved for garden use.

Description of Upper portions of both leafy and flowering shoots of
Plate 92. Astilbe japonim, Fig. 1 is a separate flower greatly

enlarged to exhibit the parts.

GRASS OF PARNASSUS
Natural Order Saxifrages. Genus Parnassia

Parnassia (from Mount Parnassus, Dioscorides having named the

common species Grass of Parnassus). A genus of about a dozen slender,

erect perennial herbs, with entire, chiefly radical, leaves and solitary

flowers, large in proportion to the plant. The floral parts are in fives,

the petals thick and enduring. They are distributed throughout the

Arctic and Temperate regions of the globe.

Parnassia palustuis (marsh-loving) is a native of our own bogs
and wet moors. It attains a height of about 6 inches only. The
leaves are heart-shaped, mostly radical, and these have long footstalks.
The stem-leaves are stalkless, and only one to each stem, about half-way
between rootstock and flower. The flowers are about an inch across,

the leathery petals white, strongly veined with given : August and
September.

Grass of Parnassus should be provided for in the garden by
utilising a damp-hollow, digging out the ordinary soil and filling in

with peat. Here may be grown a number of bog-loving plants of

considerable beauty, such as the Bog-bean (Menyanthes), Sundews
(Prosera), Bog-Asphodel (Xa rtlurivn,), and others. Parnassia may be

propagated by seeds or by division of the rootstock.

SYRINGA OR MOCK ORANGE
Natural Order Saxifrages. Genus Ph ihuMph us

I'l'US (Greek, brotherly love). A genus of abou
hardy shrub., with opposite Lavs and white or stra'
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ESCALLONIAS
Natural Order Saxifrage.*:. Genus E.<callo
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spreadiug limbs. Stamens five style one; stigma two-lobed. In th 3South of England they are qnite hardy, and in the South-West they growvery racily and flower freely. They are frequently planted toLm
hedges, for winch purpose they are well suited. The species mostcommonly cultivated is—

ronc^TT 7
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FLOWERING CURRANTS
Natural Order Saxifrages Genus Ribes
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which the characters of the two are happily combined are now well known
in gardens. They have pink, red, pale pink, and variegated flowers.

R. odoratissima (fragrant). Stems erect, 12 to 20 inches high,
rough, sometimes branched. Leaves narrow-lance-shaped or awl-shaped.
Flowers creamy white, pale yellow, or rosy, an inch long, sweet-scented,
in many-flowered cymes ; June and July.

R. versicolor (changeable). Stems erect, branched, 2 feet. Leaves
lance-shaped, sheathing, with fringed edges. Flowers red, white within
with the exception of a red margin, the colour from which gradually
spreads all over the interior; in terminal umbels; fragrant at evening;
May to September,

cultivation.
The suggestions to be given under this head apply to

_

the closely-allied genera of Rochea and Crassula, which
are alike m general structure and habitat. They should all be grown
m pots for they need to be wintered in a greenhouse and kept dry.
I he soil that suits them best is a compost of sandy loam, three parts, to
one part each of well-rotted manure, leaf-mould, and small brick rubbish.
Ihey are propagated by seeds, but chiefly from cuttings taken in July.
These should

iiple of days at least before
potting, in order to allow the cut portion to dry. This accomplished,
insert m three-inch pots and place in the greenhouse in a dry and sunny
position. Here they should remain until the following spring, when, as
soon as growth commences, they should be shifted into larger (five-inch)
pots. When again well established, check the growth by nipping out
the growing point, and withhold water for a couple of days. This
treatment produces a series of lateral shoots which will all bear flowers.
isyiurther stopping, these may each be made to send out branches until

1

JMA has been formed sufficiently large to satisfy the grower, but with
eacn stage in this process a shift should be made to a correspondingly
larger pot, and the shoots must be tied out to neat little sticks. After
flowering each shoot requires to be cut back until not more than two
inches long, and when growth has again started cut back the longest

ots and re-pot, giving them fresh soil but no larger pots. Water should

umHl ft

glV6n Sparin
Sty' only in efficient quantity to keep the soil moist

thev 1 nV°°
tS haVe g0t Wdl h0ld of {t J*™* ^e growing period

hey should have sufficient water, but it needs to be given with care,
and the drainage must be perfect. During winter it is essential that no
noie water than suffices to prevent the flesh shrivelling be given to them.

**£££"
flm .
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SICKLE CRASSULA

SICKLE CRASSULA
1 Order Grassulacela. Genus Orassula

Itil). c,;tss,is. thick. IViiiji the haves). A

Description of The upper portion of a flowcrin-r stein of Cr<t<s,>l<i
piateM. /W ,W,, Fifr ! is a detachr(1 „ (nv(,r ( , llar , rt . (1 Kii ; .,

;i

s,eti.»n of th- same. For cultural .liivctions, see Rocftea.

COTYLEDONS
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racemes. Calyx five -parted ; corolla -tube cylindric or urn -shaped,
rounded or five-angled, lobes five. Stamens ten ; carpels five, with thread-
like styles. Fruit a many-seeded follicle. The species are distributed
throughout the West and South of Europe, the whole of Africa, Mexico,
and temperate Asia.

History.
The Plants now brought together by botanists into the

genus Cotyledon were formerly separated into the genera
Cotyledon, Echeveria, Pachyphytum, Pistorinia, and Umbilicus. The
remembrance of this fact may obviate some confusion. One solitarv
species is indigenous—Cotyledon umbilicus, the Navelwort, confined
chiefly to the Western coasts. Among the earliest of the foreign species
to be introduced was C. orbiculata, two hundred years ago, from the
Cape, whence also came C. hemisphwrica in 1731, and Cftwicularis in
1759. Four years before the beginning of this century C. ea'spitosa was
introduced from California

; whilst the well-known C gibbiflora (182G).
C secunda (1837), and C. retusa (1846) all came from Mexico. There
are numerous hybrids in cultivation.

Principaispecies.
Cotyledon agavoides (Agave-like). Flowering stem

slender, 8 to 12 inches high. Leaves ovate, narrowed to a
spiny point, glaucous, forming rosettes. Flowers orange, few. Native
of Mexico.

C. atropurpurea (dark purple). Stem stout, short, with leaves
forming an Aloe-like rosette at its summit. Leaves egg-shaped, dark
l"»H< with a "bloom" upon them. Flower-stem erect, bearing a long
acrine «,i live-sided bright purplish-red flowers, white towards the
base. Introduced from Mexico (1869).

C. fulgens (shining). Stem 4 to 6 inches high, with leafy flowering
Branches 12 to 18 inches long. Leaves .-g-shap-d. pal- -daucous, in a
"" n,S,,tt

' FI °Wers ^ax-like, oral red. with vellow base: in panieled
lac-ines. jNative of Mexico.
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rosette. Flowers reddish

October. Native of Mexic<

C. Peacockii (Peacoe

brown ; 1 foot. Leaves sp

red, forming a close roset

t'r< mi Mexico (1874).

base. In the greenhouse tins flowers lively from November to April.

Plate 95.

C. SECUXDA (turned aside—in reference to flower-stem ). Flowering

stem 1 foot high. Leaves wedge-shaped, with a stiff* point at tip,

glaucous, forming a rosette. Flowers red externally, yellow within;

petals keeled; June to August. There are several varieties, of which

glauca, figured on Plate 96, is one of the best.

C. UMBILICUS (navel). Wall Pennywort; Pennypies; Navelwort.

Leaves roundish, hollowed in centre, stalk attached to centre of under-

side (jH'Utitr). Flowers greenish white, drooping, in long erect racemes;

May and June. This is a hardy native of neat habit, suitable for growing

in the crevices of old walls, where its singular flowers have a pretty

effect.

Cotyledons make handsome pot-plants for decorative

purposes, and are invaluable where ornamental bedding is

carried out. They require winter protection, but in most cases the

shelter of a dry frame, covered with mats in severe weather, is sufficient.

Some, however, like ('. yibbfinm, must be kept almost dry in a dry,

warm house during the winter. The great danger to be guarded against

imual species), but

aves and strikinj

1 they should be
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the leaf ; then they must be watered, and as soon as sufficiently grown
they should be potted.

Description of Plate 95. Cotyledon retusa. Fig. 1, enlarged flower;
Plates 95 and 96 Yig. 2, section of same.

Plate 96. C. secunda, var. glauca. Fig. 1, enlarged section of

flower ; Fig. 2, transverse section of fruit.

STONECKOPS
Natural Order Crassulace^e. Genus Sedum

Sedum (Latin, sedeo, to sit, from the half-recumbent habit of some of the

species). A large genus of succulent herbs, usually with alternate leaves

and white, yellow, pink, or blue flowers in cymes. The calyx is four- or

five-lobed; petals separate, four or live; stamens four or five; carpels

four or five, distinct or joined at the base, styles short. The fruits are

follicles. The one hundred and twenty kn.'.wn sp.-cl.-s are distributed

through the Temperate and Arctic regions of the Northern Hemisphere,

and a few in America.

History.
No le88 than ei&ht sPecies of Sedum are indigenous to

Britain, and having regard to the neat habit of most of

these, and the fact that we began introducing exotic species three

hundred years ago, it is no wild shot to surmise' that from very early

times our wild Sedums found place in our gardens. On the garden

walls, the fanciful grottoes, and the roofs of garden sheds tiny would

have their place, as we may gather from their names of Wall IVpper

and Small Houseleeks; besides Lin- used for bordering, for which

purpose S. acre and similar dwarf forms .ire so suitable. The first

foreign species to be Introduce.] was N. J „,„„„> rs, r».< from the

Continent in 1596, followed by another Kuropran species, X. <*</><«', in

1640. S. Aizoon, an old-fashioned garden plant, came from Siberia in

1757. S. Ewersii, one of the best, thmi-h rather tender, is also Siberian

(introduced 1829) ; whilst the somewhat similar N. *'<<h<>h!ii came from

Japan in 1836.

Principal Species.
Se*>™ ACRE (acrid). Wall Pepper, or Biting Stooer
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golden yellow tint in spring; var. elegans has silvery leaves and tips of

the shoots ; var. majus, larger in all respects than the type.

S. Aizoon (Aizoon-like). Stems, several, 1 foot high, erect, un-
branched, somewhat angular. Leaves oblong-lance-shaped, coarsely
toothed, with prominent midrib. Flowers yellow. !-ineh diam., in loose

panicled cymes ; July to September. Hard p rei 1

S. album (white). Stems, barren ones prostrate, flowering ones
pinkish, erect, 6 to 10 inches. Leaves narrowly oblong, blunt, narrowed at

base, spreading, alternate. Flowers white, nearly ±-inch diam., in corym-
bose cymes: July ami August. Native perennial, rare in the wild state.

S. ANGLICUM (English). Flowering stems, glaucous or reddish,

leafy, 1 to 2 inches. Leaves alternate, crowded, ovoid oblong, humped
at the base. Flowers white or pink, '-inch diam.. crowded at top of

stem; petals lance-shaped, keeled, carpels pink; May to August.
Native perennial.

S. CLERULEUM (bright blue). Stems 2 to 3 inches, branched from
the base. Leaves oblong, blunt, tufted; pale green dotted with red.

Flowers pale blue, ]-inch in diam., in many-flowered cymes; July. A
bright little annual, introduced from the Mediterranean region (1822).

S. Ewersii (Ewers'). Rootstock thick, giving off many trailing and
ascending branches. Leaves opposite, almost round, A -inch across! with
heart-shaped, stem-clasping base. Flowers numerous, pink or violet,

with darker spots: in dense globose cvmes : August and September
Tender perennial.

S. GLAUCUM (glaucous). Barren stems, branched, 2 inches long;
flowering stems 3 to 4 inches, reddish. Leaves very slender, greenish grey
becoming reddish, |-inch long ; densely crowded. Fl< >wers pinkish, in um-
bellate cymes, many flowered ; July. Hardy perennial ; native of Europe.

S. jap. >Nici\M (Japanese). Stems diffuse. Leaves spreading, slightly
reflexed, oblong, pointed, upper side channelled, lower convex. Flowers
yellow, in many-flowered, loose panicled cymes; June to August.
Native of Japan (1866). Perennial.

S. lydium (Lydian). Barren stems purplish, erect, 2 to 3 inches

;

flowering stems 4 to 5 inches. Leaves very slender, halt-round, eared
at base, raised dots at tip. Flowers minute, pinkish, in many-flowered
corymbose cymes; July and August. A very neat little" perennial
introduced from Asia Minor in 1807.

haped. clasping the

ded cymes: August

varieties of this' tine
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perennial, some of them being not particularly distinct, but var. <

has yellow flowers; the vara, pachyphyllum, prceruptorum, recur-

vum, rigidum, and serotinum have greenish flowers, with small points
of difference between themselves. The var. kcematodes has erect, deep
purple stems over 2 feet high, and opposite purplish leaves 5 inches
long and 3 inches broad, coarsely toothed ; whitish red-tipped flowers in
panicled cymes.

S. reflexum (turned back). Stone Orpine. Stems trailing. Leaves
cyhndric with awl-shaped tips, spreading and reflexed, in about six series,

crowded. Flowers bright yellow ; July and August. Native perennial.
There is a smaller variety (albescens) with glaucous leaves, and pale
yellow flowers; the leaves of the flowering stem differing from the type
in not being reflexed. In the var. cristutwm the stems are flattened out
to a great extent, so that at their summit they are several inches broad.

S. roseum (rosy). Rose-root. Rootstock woody, thick and
branching, with the fragrance of roses

; perennial. Stems annual, fleshy,

6 to 18 inches. Leaves flat, broadly lance-shaped, toothed at the tip,

glaucous. Flowers yellow or purplish, '-inch diam, in compact corym-
bose cymes

;
May to August. Native perennial.

S^ sarmentosum (twiggy). Stems 4 to 6 inches high, pinkish,
branched. Leaves almost cylindric, pointed at tip and slightly humped
at base; crowded. Flowers numerous, bright yellow, i-inch in diam.,
combined m a flat-topped umbellate cyme. Native of China. Green-
house perennial. Plate 98b.

S. Sieboldii (Siebold's). Stems branched, 9 inches ; branches erect,
purplish Leaves nearly round or rounded wedge-shaped, bluish green
with pmkish margins

;
in whorls of three. Flowers pink, in umbellate

cymes. August. Plate 98a. There is a variety with yellow variegation.
Ureenhouse perennial.

S. spectabile (worthy of notice). Stems 1| to 2 feet high. Leaves
o\«i or spoon-shaped, slightly toothed, opposite or in whorls of three or
our flowers pmk, J.,nch in diam., in umbellate cymes; August to
OctobB^Harfy perennial; native of Japan. Plate 97.

' '

L1 -LPHH M (springing up). Common Orpine, or Live Long Root-
stock short and stout: stems from 6 inches to 2 feet high sometimes
spotted with red. L,;n-es as much as 3 inches long, oblong or oval, bluntly
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situations, b. roseum, however, selects moist alpine rocks, whilst

S. anglicum grows upon maritime rocky cliffs, and quite abundantly
on isolated rock masses with scarcely any earth. In the garden they
Mill grow almost anywhere, in the driest parts of the rock-garden, in the
sunny border, or as parts of geometrical designs in ornamental bedding.
Tender species like 8. Sieboldii and S. Etversii must be potted and given
greenhouse protection. For potting, a loamy soil should be used, and a

stone or two plunged in it, as they like to develop their roots round them.
Propagation may be effected either by seeds, cuttings, or divisions.

Cuttings may be taken at any time, but division of the elnmps should

be performed in spring to preserve their neat and regular appearance.

Description of Plate 97 shows the upper portions of the flowering
Plates 97 and 9s. stems of Xediiin spcctalnlr. Figures 1 and 2 are separate

flowers, enlarged and cut through respectively.

Plate 98 represents two of the greenhouse species—A, N. tilcbuhlii

and I. an enlarged flower; B, S. sarmentosum.

HOUSELEEKS

Natural Order Crassulace.e. Genus Semperviuum

empervivum (the old Latin name, from semper and viwm, living for
rer). A genus of about fifty succulent herbs or under-shrubs, with the

ulical leaves forming dense rosettes, and the stem-leaves alternate,

he floweis, which are clustered in cymes which are further united in

>rymbs or panicles, are white, pink, yellow, greenish, or purple. The
dyx is divided into six or many parts, the sepals agreeing in number
ith the divisions of the calyx. The stamens are usually twice the
imber of the petals, half of them sometimes imperfect or transformed
to carpels. Carpels as many as petals ; styles thread-like. The species

e natives of Europe. North Africa. Madeira, the Canaries, Western Asia,

| Himalaya.

H1St0ry
- was tihCluCed "to

U'y"lm
'

tht

!

WOll -knOWn H™*el<*k
>
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the remarkable Hen and Chickens Houseleek, was introduced from
Austria; and in 1731 S. globiferum was imported from Germany. The
well-known S. tabulvforme is a native of Madeira, whence it was
first brought in 1817; and 8. fiagelliforme came from Siberia six years
later. Among the more recent introductions may be mentioned
a. Jfoyent (1874), known in gardens by half a dozen other names, but
whose native country is unknown, and S. arermrium, introduced from
the Tyrol in 1879.

!s
Sempervivum arachnoideum (cobwebby). Flowering

stem4 to 6incheshigh. Leaves oblong-wedge-shaped, covered
---a glandular down; about fifty leaves in a rosette, the tips

ZZlf f
g Whlte hair8

'
and the outer leaves reddish brown on

three nZ *l
'' ^m"leavea with tuft of hairs at tip. Flowers crimson,

'"is of an inoh q»,.^ -i . , . ,i
lance sh>m l

acioss, in dense cymes, pamcled; the petals

I „„„, '; ,

nm\ tWelve in number; June. Plate 99. The var.
*- J!J' 1

1 is a larger form.

feet hi^T™ (tree'like
)- Ste^ smooth, tree-like, branched, 3 to 6

of the branchr^Fr
'11

' ^^Ped, f™ng rosettes at the top

December Th
g0lden yellow in a loose P««"cle; March to

Position, becomU^TTTmtm '

when pknted °ut in a SUnny

thec-r Plpe'Uack ln coloui>
;

the var. raneaatnm has

^
U K 'avus

° l]^ with white.

Laws lancv-sW
<

]

S;l ''

i

,U1ovin
->' Flowering stem 6 to 9 inches, downy.

"Klges finely fringed, about sixty forming a

petals six, pale yellow ; June to

^-sli;,,,,|

l ' f

1

NM''

, " ;l

)

!

1V
'

of the Canaries). Stem 18 inches. Leaves

«''•- whit", wit?'
img a r°sette; stem-leaves oval, scattered.

S
- n-A.iniiFopMW °!

ten Slender Petals; panicled; June and July.

••Iy cov.-ivil' with 1
!

,1)
"hk< '

1 PI°wering stem 3 to 4 inches,

''''''''^'^nn-redfrt
i "'' VeS

'
Leaves lance-shaped, downy

— hr?ght iv<f'.'j x r

" lty
,"

!
'
Mity f,,r,uil^' a rosette. Flowers 1 inch

> Hn'vKvi ,]>„'..
''^^n a cluster; petals twelve ; June.

abroad 4 inch,, l

Howerin« ^em 1 foot and more high.

- «"ith ^tiirtVin". ;o^
S°mewhat glaucous, with red-brown tip,

vs. in large paiii.-hV- ',',,7"—
\

^ 4 incheS acr0SK
-

Flowers 1 inch

s
-
s"«iMr'.i|.-Kui-M ih I"

'

' '•",
lli lv,!,iish

;
June to August.

••••nng s
t ,., n n,!, ll .V
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|
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- H,n and Chickens Houseleek.

•s w,-dg..--.sj
1 .,j M .
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i

|'
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*

,
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,les
> closely invested by leaves.
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, i

'

,

'"'•' ''''".^'d, about seventy in a rosette.
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are attached only by thread-like stems. Flowers with six or seven

pale-yellow lance-shaped petals; in a dense panicle; June to August.

S. tabul^forme (table-shaped). Leaves spoon-shaped, fringed,

closely packed in a flat rosette. Flowers pale sulphur-coloured, with

ten to twelve narrow lance-shaped petals ; June and July.

S. tectorum (roof-haunting). Common Houseleek, or Jupiter's

Beard. Flowering stem, 1 foot long, velvety. Leaves wedge-shaped-

oval, with purple tip and fringed edges; fifty or sixty forming a

rosette. Flowers nearly an inch across, petals dull purple, lance-shaped,

fringed; panicled; July.

Sempervivums require no more special treatment

than do Sedums. They all like a sandy soil, and they do

not mind if it is hot and dry. Droughts have little terror for them.

They are, therefore, very suitable for the driest coigns of rockwork

old walls, old roofs, and so forth. The more tender greenhouse species

must have some care taken of them during the winter, but in the

middle of summer they may be turned out to decorate the beds or

borders with advantage to both plants and beds. They are increased

by seeds or divisions. Most of them produce offsets, and these, if

separated, will soon send out independent roots and grow. Several of

the species found in Madeira, i.e. 8. arboreum, S. dorami, etc., are

handsome greenhouse plants thriving in a strong loamy soil.

Description of Semprrv! ru ,,i (track ao'ub'um, the Cobweb Houseleek,

Plate 99. is here shown of the natural size. Fig. 1 isa section, through

a much-enlarged flower.

MYRTLE

Natural Order Myrtace^e. Genus Myrtus

Mvirrrs (Mi/i'ius. the nlil ( ! reek name). An extensive genus comprising

about one hundred species of stove and greenhouse trees or shrubs.

They vary greatly in size, from the dwarf M. nummular'ia, which

spreads along the ground in the Falkland Isles, to the 30- feet tree of

M. coriacea. The leaves are opposite and feather-veined, in some cases

fragrant. The flowers consist of a top-shaped calyx-tube with four or five

lobes ; an equal number of spreading petals ; twice as many, or an indefinite

number of stamens: an ovary one- to six-celled, with simple style and

stigma. The fruit is a dry or fleshy berry. The species are distributed

throughout Tropical, Extra - tropical, and Western South America,

Australia, New Caledonia, New Zealand, and the Mediterranean region.
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One species of Myrtus has been held in great esteem

from the most ancient times, and regarded as sacred to

Venus. Of this, the typical species, M. communis, the Greeks wove
the leafy shoots into wreaths for the victors in the Olympic games,

and in other ways dignified it. To-day it is esteemed on account of

the perennial freshness and fragrance of its varnished leaves, and the

brightness of its sweet-scented flowers. Although none of the species

is hardy throughout Britain, M. communis endures the winter tempera-
ture of the extreme South and South-West of England. Even in other

parts it may last for several years, and attain considerable size, but a

little extra severity in the winter kills it right off. The Common Myrtle
was introduced to Britain from Southern Europe in 1597, a'nd other
species have been brought from China, South America, and the West
Indies since, but M. communis is the only one in general cultivation.

Principal species.
Myrtus communis (common). Common Myrtle.

Stem branching, 3 to 10 feet high. Loaves oval or lance-

* mped, entire, glossy, marked with transparent dots. Flowers white,
solitary from the axils

; July. There are several varieties distinguished

? tht
' nan 'ow"ess, broadness, or variegation of their leaves, and in the

H " ul " or double flowers. Plate 100.
M. I gxi (the name of a former genus). Myrtilla. Stems 4 feet high.

^"'s oval, pointed, smooth, the margins turned back, darker above

"lob ,

th Flowera white or pink, axillary, solitary; May. Fruit

tni
U ai

f
y '
mI °r black

'
aromatic and edible. One plant in fruit

Perrume the greenhouse. Its fruits are made into a preserve in
some parts of Cornwall, where it is grown in kitchen-gardens. Native

Clnh (introduced 1845). Greenhouse perennial.

cultivation. The soil most suitable for the Myrtle is sandy loam

cultivate t/
WhiCh Ieaf'mould has been freely added. In outdoor

wl,,

1

,.,,' ^'1!

r

.|"
y Sl

".' u1 ' 1 bf
' Planted against a wall in a sunny position,

j s ,

,j',.".' !"
'"' s

".
t u

l' '" w »iter. Thi'ir treatment in the greenhouse

,„
.'/ ' ' '"i «*4 if they are planted in the compost mentioned.
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treated to LnT^^^ °f ™ter at tMs P"** ^
from inrti ill

s
*vnngmgs. Propagation is effected by cuttings

Description' f
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'nPTd W00d

'
inserted in a clo*e £rame ™ti] well-rooted.

PiaTX.
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' rt:l!s md "tamens. Fig. 1 is an enlarged drawing
action through

fche Bower.
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Natural Order Lythrarie^. Genus Punica

PuNiCA(from the ancient name Malum punicum, or Punic Apple, pro-

bably derived from jiunh-anx, ruddy). A genus comprising one solitary

.species, whose description will render unnecessary our usual divisions of

matter. It has been in cultivation from very early times, the cool and
refreshing pulp being greatly valued in warm climates. It appears to

be a native of Persia and the neighbouring region, whence it has been

introduced into the Tropics, and there widely cultivated. Our own
country received the plant in the year 1548, and it was i'ormerlv far

more widely grown here than is the custom at present. As it is very

rarely that fruits ripen, or that even the flowers properly develop here.

it is not to be wondered that more manageable plants have in a measure
ousted it from our gardens.

species.
Punica Granatum (grains). Stem woody, 20 to 30

feet high. Leaves oblong or lance-shaped, entire, without
the dots noticed in Myrtits. Flowers usually scarlet, occasionally white
or yellowish

; calyx thick and fleshy at first, afterwards leathery, top-
shaped, with five to seven lobes ; the petals agree in number with the

lobes of the calyx—except, of course, in the double varieties; June to

September. Fruit about 3£ inches across, with a tough leathery rind of

singular from the fact that it is built up of two series of carpels, one
above the other. The contained seeds are separately invested with a

coating of clear pulp. In the typical form this is sweet to the taste, but
in some of the varieties it is acid or astringent.

There is a variety with large double flowers. This flowers annually on

variety. P. nana is much smaller in all respects, and scarcely exceeds 5

or feet. The leaves are much narrower, flowers smaller, and the fruit
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rooms, etc. In the South and South-West of Britain, P. Granatum may be

grown out of doors, but it should have a warm sunny position. In other

parts of the country, large pots or tubs are more suitable for it, as these

may be kept in the greenhouse and put out of doors in hot sunny

weather. The soil for potting should be a rich loam, the richer the

better. It may be propagated by means of cuttings, layers, or suckers.

Description of The extremity of a flowering shoot of Pumca

Plate ioi. Gm n atwm is here shown. The flowers come in clusters ot

two, three, four, or five. Fig. 1 is a section through a flower from which

the petals have been removed.

PURPLE LOOSESTRIFES

Natural Order Lythrariea:. Genus Lythrum

Lythrum (Greek, lythron, blood, gore, in reference to the colour of the

flowers). A genus consisting of about a dozen species of herbs or small

shrubs,with four-angled branches and entire leaves. Flowers redor purple,

axillary, producing honey. Calyx-tube straight, cylindric, with eight or

twelve teeth and ribs. Petals four or six. Stamens eight or twelve

;

ovary two-celled, with thread-like style. The species are distributed

throughout the Tropical and Temperate regions of the earth.

Lythrum Gr^fferi (Grseffer's). Stems trailing, 1 to

PnncipalSpecies^ ^ ^^ nam)W_obloilg) lower ones opposite or

all alternate. Flowers bright pink, solitary in the axils of all the upper

leaves, on short footstalks ;
June to October. Native of South Europe.

L. Salicaria (Willow-like). Rootstock creeping. Stems 2 to 5 feet,

branched, four- or six-angled. Leaves lance-shaped, opposite or whorled.

Flowers an inch across, red-purple, in spiked racemes ; July to September.

On different individuals three different forms of flowers will be found,

the differences being in the length of the styles and stamens, and relating

to their cross-fertilisation by insect agency. Native perennial. There

are two varieties in cultivation : var. roseum and var. superbum.

Lythrum* are easily grown in ordinary garden soil, bu
Cultivation.

;i ^^ ^s
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which -rows ehi,tlv aloiiir riversides. It is a charming plant for the

cd«.vs of lakes or ponds. '/,. dr«ffn-> from its trailing habit, looks well

iiwi han-iii- hask-t or a -anl,n vase. I'moa-ation is best acl.irv.-l bv
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Natural Order Lythrarie^e. Genus Cuphea

Cuphea (Greek, kyphos, curved, from the shape of the flower). A genus
comprising about a hundred greenhouse herbs, often viscid. Leaves oval

or lance-shaped, entire, opposite, rarely whorled. Flowers axillary,

scarlet, purple, or white, consisting of a long curved calyx-tube, which is

brightly coloured, produced below in a short rounded spur, and above

into six primary teeth with sometimes six smaller ones. The six petals,

too, are small, and sometimes absent altogether. There should be twelve

stamens, to agree in number with the other parts, but the twelfth one

has been suppressed in development. Capsule two-celled,with long slender

style. The species are natives of Tropical and Sub-tropical America.

Cuphea viscosissima, the stickiest of Cupheas. was

introduced from North America in 1776 ; G. procumbens
from Mexico in 1816, G Melvillei from Guiana in 1823, G. miniata from

Mexico in 1843, G. igiuv, also from Mexico, in 1845. Among the more
recent introductions may be mentioned G. hookeriana (1877) and G.

Zimapani (1878), both from Mexico.

Princi i s e
•

Cuphea cyanea (blue). Stems 2 feet high. Leaves

heart-shaped, hairy. Flower: calyx-tube orange, petals

two, small, purple ; July. Branches and calyx bristly and sticky.

Native of the Andes.

C. hookeriana (Hooker's). Stems 2 to 3 feet, shrubby. Leaves

lance-shaped. Flowers vermilion and orange, in dense panicles; June

C. ignea (fiery). Stems 1 foot. Leaves smooth, lance-shaped.

Flowers solitary, without petals ; calyx-tube bright scarlet, with black

and white expanded lips; June to August. Plate 102. Known in

gardens as G. platycentra.

C. lanceolata (lance-shaped). Stems ascending, 18 inches, covered

with sticky brown hairs. Leaves broad lance-shaped, blunt, hairy.

Flowers bluish in a spike-like, somewhat one-sided raceme; July.

Biennial.

C. MINIATA (red). Stems 2 feet. Leaves oval, pointed, covered with

white bristles. Flowers solitary, pal' vermilion : dune to September.

C. Zimapani (Zimapan's). Stems 2 feet high. Leaves lance-shaped.

Flowers very dark purple; August and September.
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Although Cupheas require greenhouse treatment they
are very easily grown. All those mentioned above are

evergreen perennials, except G. lanceolata, which is biennial. Seeds
s ould be sown in pans in January or February and placed in gentle
eat. As soon as the seedlings are large enough to handle they should
P°tted smSlY in good rich loamy soil, and shifted as growth renders

necessary, until they have become nice bushy plants in six-inch pots.

\ hen the pots are well filled with roots give liquid manure. If preferred,
hey may be bedded out in the open air during their first summer, and

e greenhouse later. They may also be increased by means of

duck in March or April in bottom heat. Old plants cut down

. ,
l

! ""' uce a nuniber of new shoots from the roots, and if these are
"

'

lft and grown in a cool place during the summer they will be kept
" ";,''

'

M

;
:"'

,
' U1 ' v

i

httle sP*ce in the greenhouse for their first winter, yet
nuke admirable blooming plants for the next season.
De25°f

F-

A C0Uple of shoots of Cuphea ignea with flowers.

of the same
"

1 1S an enlarged view of a flower; Fig. 2 a section

WILLOW HERBS
Natural Order Onagrarie*. Genus Epilobi

on, and l bos, a lobe or pod; from the positio

\ary, whicli. however, is characteristic ol tli

comprising about fifty species of her^ '

• purple (rarely yellow) flowers, which consi:

vx-tube with four lubes, four petals, usual!





feet, covered with hairs and glandular down. Leaves opposite, lance-
shaped, 3 to 5 inches long, half-clasping the stem, and with incurved
teeth. Flowers numerous, large, rosy purple; petals broad, notched;
July and August. Native,

cultivation.
Epilobimns are of such simple culture that their

proper place is in the roomy border of a large garden, or
in the wild garden. As a matter of fact, when once they have been
introduced they take care of themselves, being not over nice in the
matter of soil. E. artgustifolium will require looking after, to prevent
its monopoly of the whole garden, by means of its rooting runners.
They may be increased by seeds or by root-division. The species readily
cross; several natural hvhrMs are known.

Natural Order Onagrarie^e. Genus Clarkia

Clarkia (named in honour of Captain Clark, who accompanied Captain
Lewis in the famous Lewis and Clark's expedition, which made the first

exploration of the Pacific Coast of America, 1804). A genus consisting
of but four species, of which two are well-known garden plants. They
are annuals with slender branching stems, and alternate, narrow leaves.
The flowers are solitary, axillary; the four petals clawed, the limb
usually three-lobed, and the claw toothed. Stamens eight, of which four
are short and sterile; stigma with four broad spreading lobes. Fruit a
four-celled, four-valved cylindrical capsule. All the species are natives
only of North-West America.

Principaispecies
Clarkia elegans (elegant). Stems 2 feet high. Leaves

lance-shaped, toothed. Flowers crimson-lake, petals without
teeth on the claw

;
June to August. Introduced from California (1832).

This a favourite garden annual, and under cultivation it has produced a
number of varieties, both single and double, some with white and pink
flowers.

C. pulchella (pretty). Stems 1| to 2 feet high. Leaves very
slender, smooth. Flowers rosy purple, the petals deeply lobed. with a
pair of opposite teeth on the claw ; June to August. Plate 103 Native
of Oregon, etc. (introduced 1826). This is thelar^vst form. ,u,I like tin-

preceding species it has produced several garden varieties. The var
mterjnprtatn has the petals without lobes.
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C. rhomboidea (rhomboid) is a less interesting form with smaller

purple flowers, the petals of a rhomboid shape.

_ 1M M The ClarJcias are easily raised from seeds sown annually
Cultivation. ^

in the open border, either between March and -Mayor in

the autumn. They are not particular as to the character of the soil, but

if this is rich the flowering will be profuse. They do not transplant

well; they should therefore be sown thinly where they are to bloom,

and be thinned out to a distance of ten or twelve inches. Autumn-sown

plants begin to flower much earlier than those that were sown in spring.

Description of Upper portion of Clarkia pulchella with buds, flowers,

Plate 103. and capsuie8> The additional figures are—1, a flower

enlarged
; 2, a stamen enlarged ; 3, a cross section of the ovary showing

its four-celled structure; 4, the seed, natural size and enlarged; 5, a

EVENING PRIMEOSES AND GODETIAS

Natural Order Onagrarie^e. Genus (Enothera

(Enothera (Greek, oinos, wine, and thera, hunting ; classical name given

to some plants whose roots were eaten to provoke the appetite for drink).

A genus with about a hundred species, with rare exception, herbs. The

leaves are alternate. Flowers solitary, or in leafy spikes or racemes,

borne in th( ixils large, honey-yielding, white, yellow, red, or purple.

Calyx-tube four-angled, four-lobed. Petals four," stamens eight, ovary

four-celled, style threadlike, stigma round or four-lobed. With one

'X-,,, linn all the known species are natives of America, and but for a

bw I rupieal sp.-i-ic« these are confined to the Temperate regions. The

<'.\tra-Ameriean species is a native of Tasmania.

History.
(E-nothcra biennis, the Common Evening Pnmyos.-.

/™<1 the best known of all the species, was introduced I
ruin
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.Many others have been introduced during the present century, among
them the species formerly separated under the name of Godetia, and
which are still known as such in gardens. Of these, CE. Romanzovii was
the first, from North America in 1817, followed by (E. acaulis from Chili

in 1821, (E. amoena from North-West America in 1826, (E. vinosa from
California in 1835, and (E. Whitneyi from California in 1870. The
principal reasons for formerly separating them were found in the fact

that the Evening Primroses opened their flowers only after the sun had
gone down, and were yellow or white in colour ; whereas the Godetias
were open all day, and were of various shades and combinations of rose

and purple as well as white. These grounds of separation are now
regarded as insufficient. The following species are perennial, except
where otherwise stated.

Principaispecies.
^nothera acaulis (stemless). Dwarf, 6 inches high.

Leaves all radical, forming a rosette, deeply cut in a pinnate
manner. Flowers large 1

, white, turning red as they fade; May to

September. (Godetia acaulis.)

CE. amcena (pleasing). Stem semi-erect, branching, 1 to 2 feet.

Leaves slender, lance-shaped. Flowers rosy, each petal with a crimson
spot; May to September. Annual. Plate 105 (Godetia amoena). The
var. rubicunda has erect stems, 2 feet high, with lilac-purple flowers ; it

is one of the parents of the numerous garden Godetias.

CE. biennis (biennial). The Evening Primrose. Stem erect,

branched, 2 to 5 feet. Kadical leaves broadly lance-shaped, stem-leaves

more slender, faintly toothed and finely downy, especially the midrib.

Flowers large, pale yellow, fragrant
: June to October. Biennial. The

var. <jrandijU>ni has much larger flowers than the type.

CE. CALIFORNIA (Calii'omian). Root-stock creeping, horizontal;
stems 2 feet. Flowers large, fragrant, varying white to pair pink with
yellow centre ; July.

(E. eximia (choice). Stems 9 to 12 inches high. Leaves lance-
shaped, downy, deeply but irregularly toothed. Flowers very large,

white
:
.Tidy. Native of Rocky Mountains (introduced 1870).

CE. GLAUCA (glaucous). Stem reclining, 1 to 2 feet high. Leaves
smooth, oval, slightly toothed. Flowers large, pale vellow ; June to
October. Introduced from North America (1812). The var. Fraseri
has deeper yellow flowers and rich dark green foliage. It blooms
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CE. missouriensis (native of Missouri). Stem prostrate, unbranched,

1 foot high. Leaves lance-shaped, margins and nerves downy. Flowers

large, yellow; calyx spotted red; June to August. Introduced from

United States (1811). The var. latifolia, with broader leaves, is the

more desirable form ; it is represented on Plate 104 (B).

CE. odorata (perfumed). Stems sub-shrubby at base, branched, 1

to 2 feet high. Leaves lance-shaped, slightly toothed, and wavy.

Flowers yellow, becoming red as they fade ; April and May. Biennial.

CE. pallida (pale). Stems somewhat erect, branched, 18 inches high.

Leaves smooth, narrow-lance-shaped. Flowers white with yellow centres

turning red as they fade; June to September. United States (1826).

CE. Romanzovii (Romanzow's). Stems erect, 1 foot high. Leaves

broad-lance-shaped. Flowers violet; June to September. (Godetia

Romanzovii.)

CE. speciosa (showy). Stem sub-shrubby, 2 to 3 feet high. Leaves

broad-lance-shaped, deeply saw-toothed, almost pinnate, downy beneath.

Flowers white, reddening as they fade ; March to September. Plate

104 (A).

CE. Whitneyi (Whitney's). Stem 12 to 18 inches high. Leaves

broad-lance-shaped. Flowers rosy, crimson-blotched, very large, very

numerous ; June to September. Annual. (Godetia grandiflora.) The

var. concolor has white flowers; var. flammea, crimson flowers.

Under cultivation the Godetia section has produced
Garden Godetias.

geveral ^^ hybridg and garden varieties which are among

the best of hardy annuals, though not nearly so widely known and

grown as they deserve. In purchasing seed of these they must be asked

for as Godetias. Duchess of Albany has white flowers, 3 or 4 inches

across ; the Duchess of Fife also has white flowers; Lady Alhewrh; a

spreading dwarf plant, with showy crimson flowers; Satin Rose, similar

to the last mentioned, but with brilliant rosy flowers ;
Princess of Wales,

somewhat taller, with ruby-crimson flowers; The Bride, free flowering,

white and carmine.
. , , , ,

The cultivation of (Enotheras is a simple matter; they
cultivation. ^^ be gaid ^ be everybody

'

s piants, for any person may

grow them ; they only require an introduction into the garden and they

will sow and grow themselves. It is true they have some slight pre-

ference in the matter of soils, and this is in the direction of those of a

sandy nature. The dwarf Godetias are very suitable for the herbaceous

border, and they may be backed by some of the taller-growing species,

such as (E hie. mils or (K speciosa. The tall, coarse-growing sorts are

quite at home in the wild garden; those that arc small and of creeping
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habit are suitable for the rock-garden. The annuals must, of course, be

raised from seed sown out of doors in spring. The biennials are best sown
as soon as the seed is ripe. If sown in March they will often flower in the

following autumn, but this is not so desirable. Summer- or autumn-sown
plants produce only a rosette of radical leaves their first season, and lay

up much material in their thick tuberous root upon which they can
draw next year for a profuse display of flowers. The perennials may be
propagated by root-division as well as by seeds, and a third course is

open in the taking of cuttings in spring and striking them in a cold

frame. Some of the more compact, dwarf kinds, as well as the Godetias,

make capital pot-plants for the cool greenhouse or conservatory.

Description of Plate 104 contains figures of two species. That
Piatesi04andio5.mark e(} ^ A is (Enothera speciosa, whilst B represents

(E. missouriensis, var. latifolia.

Plate 105 shows one of the most favourite forms of (E. amcena, the
garden var. known as Lady Albemarle. Fig. 1 is a section through the
flower and ovary; 2, the seed, natural size and greatly enlarged: 3, a
seedling.

FUCHSIAS

Natural Order Onagrarie^e. Genus Fuchsia

Fuchsia (name commemorative of Leonhard Fuchs, a sixteenth-century

German botanist). A genus consisting of about fifty species of shrubs
or small trees. Leaves oval or lance-shaped, usually opposite, i ccasii >nallv

in whorls of three. Calyx fleshy, coloured, tube produced above the
ovary, limb split into four lobes. Petals four, often of different colour from
the calyx. Stamens eight, on long slender filaments. Style twice the
length of stamens, with head-like stigma. Ovary crowned with eight
honey-secreting glands. Fruit a pulpy berry. With very few exceptions
the species are natives of Central and Southern America ; those that are
not American come from New Zealand.

History.
The first discoveiT of ^e Fuchsia was made by Father

Plumier, who consecrated it to the memory of Fuchs, and
published the name in 1703, calling his new species Fuchsia triphylla.
The history of the introduction and popularisation of this genus has
been often told. The story goes that about the year 1788 a sailor who
bad returned from South America brought with him a growing slip,
which he presented to his wife or his mother. This was put in the
window and carefully tended in honour of the absent one. In due time
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it flowered, and there passed by the house a Mr. James Lee, who was a

member of a firm of nurserymen still existing at Hammersmith. Struck

by the newness of form and habit, he knocked at the door and offered to

purchase the unknown plant, but was at first refused. By perseverance

and the gradual increase of the amount offered until it reached a figure

that was irresistible to the poor woman, he succeeded at last in carrying

off the prize ; then " kept it dark," and struck cuttings as rapidly as

possible, until he had a large stock when next year he put it upon the

market, and realised—it is said—a profit of £300 upon his investment.

irobably Fuchsia coccivea, form of F.

Eight or ten years later another species—F. lycioides—

was introduced ; and these remained the only representatives of the genus

in our gardens until 1823, when another variety of F. macrostema,

known as gracilis, was introduced. In the next few years several others

were discovered, including F. venusta, F. thymifolia, and F. arborescens,

all American species. The beautiful F. fulgens came from Mexico in

1830. The pretty, creeping F. procumbens, grown so much for the sake

of its large crimson berries, is one of the New Zealand species (introduced

1874). F. penduliflora from tropical America is another recent (1879)

introduction. These are the principal natural species, but from the early

part of the present century Fuchsias have been so widely cultivated, have

sported and been crossed to such an extent, that it is not always an easy

matter to refer garden specimens to their proper types. In addition

some distinctly new forms, such as F. corallina and F. dominiana, have

been evolved by horticultural skill.

Principals ecies
Fuchsia corallina (coral-red). Stems woody, 20 feet

high in suitable places; young stems red. Leaves with

reddish upper sides, dark crimson beneath ; in whorls of four or five.

Flowers pendulous ; calyx crimson, corolla dark plum-colour ;
May to

October. Grows luxuriantly in South-West England. Of garden origin.

F. corymbifloua (bunch-flowered). Stem branched, 4 to 6 feet.

Leaves broad-lance-shaped, with red midrib ; opposite. Flowers scarlet

in terminal clusters; June to September. Native of Peru (1840).

F. FULGENS (shining). Stem 4 to 6 feet. Leaves heart-shaped-oval,

toothed, shining: opposite. Flowers scarlet, large: calyx tapering,
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purplish red. The very hardy and well-known F. riccartuni is

descended from a seedling of this variety. The var. gracilis has
very slender flowers, a character specially noticeable in the unopened
bud. Both these forms are represented on Plate 106. F. coccinea is also

a variety with dark crimson flowers. All the forms of F. macrostema
are hardy in the warmer parts of England.

F. penduliflora (hanging-flowered). Leaves large (3 to 4 inches
long), oval, smooth. Flowers trumpet-shaped, rich crimson, shaded with
maroon, 3 or 4 inches long ; March. Native of tropical America (1879).

F. procumbens (trailing). Stems trailing. Leaves round, small.

Flowers small, erect, calyx-tube yellow, corolla blue; May to October
Berries large, crimson, remaining attached during the winter; very
ornamental.

F. splendens (splendid). Stem 6 feet. Leaves heart-shaped.

Flowers orange-scarlet, tips of sepals green ; May and June. Greenhouse.
Native of Mexico (1841).

F. triphylla (three-leaved). Stems 1 to 2 feet. Leaves small,

purplish beneath, bronze-green above. Flowers similar to those of F
fulgens, petals shorter than sepals ; brilliant orange-scarlet, in terminal
racemes. Native of West Indies.

Garden varieties.
TheSe are exceedingly numerous, and a list of only the

best would fill many pages. As in similar cases, we can
but give a brief selection from among the best to serve as a suggestion

;

but it must be remembered that many new varieties are put upon the
market every season, and all such lists should be supplemented by the
catalogue of a good trade grower. For our purpose it will be well to
classify them first under the respective li.-ads „l" Singh- and Double-
flowered, and then under the colour of calyx and corolla.
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Self-coloured Section. 1 P,;amn S r„irJ ™„™ „„j i *r _, , . ,-,

Auguste Hardy; scarlet cal..

rosy-violet corolla.

Alphonse Daudet, scarlet

calyx, deep violet corolla.

Berliner Kind, red calyx
white corolla.

Boreatton, crimson calyx,
deep purple corolla.

Mignonne, red calyx,

Pink 1', rfrrtion, creamy
calyx, violet corolla.

Rose Phenomaud, very

• oloured.

calyx, blue-black corolla.

!>•: Monhtlioi, rosy calyx.

light blue corolla.

Eugene Verconsin, rosy
white and slaty blue.

\Dirrdlous, calyx red,

Fuchsias of all kinds are most readily propagated by
cuttings, which root with freedom at nearly all times. For

thispurpose cut offportions of the growingshoots that give no sign of flower
buds. These should be put in pans of light soil and moist warm frames.
When the young plants are rooted transfer them to beds of light, but
very rich soil, in which they will come on rapidly if treated to abundant
moisture; or pot them singly, with the same treatment as regards soil
and moisture. When the pots are well filled with roots, liquid manure
may be given freely

; and abundance of water should never be withheld.
For the obtaining of new varieties hybridisation must be carefully
attended to, the flowers marked, and the ripening of the berries watched.
The seeds are embedded in pulp, which must be washed away, and the
seeds sown at once. To obtain a suitable soil that is at once rich and
light, dried cow-dung should be mixed with double the quantity of loam,
neither being finely powdered. With such a compost the best results

will be obtained, but all the same Fuchsias will do well in almost any
garden soil. Except in the extreme south and west of our islands,

fuchsias out of doors must be cut down on the approach of hard weather,
and the stump covered with a little heap of dry coal-ashes to keep oft'

the frost. Pot-plants should be wintered dry and in a cool place.

Description of Plate 106 illustrates two of the forms of Fuchsia
Piatesio6andio7. macrostema _ A> the var. globosa, and B, the var.

gracilis. Figs. 1 and 2 are sections through these forms respectively.

Plate 107 shows a couple of flowering shoots of F. fulgens ;
in one

the flowers grow singly from the leaf-axils ; in the other they form a

terminal cluster. Fig. 1 is a section of the flower, from which it will be

seen clearly how cross-fertilisation is favoured. Long-tongued bees or

lepidoptera seeking to obtain the honey secreted at the narrow end of

the long tube use the clapper-like style as an alighting stage, and
f'awl partly up it. The pollen from the anthers may fall upon the style,

but not upon the stignmtic surface which is beneath. The bee crawling
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{B) FUCHSIA GRACILIS



up takes away some of the pollen on the under-side of its body, and <

visiting another flower this portion of its body will be drawn over tl

stigma, and so the plant will be fertilised.

Natural Order Onagrarie.e. Genus Gaura

Gaura (from the Greek gauros, proud or superb). A genus of about
twenty annual or perennial herbs or shrubs with simple, alternate
leaves varying in outline. The flowers agree in general with (Enothera,
but the calyx-tube is three- or four-angled, the petals more slender, white
or rosy, turning red when fading; the fruit a hard woody nut with
three or four prominent angles, and usually four-celled. As a rule the
petals have a tendency to take the same upward direction; and the
flower-cluster is a long terminal spike-like raceme. The species are
natives of the warmer portions of North America.

Only one of the Gauras may be said to be a cultivated

plant, and that we fear is but slightly known, and seldom
seen. This is the species figured in Plate 108.

Gaura biennis (biennial). Stems 4 to 6 feet high. Leaves oblong-
lance-shaped, slightly toothed. Flowers irregular ; sepals purple tipped

;

petals white, then reddish, irregularly arranged; August to October.
Introduced from North America (1762).

G. Lindheimeri (Lindheimer's). Stems slender, branching, 4 feet
high. Leaves narrow-lance-shaped. Flowers white, or purple tinged;
June to September. Perennial. Native of Texas (1850).

Cultivation.
Gauras are propagated by means of seed sown early in

spring, out of doors, and in a light soil. The seedlings
should be pricked into their flowering quarters as soon as they are large
enough to handle. During hard weather in winter they will need some
protection in the shape of a movable frame, or dry fern and bushes;
or they may be taken up in autumn, potted and kept in a cool house
until April or May. Gauras may be usefully employed in beds or
baskets where lightness of effect is wanted to relieve heavier subjects.

Taura Lindheimeri is represented by the terminal
°8

- portion of two flowering shoots, natural size. The ad-
figures are— 1, a separate flower; 2, a section of the
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CHILI NETTLES

Natural Order LoasE/K. Genus Loasa

Loasa (authorities differ as to the significance of the name ; it has been
variously stated to be derived from the name of a Spanish botanist, from
the South American native name, and to be of unknown meaning). The
genus includes about fifty species of climbing or trailing herbs clothed
with stinging hairs. The leaves may be simple or compound in character,
opposite or alternate. The flowers are somewhat singular in character.
The calyx is five-parted ; the petals five, hooded, alternating with five

large scales which have three filaments at the back and two awl-like
processes within. Stamens numerous, in bundles opposite the petals.

lhe ovary is one-celled, ending in a three-lobed stigma, and developing
mto a large capsule opening by valves. The species are restricted to

tropical America.

History. Very few of the species are known in gardens, and all

are of recent introduction. Loasa acanthifolia, L. nitida,
and L. latent™ were the first representatives of the genus to arrive;

• ?Qon
n

,
°m ChiH about 1822

- L - incana and L. hispida followedm 1830
;

the first from Peru, the second from Lima. L. Pentlandii came
iom feru in 1840, and L. picta from the mountainous regions of the

Eculd
0011^17

*

dght yearS kter
'
R vulcanica was introduced from

111 1877, and L. prostrata from Chili in 1879. The name of

!

|-|'

l -<'ttl es has been given to them because several species are highly

h'Jl'ir.'J'.^Y"

S
-'
Wh° haPPen to touch them, the bristly hairs bein^

pOT J^
conveying some irritating fluid to the wounds they have made.

(

^ "*
,Vi ' S(,n th°y are not altogether desirable species for the garden,

»ne ender-skinned persons suffer acutely when near such plants.

Principaispecies. LoASA lateritia (brick-red) is the best-known and
most wide]v-piilH^t..,l , i c i.i_ Tf i« ,<i

,. ^ ,
.

UJei) cultivated member of the genus. It is a

|„ 1V ,

',

,

^,
,

i',

,l

"

t "
]

" li ,]i ' P i'ly-lol) ( ,l, somewhat pinnate, opposite, stalked

T1 „,
„' ''

•

U - ,
'

t,, 'w"^. 'I'll- petals are laick-ivd, ;md thr scales yellow.
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what heart-shaped, angled, opposite, without stalks. Flowers solitary
yellow

; June to August. Annual.
' "*

'

L. vulcaxica (volcanic). Stems erect, 3 feet hMi Leaves with
three to five cut lobes, arranged palmately. Floors abont 1

' inch
across; petals white: scale. red striped with white and yellow Junr t,
August. Annual.

Cultivation.
A]1 t] " cultivated species whether annual or perennial

are generally treated as annuals, for summer bedding The
seeds are sown, m March, in pans of light sandy soil, and these placed in
gentle heat; or out of doors in a sunny border in May. When sufficieni I ygrown the seedlings should be planted out at distances regulated by the
erect or climbing habit of the species. They do best in light soils with
a sunny position; otherwise requiring no special treatment. Where it
is desired to grow the perennials as perennials, they must be lifted early
in October and wintered in a cool greenhouse. In handling the plant's
care should be taken to avoid being stung by the hairs, which are similar
in their action and effects to those of our native Stinging Nettles.
Description of The upper portion of the stem of Loasa lateritia with

late 109. leaveS) unopened bud> expanded flower> flower from n}nV]i
the petals have fallen, and the twisted capsule. Fig. 1 is a section
through the flower; 2, the seed, natural size and enlace 1 : :; a seedKnc

MENTZELIAS

Natural Order Loase^e. Genus Mentzelia

;

f
' N

'
:UA (named m honour of Christian Mentzcl, a botanist of

Brandenburg, lb'22-1701). A genus of herbaceous plants, with coarsely
toothed, alternate or nearly opposite leaves, and orange or white flowers
which in most species expand only under direct influence of the sunshine'
though several on the contrary wait until evening before opening. They
differ from /„*,*, chieihy in the absence of the la.-v „„| J :,,„,, , ,,,.,;
t!><' 1-tals. the flatness ol' the latter, the more numerous stamp™ vnA .%.

the seed-vessel bein<. nnt wis( ed The olu^ tli m 1

,'

i
r V

do not.sting. The species are all American.
'

'

History.
I,u

'
"" ,st lannIlnr *\»'W* of Mr„f:,/;,i are better

catalogues as Barton u/aurm is more correct'
' ,'

, , d /
'

'

/ , 7 ]Ihe hrst species to be introduced was M. aipera from the United States
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in 1733. M. nuclei and M. ornata followed from Missouri nearly eighty

years later, and the next year (1812) saw the introduction of M.

otigosperma from Louisiana. M. hispida came from Mexico (1820),

M. albescens from Chili (1831), M. Lindleyi from California (1834), and

M. hartonioides from the Western States in 1849. M. albicuulis, a

white-stemmed, low, branching plant, produces oily seeds which arc

pounded by the American Indians and used in the production of a kind

of cake for food.

Principal species
Mentzelia albescens (becoming white). Stem white

'shining, 1 to 4 feet high. Leaves with wavy teeth

Flowers in a leafy panicle
;
petals ten, pale yellow ; July. Biennial.

M. bartonioides (Bartonia-like). Stems succulent, 1 foot high.

Leaves broadly heart-shaped, lobed and toothed. Flowers solitary;

petals five, sulphury yellow, paler beneath ; June to August. Half-hardy

annual.

M. Lindleyi (Lindley's). Stems 2 to 3 feet high : branches whitish.

Leaves deeply cut into narrow lobes in a pinnate mlnner. Flowers with

five golden-yellow petals, red at the base ; June to August. Annual.

A splendid plant for borders.

_

M. ornata (adorned). Stems 2 feet high. Leaves with large,

jagged teeth, bristly. Flowers large, white, petals ten, closed all day,

opening only in the evening, when it becomes fragrant ; July to Septem-

ber. Annual.

Cultivation. Ordinary garden soil will be found agreeable to the

8pecieS °f Mentzetia, but where a choice is possible let it

be kght and the position sunny. They are propagated by seed, whif
should be sown in April in gentle heat ; or in a sunny border outside in

May When sufficiently grown the April-sown plants should be potted

singly m small pots and brought on in a cool greenhouse, hardened, and

then planted in bed or border. Those sown out of doors had better be

-»» wh ore sown, but of course they will need to be carefully thinned out,

* I-to'Hey i is quite hardy, and may be grown out of doors in the same

?•" " MlS?onette or Virginian Stock. From the large size and the

f
•>," ""ee of its golden flowers, it is one of the brightest and best of

1" '• *&**& It is also a useful plant for cultivation in pots for the

:

' It,un ot tho consfrvatorv, ivquirino- ;l 1M,t rich soil and frame

treatment until it flowers.

^Platen?
°f T1U

' Upi>, ' r
l1orti,,n of a stem of Mr^tylniL'radU p * l

^vors an<1 unopened buds. The .separate figures ar<-

', „. ^h Bower; 2, seed, natural size and enlarged,
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PASSION-FLOWEKS

Natural Order Passifloret. Genus Passiflora

Passiflora (Latin, pnsxio, passion, and jloris, a flower). A large genus
—one hundred and twenty species—of herbs and shrubs, chiefly climbers,
with alternate, lobed, or entire leaves, and undivided tendrils. Flowers
produced in the axils, solitary or in racemes. The calyx-tube is short
and urn-shaped with four or five lobes, often coloured on the inner face.
The petals agree in number with the calyx-lobes, and alternate with
these in the expanded flower, but are more deeply coloured. Inside these,
and springing from a ring surrounding the base of the column, is a whorl
of filaments, forming what is known as the corona. These are quite
distinct from the stamens, and are really appendages to the petals. There
are four or five stamens whose anthers are connected with the filaments
by their middle. The ovary and stamens are supported by a stout
column termed the gynophore, and from the summit of the ovary three
styles with dilated stigmas radiate. The genus is chiefly American.

History.
Passiflora incarnata, the May Apple, from the

Southern United States, appears to have been the species
first introduced to English gardens, or more correctly to English green-
houses, for it is a tender plant. P. laurifolia, from the WestTlndies, and
P. suberosa, var. minima, from Curacoa, followed in 1690. P. cairulea,
the well-known and fairly hardy species, arrived in 1699 from Brazil.'

From this period new species were frequently being introduced, though
many of these had no special horticultural interest; but in 1768
P. quadrangularis, the Granadilla, was brought from Nicaragua" in
1815 P. racemosa, the parent of several good hybrids, came from Brazil

:

and five years later the showy P. coccinea was introduced from the same
country, whence also came P. alba (1830) and P. raddiana (1831).
P. amabilis, another red species, from South America, appeared here in
1848. P. Innesii, a fine hybrid, was produced in 1870 by crossing
P. (data and P. macrocarpa. Several species produce edible fruit, viz.
P. (data, P. edulis, P. laurifolia, P. macrocarpa, P. maliformis (Sweet
Calabash), and P. quadrangularis. These all mature their fruits
annually in the houses at Kew. We must not close this notice without
reference to the popular name of these plants, which is reflected in the Latin
name of the genus. The early missionaries to South America saw in the
various floral organs convenient symbols of the Passion of the Saviour.
The stigmas were the three nails used in the Crucifixion, the stamens were
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the hammers wherewith the last were driven in ; or, as others put it, the

anthers are the five wounds, the " corona " is either the crown of thorns

or the rays of glory. The ten floral leaves (sepals and petals) are the

apostles, Peter and Judas being absent. The tendrils are scourges, and

the palmate leaves are the hands of the persecutors.

Passifloea ALATA (winged). Stems four-angled,

winged. Leaves oval-heart-shaped, smooth. Flowers large,

fragrant
; upper side of sepals and petals deep crimson ; rays variegated,

white, crimson, and purple ; April to August.
P. amabilis (lovely). Stems slender, rounded. Leaves thin, entire,

oval. Flowers red, with white rays ; May.
P. (LEKulea (azure-blue). Leaves with five oblong, entire lobes.

Flowers greenish whit,., faintly scented; the rays in a double series,

purple, white, and blue; blue being the most conspicuous colour in the

flower
;
June to October. Greenhouse. Fruit egg-shaped, yellow. The

var. Constance Elliott has white flowers.
P. cinnabarina (cinnabar-red). Leaves with three or five ovate,

entire lobes; the base of leaf heart-shaped. Flowers scarlet; March.

Native of Australia. Greenhouse.
coccinea (scarlet). Leaves oval, smooth, coarsely toothed.

ra scarlet, with orange rays ; June to October.
1- edt-lls (edible). Leaves three-lobed, toothed, smooth. Flowers

l»»Tbsh white, fragrant ; July and August. Fruit abundantly produced,

l'»'-I>
is],, with juicy pulp the colour and flavour of an orange.

I-W,.

leaves
ix-ARXAr.wil.sh-eulouivd). M ;ly Apple. Stems annual, herbac <<

Wlth tlu'

ee knee-shaped, toothed lobes. Flowers i'ragra" 1

J,,

.

'

' Wltn double series of purple rays; July and August.

noMiige-coloiuvd with yellow pulp. Greenhouse,

j

'

(

|"
VimAN«ULARis (square-stemmed). Granadilla, Branches win^'' 1 -

white' )(

h '

;,,t "'shape(1
'
smooth. Flowers large, highly fragrant, s<pal>

j r

' " as
'
rays m Ave series, white and violet; outer series^r than petals; August and September. Fruit greenish yello*,

d, b mehes m diameter
; pulp purple. Stove.

* RAcmosA (racemed). Leaves three-lobed, somewhat paH*

Stove
P

' ^ l0ng Pendul°us racemes; March to October.

'
5 rays purple; Au

>n's). H
very l'ra;

Stove

FIowers?
TSTNA (Wat8°n

'

8
)- Ha^ and lea"oiveis lavender and blue, verv lWmr • .„,
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lifluttll. FIom crs rosy H,..,|,
;
rays bine,

barred purple. Hybrid between P.

&

li:; -

Bijou, Probably a hybrid between P.
raccmosa and P. raddiana.

Buonapurtea. Probably a hybrid between
P. aUita and P. quadranr/ulm'is.
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Passifloras are propagated by cuttings or seeds. The
new shoots are taken off when about G inches long, with a

heel of old wood, and these will be found to root quite easily if planted
separately in small pots filled with sandy soil. Cuttings of P. m-rulm
will strike out of doors, but it is a more certain method to keep them in
a close frame, or covered by a bell-glass in the greenhouse. All the
species, except P. nvru/fo, require greenhouse or stove treatment for

rellingdiou.se against which they were planted. They are thirsty
ints, but good drainage is a necessity. Turfy loam with an admixture
peat and sand will be found to suit them admirably, though ordinary
rden soil will give good results. They all enjoy a liberal allowance of
alight

;
they are therefore adapted for training under the roof-glass of

unshaded greenhouse or conservatory. P. emmdea forms an excellent
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Natural Order Begoniace^:. Genus Begonia

Begonia (name given in honour of Michael Begon, a French patron of
botany). An extensive genus comprising about three hundred and fifty
species, chiefly succulent herbs or under shrubs, and a few climbing
plants, many of them having perennial tuberous rhizomes. Their leaves
are more or less unsymmetrical, entire or lobed or toothed; often hand-
somely blotched with white and veined with red. The flowers are in
many cases large and showy, bright coloured, white, yellow, scarlet, or
rosy, the anthers and stigmas borne in separate flowers. The male
flowers have four sepals, the female five. Stamens numerous, the
filaments sometimes united at their base. Styles two to four, the stigmafl
branched or twisted. The fruit a capsule, frequently with wings, seeds
minute. The species are distributed through . , u >is< i n »pical lands, and are
especially abundant in South America.

History.
The eai>liest species of Begonia introduced to our green-

nouses were shrubby, and came from the West Indies and
thereabout. Begonia nitida is the first of which there is any record,
and it was introduced from Jamaica in 1777. It is still a popular
cultivated plant. B. acuminata was introduced from Jamaica in 1790,
and B. maerophyUa from the same island three years later. In the
present century introductions became more frequent, B. evansiana
came from China in 1804, and B. acutifolia and B. suaveolens followed

To roll' ,

And ? °n
'

the new 8Pecies coming in fairly rapidly; but in
1858 the beautiful foliage-Begonias began to assert themselves with the
•ntroduction of B. rex. But the great impetus to Begonia-growing was
given a Eewyeara later, when the tuberous-rooted species were introduced
irom South America. Among these should be mentioned B. hdo:ie,ms
and B. Peareei from Bolivia (1865), B. Glarldi, B rosaijlora, B. VeitcUi,
all introduced from Peru in 1867, and B Davisii from Peru in 1876.
Some of these have come from great altitudes in the Andes, B. VeUchii,
tor instance, being found at an elevation of 12,000 feet above sea-level.
*rom such forms magnificent hybrids have been raised, far exceeding
the parent species in size and brilliance, and sufficiently hardy to serve

^ U-ddrng pl ;ul ts. It is interesting to note, however, that, so far, all

att.-mpts to effect a cross between the shrubbv section and these Andean
tuberous species have failed. Possibly, at no very distant date, the
liMu.-liCf of : m-'-n-s may break down this harrier and gi\
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tall shrubby plants with the splendid blossoms of the herbaceous
tuberous-rooted class.

We shall not pretend to give the characters of all the species that
are in cultivation, but only of a few from each section: the numbers.
even excluding hybrids and garden varieties, being bo large.

Tuberous BEGONIA BERKELEY! ( lierkeley's). Stems thick.
Begonias. fleshy. Flowers rosy, in erect panicles ; winter. A garden

hybrid of uncertain parentage.

B. boliviensis (Bolivian). Stem succulent, 2 feet high. Leaves
lance-shaped, saw-toothed. Flowers large, scarlet, in drooping panicles;
males as large again as the females; June to September. Introduced
from Bolivia (1857).

B. chelsoni (Chelsea). Stem 2 feet. Leaves lance-shaped, oblique.

Flowers large, orange-red; June to September. A garden hybrid
between B. Scdcni (itself a hybrid) and B. bull*-;, axis produced in 1874.

B. Clarkei (Clarke's). Stem purplish, stout. Leaves oblique-
heart-shaped; saw-toothed. Flowers large, bright red, numerous, in
drooping racemes ; June to September.

B. CORIACEA (leathery). Stem 6 inches high, succulent. Leaves
kidney-shaped, wider than long, hairy beneath. Flowers large, rosy, in
groups of two or three on an erect scape ; June to September. Bolivia,

B. Davisii (Davis'). Stemless. Leaves heart-shaped, shining.

sparsely hairy, red beneath. Flowers bright red, in a six-flowaed
umbel; footstalks and scape red; June to September.

B. evansiana (Evans). Stem branching, 2 feet high. Leaves
oblique, somewhat heart-shaped, lobed and toothed; red beneath.
Flowers large and numerous, flesh-coloured ; June to September. Nearly
hardy. Syn. B. discolor.

B. Frosbeli (Frcebel's). Stemless. Leaves heart-shaped covered
with purplish hairs. Flowers large, bright scarlet, in loose drooping
cymes ; winter. Native of Ecuador (1872).

B. geranioides (Geranium-like). Stemless. Leaves kidney-shaped,
lobed and saw-toothed, rough ; stalks red and hairy. Flowers white, in
a loose panicle; June to September. A delicate species from South
Africa (1866).

B. gracilis (slender). Stem erect, 3 feet high, succulent, annual.
Leaves distant, semi-heart-shaped, lobed, toothed and hairy; bulbils
freely produced in the axils. Flowers large, pink, in the axils of the
leaves : June to September. Also known as B. Martiana B. divers Ifolia.
.Native of Mexico.

B. IIAAGEaxa (Haages'). Stems numerous, forming a large shrub,
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4 feet high, with large red-tinted leaves on red, hairy stalks, and bearing
in autumn and winter very large heads of white and red flowers. One
of the best. Brazil.

B. natalensis (Natal). Stem succulent, 18 inches high, branched.
Leaves oblique, lobed, toothed, white spotted. Flowers pale rose, in
axillary cymes

; winter. Native of South Africa (1855).
B. octopetala (eight-petaled). Stemless. Leaves heart-shaped,

deeply-lobed and saw-toothed, with downy leaf-stalks three times the
length of leaves. Flowers greenish white, males with eight petals, in
corymbs

; August to October. Native of Peru (1835).
B. Peaecei (Pearce's). Stem branching, 18 inches high. Leaves

narrow-heart-shaped. Flowers large, bright yellow, in axillary panicles;
June to September.

B. picta (painted). Stem succulent, 6 to 12 inches high. Leaves
slightly oblique, heart-shaped, saw-toothed, sometimes variegated.
Flowers large, pale rose, on hairy, erect, few-flowered footstalks;
August to October. Native of Himalaya (1870).

B. rex. See under Ornamental-leaved Begonias.
B. RICHARDSONIANA (Richardson's). Stem fleshy, branched, 1 foot

high. Leaves palmate
; lobes with wavy or toothed margins. Flowers

white
j

males with two petals, females with five; in few-flowered
axillary cymes

;
June to September. Native of Natal (1871).

B. ros^flora (Rose-flowered). Stemless. Leaves kidney-shaped,
margins lobed and toothed, red; leaf-stalks, flower-stalks, stipules, and
bracts bright red. Flowers 2 inches across, bright rose-red; June to
September.

B. socotrana (Socotra). Rootstock a cluster of pea-shaped buds.
Stems annual, 1 foot high

; leaves orbicular, much wrinkled, shining, with
centra] stalks

; flowers in erect panicles, bright rose-pink, very persistent,
produced in winter. Introduced from Socotra in 1880. One of the
parents of a most useful -flowering hybrids, of
John Heal, Winter Gem, and Adonis are now popular. It has also been
crossed with B. rex and several other species.

B. Veitchii (Veitch's). Stem short, fleshy. Leaves round-heart-
1 M-l obed n,l cut, margins fringed; junction of nerves marked by

patch oi bright carmine. Flowers large, cinnabar-red, in couples on
tall, tlnrk scapes: J,„ 1( . to Krph-mber.
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Flowers red, feir

eptember. Native of Bolivia (1848)
B. coccinea (scarlet). Stem semi-erect, 2 to 6 feet high Loaves

ovate-oblong, margins waved and toothed. Flower. red u , ,!, ,

racemes; stalks red; June to September. Native of Brazil {18421
Also known as B. corallina.

B. CEINITA (hairy). Stem fleshy, hairy and bright red 1 foot
high. Leaves heart-shaped, toothed, with hairy red stalk. Fibers
rosy, H inch across, in loose branching cymes

; May. Native of Bolivia

B. falcifolia (sickle-leaved). Stem erect, branching, 1 to 2 feet
high. Leaves oblique, toothed, green spotted with white, deep red

ofptru' 1868

We™ tW°"Petaled
'

bright red; June to SeP^mber. Native

B. foliosa (leafy). Stem slender, branched. Leaves small ovate
oblong, numerous. Flowers pinky white, small, numerous; June to
September. Native of Colombia (1868).

B. fuchsiodes (Fuchsia-like). Stem tall, drooping, tinged with red
Leaves ovate-oblong, slightly oblique, saw-toothed, m
red; arranged in two rows. Flowers deep scarlet, in droopk^cle*
June to September. Native of Colombia (1846). A valuable P i IR incarxata (fleshy). Stem fleshy, erect, 2 feet high, reddish,
with swollen joints. Leaves oblique-heart-shaped, with waved teeth'
t lowers rosy, large

;
winter. Native of Mexico (1822). There are somehandsome purple-leaved varieties of this, viz. A. Malld, Md,,,,-. Lionel

Jl. Hardy, etc.

B. lixdleyaxa (Lindley's). Stem fleshy, erect, covered with rusty
;- *f*V* °Vate

'
«K*dariy lobed and toothed, woolly beneathwith central stalk. Flowers white ; winter. Native of Guatemala

vervt^TiT^f^ Stemsbra^"ng, woody. Leaves oblique,

\7 ,n

7
Sll

'
u, " ly »»******& "PPer surface blotched with white under-lie bright crimson. Flowers coral-red, in drooping panicles; June toSeptember Native of Brazil (1821). This is veryVariable both n

t:i::i
m^r of leaf

> and colour of **-• the iato -^
tootlfd^Fr

1"1^ (gl0ri°llS)
-

-

Stem fl6Shy
'

erCCt Le™ Clique,

Nnt!v! .r C^d^Xi.rTs^o'''
11110 terminal Panic1^; JunetoSeptemW

Leaves h l

!!'
,A

,f
Unm^ Sl "m Wno,,

.

v
-
erect

>
4 to 5 feet, branched.

„ )S1 . ,, |

'
^' ,

:'
1

,"'
•"' >' Uilh *-*>"i»'led teeth. Flowers large, deeplose-colour, in panicles ; winter and greater part of year.

P
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(Plane-leaved). Stem erect, 5 to 6 feet. Leaves

kidney-shaped, 8 or 10 inches across, bristly on both sides; acutely

lobed and toothed. Flowers large, rosy white ; June to September.

Native of Brazil (1834).

B. RAMENTACEA (chippy). Stem erect, branched, scaly. Leaves

kidney-shaped, oblique, red and scaly beneath. Flowers pink and

white, drooping; May. Native of Brazil (1839).

Ornamental- B. AMABILIS (lovely). Stem short, fleshy, creeping,
leaved Begonias. Leaves oval, 6 inches long, with rounded teeth, cottony

dark green, blotched with white, underside purplish. Flowers white or

rosy, in cymes ; June to September. Native of Assam (1859).

B. d^dalea (variegated). Stem short, thick, fleshy. Leaves large,

green; when young, covered with network of scarlet lines, turning

russet as the leaf matures ; edges velvety. Flowers white and rosy, in

loose panicles. Native of Mexico (1860).

B. decora. A pretty little species with creeping rhizomes from

which the leaves spring; these are 4 inches long, very hairy, and

coloured yellow-green, bronzy red, and purple. Introduced in 1895

from Penang.

B. dipetala (two-petaled). Rootstock fleshy. Stem erect, H foot

high, brown. Leaves oblique, toothed; green and white above, red

beneath. Flowers large, with two pink petals, in loose cymes from the

axils
; May. Introduced from India (1828).
B. OOOOENSIS (native of Gogo, Sumatra). Leaves large, oblique,

dark velvety green, with paler midrib and veins; deep red beneath.

Flowers pink, in loose panicle. Introduced 1881.

B. heracleifolia (Heracleum-leaved). Rootstock fleshy. Leaves

radical, palmately-lobed and toothed, on long velvety stalks; bronze-

green, hairy. Flowers rose-coloured, in many-flowered cymes, on very

long scapes ; May. There are several varieties, differing chiefly in the

colouring of the leaves. Native of Mexico (1831).
B. nelumbiifolia (Nelumbium-leaved). Rootstock fleshy, creeping.

Leaves large, roundish, 3 feet in circumference, hairy beneath, stalk in

middle. Flowers small, white or rosy, in many-flowered cyme, on tall

scape
; winter. Native of Mexico.

B. rajah. A new introduction from Singapore. It has a fleshy

rhizome and leaves 6 inches high, smooth, ovate-peltate, coloured lustrous

green with large blotches of chocolate brown. A most useful plant for

the stove.

B. rex (the king). Rootstock fleshy, creeping. Leaves large,

unequally heart-shaped, toothed, hairy; surface blistered, centre and
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margins dark green with metallic sheen, the intervening space silvery

white. Flowers large, pink, in loose cyme, on erect scape. Native of

Assam (1858). Most of the beautiful-leaved Begonias in general cultiva-

tion are, in part if not wholly, the offspring of this species. Plate 112.

There are hybrids between this and B. socotrana, B. evansiana, etc.,

all of them good decorative plants.

B. Thwaitesii (Thwaites'). Leaves radical, heart-shaped, variegated

with rich coppery green, purple-red, and white; under-side dec]) red.

Flowers white, in an umbel, on short scape. Humid stove. Native of

Ceylon (1852).

It is necessary that the natural species mostly
y n 3 -

cuit.jvaf. e cl should be known, but in recent years the garden

hybrids have become far more important than their parents from the

horticultural point of view. These exhibit great advance in the

form, size, and colour of the flowers. They are at present very

numerous, and the list is being extended every year. A few of the

best may be briefly mentioned :

—

Ascotensis is one of the finest ; the beautiful pink flowers borne

in large clusters. In the South of England this may be used for

bedding purposes.

Gloire de Sceaux. Upright habit, with bronzed leaves and

numerous large, flat pink flowers, which appear in winter.

Ingramii. Of dwarf habit, with dark foliage and reddish-pink

flowers. Suitable for outdoor culture in warm situations.

Knowsleyana. Of more vigorous habit, with blush-tinted flowers,

very serviceable for cutting during the first months of the year.

Paul Bruant. Very free bloomer ; flowers of a soft pink hue.

President Carnot, Gloire de Lorraine, Triomphe de Lemoine, and

the bedding varieties of B. semperjlorens are other forms that may be

recommended.

Begonias are, as a rule, easily cultivated if one or two
essential requirements are observed. The tropical species

require a temperature of not less than 55° in winter, and a minimum of

65° in summer. A considerable number may be grown in an ordinary

greenhouse, and some are suitable for cultivation in the open air during

the warm months of the year. The tropical species require shade in

very bright weather, and a liberal allowance of fresh air at all times.

They all prefer a light, loamy, well-drained soil. They are propagated

by means of cuttings inserted at any time, April being most ]>:

as cut tings rooted at that time make large plants by the winter, when
Begonias of the shrubby or evergreen Bection have most value. Some
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of
^

them ripen seeds freely, and from these a stock of plants is easily
raised. Much interest and pleasure may be derived from crossing one
species with another, the fact that the flowers are unisexual favouring
hybridisation. Many valuable garden-plants have been raised within
the last ten years in this way.

^

The Rex section and all its allies, such as heracleifolia, throw,
Rajah, etc., are readily propagated by means of leaves. They are cut
across the principal nerves, and, as a rule, from every cut a plant is

developed, if the leaves are pegged down flat on sandy soil, and placed
in a close frame till the plantlets are large enough to be potted
separately. B. rex is a most useful plant for shady borders in green-
houses or cool ferneries. It is often used to decorate back walls, which
are first covered with wire netting, supporting soil or sphagnum-moss,m wnidi the Begonias are planted at intervals. The rex-socotrana
Hybrids have the double merit of being handsome foliage plants as well
as having beautiful flowers. B. socotrana requires to be started in
bnSk heat in August, and grown in a tropical house close to the glass
till it flowers in December. The hybrids between it and the Andean
Begonias require similar treatment.

bed ]

Beg°nia8 °f the tomperflorens section, now largely used for summer
ing arc as easily grown as Coleus. Cuttings taken in March from

old wintered plants, and struck in heat, soon form plants, which m«*

^ ^T* f
'

hy *%, and then planted in beds or borders. They
•

«
;
'"arable for striking leaf-coloration as well as for their flowers.

from H
1

A

U
7
rous Jfeg^as proper, that is, those that have been bred

^

"»" the Andean B. Veitchii, B. Davisii, B. Pearcei, etc., are useful in

l!

"
U of ways. Tubers started in heat in January and grown in a

'

'
"

*"»ny house, planting them in rich light soil, make beautiful
I

aena by April or May. Started later, they are at their best in the

aey "iay be grown well in an ordinary greenhouse if

m spring and allowed to grow slowly. Magnificent
- Have been grown in an ordinary conservatory attached to a

inLTTnT 7
beddlng PUrP0Se8 tl- ^™ ™»d *> be Stalted

Planted in wT ^ leaf-mould, hardened off by June, and then

iCICJt lmt F^ a ^ ^^ K^ fr°m Seed

l

,mvill ,. ,,/. ^ ,
:!;

'" •'•-^niary in .hallow pans of fine sandy soil,
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greenhouse is best for them at this stage. When they have grown to
touch each other, they should be planted singly in pots in light rich
soil. If intended for bedding, five-inch pots are large enough for the
final shift but if wanted for the greenhouse, larger pots still should be
given Choice varieties are multiplied by means of cuttings taken from
the tubers m spring when the shoots are a few inches high Seeds of
a good strain of these plants are easily obtained from a Beo-onia
specialist, or selected tubers may be procured cheaply and start",] in
February. The tubers should be wintered dry in a frost-proof frame
or shed.

Descriptions of Plate 112. Begonia rex, with young and old leaves

.

aes112-115
- and flowers. Although this may be considered natural-

sized, the leaves frequently attain a length of 15 or 16 inches Fig 1
is a section through the male flower, and Fig. 2 is the female flower
similarly treated.

Plate 113 represents B. fuchsioides, one of the shrubby section
Fig. 1 is an unopened male flower; Fig. 2, the same fully open ; and Fig
3, a section of the female flower.

Plate 114 illustrates one of the varieties of B. sempcrfiorcns. Fig
1 is the female flower, and Fig 2 is the same in section.

Plate 115 is a garden hybrid of the tuberous-rooted section Fi<r i
is a male flower

;
Fig. 2, the female, both in section; and Fig. 3 is one of

the tubers.

MAMILLARIAS
Natural Order Cacte^e. Genus Mamillaria

Mamillaiua (Latin, mamilla, a little breast, from the breast-
shaped tubercles). A large genus (about three hundred species) of
succulent perennials, with cylindrical or globular stems covered with
numerous tubercles of variable shapes, spirally arranged, and bearing

Luster of spines at their apex. The plants in this genu are
never tall, one foot being an extreme height, the more general stature
being from 3 to 6 inches. The flowers are produced towards the
summit of the plant, usually in a zone, each starting from the axil of a
tubercle They are tubular in form, both calyx and corolla coloured-v.

, , low, or white. The stamens are numerous. , tt;U , M . (} to the side
or the tube; the style thick. Ion- and terminated by a three- to seven-
rayed stigma. Fruit a smooth berry, containing many seeds. The
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species are confined chiefly to Mexico, Brazil, Guatemala, and the

warmer parts of North America, a few West Indian.

Historv
Mamillaria simplex, a native of Tropical America,

was introduced from the West Indies as far back as 1690,

but for more than a century it appears to have been the sole representa-

tive of the genus cultivated here. This is, perhaps, not to be wondered
at, when we consider that even to-day the growers of Cacti are not very

numerous, and the demand for specimens not very pressing. M. pustila

was introduced from the West Indies in 1820, and a few others in the

earlier years of the century; in 1827 a half-dozen Chilian species were

introduced, and a number of Mexican species in 1835, including M.

angularis, M. bicolor, M. cirrhifera, and M. kaageana. M. Lehmanni,
M. svlcolanata, and M. rhodantha, other Mexican species, came in the

following year, and the succession of new forms has been maintained

since, some remarkable species being of quite recent date. Among these

may be mentioned M.fissurata (Mexico, 1885).

Principal species.
Mamillaria bicolor (two-coloured). Stem somewhat

club-shaped, 8 or 10 inches high, 2 or 3 inches in diameter,

branched near base ; covered with dark green tubercles, which are partly

hidden by the abundant close-set and spreading spines, which give the

whole plant a cobwebby appearance. Flowers small, purple.
M. gracilis (slender). Stem cylindrical, not more than a couple of

inches high, and half an inch thick. Tubercles small ; spines white,

spreading. Flowers large, pale yellow. Native of Mexico.
M. pectinata (comb-like). Stem conical, or more or less globular,

3 inches high; tubercles short, with rosettes of white spines. Flowers

yellow, 2 inches across, fading in about two hours after opening. Mexico.

M. pusilla (small). Stem globular, an inch high, with conical

greyish tubercles. Spines white and brown. Flowers yellow, tinged

M. rhodantha (rosy-flowered). Stem 3 to 6 inches high, by 2

across, branched with conical tubercles and yellowish spines. Flowers

bright rose, numerous.

M. stella-aurata (gold-starred). Stem branched, 2 inches high

by |-inch across, with short tubercles, and yellow spines in a starve

rosette. Flowers small, white. Mexico,

cultivation. Mamillarias are greenhouse plants that require *
Ba™^

position near the glass. In potting, care should be ta*

to have perfect drainage, and the soil should be a sandy loam to **<*

has been added some old limy mortar, and some silver sand. P""^
the growing period, they should have i'.vquent waterings, but the *'
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should not get saturated ; during winter, water should be almost entirely
withheld. Give all possible exposure to bright sunshine, and the plants
will do well. Some growers graft the more delicate species upon small
rooted plants of Cereus. They are easily raised from seeds if these are
sown on sandy soil, and placed in a sunny warm position, pricking off
the seedlings as soon as they are large enough to handle. Most of the
species develop offsets which may be removed and treated as cuttings.

Description of Two species are figured—A, Mamillaria 'pusilla, and
Plate lie. b, M. rhodantha, both of the natural size. The separate

Figures 1 and 2 are an enlarged flower of M. rhodantha, and a section
through the same.

TORCH THISTLES

Natural Order Cacte^e. Genus Cereus

Cereus (Latin, wax, or pliant; in allusion to the wax-
of the young shoots, or to the pliant stems of some species). A large
genus (two hundred species) of succulent stove or greenhouse perennials
whose soft flesh contains a woody core. The stems are mostly long and
angular, studded with rosettes of spines. The flowers are large and
showy, tubular in form, composed of a large number of sepals and petals,
most of which are brightly coloured. The stamens also are very numer-
ous, united to the walls of the tube. The style is thread-like, divided at
the summit. The species are distributed chiefly throughout Central and
South America and the West Indian Islands.

History.
The Senus Cereus has been represented in this country

for more than two hundred years, several species having
been introduced in 1000: G flag ell if'ormis from Peru, G hexagonus
from Surinam, G Imuu/hw* and C. triangularis from the West Indies.
Ten years later there came from Jamaica our first examples of G
graivluhtrtis. A few additional species turned up in the eighteenth
century, beginning with G frfragnnus (1710) from South America, and
including G /t ,Tt,n/u ltU * and G r^a ,u/n, from the West Indies, G
perwrianv.* from Peru, and G RoU ,;,i from South America-all in 1728.
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Principaispecies.
CeREIJS Berlandieri (Berlandier's). A dwarf watery-

fleshed s
l"' ci

" s with creeping stems about 6 inches long,
and less than an inch thick; ridged, and with hill-like eminences wliicli
bear the spines. From the stem grow more upright shoots which sap] < H
enormous purple flowers (4 inches across) with rosy stamens.

q
.

G c<

i

)rrIX1:Us C^ r1^). Stems creeping, long-jointed, triangular,
bpmes white and yellow, rising from yellow cushions. Flowers la.-,
and many, scarlet. Brazil (1828).

C. ctenoides (comb-like). Stem 4 or 5 inches high, and almost as
>»>;<p<l; egg-shaped, with spiral ribs which are closely set with rosettes

" long, white spines. Flowers bright yellow, 3 or 4 inches across, pro-
'
need near the summit of plant. Native of Texas.

.

L
-

F '- Ai;[:r - I"<>^ns (whip-sh,,ped). Rat's-tail Cactus. Stems pro-

j i]

1

|

i ' lr
'

!

VIth tvn or twelve ]ow ridges chiefly produced by the longitudinal

Plate 11 7

r°SCtteS °f l0ng wIlitish bristles. Flowers violet-pink or red.

C fulgidus (shining). Stems tall, three- to four-angled, spiny at
ww joints, lowers lustrous, orange-scarlet, inner petals deeper red; 6
to 7 inches across. Introduced from Tropical America (1870).

<-. graxdiflorus (large-flowered). Stems tall, climbing, angled,

x
I

' °
m downy ^settes. Flowers about 8 inches long, and nearly

,'" **«*, ^mlla-scented, opening in the evening, and fading early

" niorning; sepals brown without, yellow within, petals pure whit,.

hnnened 1
????* (Macdonald

'

s )- Stems cylindrical, creeping

(i

.

)i

' a
" ,ut i-inchin diameter. Flowers more than a foot aero*

J,
°™8 * MgW

; sepals numerous, red and bright orange, petals pure

,

^-'itive of Honduras.

8 or 4incT
C

T-T
S (bendin^ down>- Stems prostrate, with erect shoots,

R '^
^

* agh
: quadrangular, with tufts of spines along thv angles.

of Mexico"*
10Sy PUrple

'
wide-sPrcadin& 3 inches across. A native

and roinT
AD

M
NGULARIS (<inadrangular)- ^mS creeping, four-angle^

,
- '

' °
Wei "

s wlllto
> fragrant, opening only at night.

th, m 1 fmmUS (m°St showy> Stems erect, 3 to 6 feet, angled

spit LdinJI u°!

hed and furnished with prickles. Flowers large.

-bright scarlet; stamens white. Native of Mexico (1816).

cultivation. The directions given for the culture of Jto'""'"'"'

T1 ,

aPply m the main to fWt>„« •»,,,! „*!,,.,. .,v„rn of (.'a<tk.e-

i!i
v

i
::";

u,

^:i
1

a ^^ ^p-^^o^
,

:';;l

1

u; i .^:

,

:.;;, -r,^ -

;
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turning them outside during the summer is not a good one unless they
have shelter from rain

; otherwise the stems are likely to be too sappy

Description of A plant of Cereus flagelliformis reduced to about two-
Plate 117. thmLs of the natural gize F

.

g 2 gection of a flQw^
Phyllocactus (Greek, phyWm, a leaf, and Cactus) is a genus

of about a dozen species, natives of Tropical America: shrubby
epiphytes, generally clinging by means of their roots to the trunks of
gigantic forest trees, and remarkable for their flat blade-like stems
the absence of true leaves, and for the large size and rich colours'
of their beautiful flowers. They share with Epiphyllum the favour of
cultivators in this country who do not care for Cacti generally. Many
hybrids have been raised from them, and there are several hundreds of
named varieties known. All are easily grown in light soil in a sunny
position in a warm U iv, nhoiM' and often a success in room windows
They are easily multiplied by means of cuttings inserted in small pots
in sandy soil or from seeds sown in spring.

fo7i
Fr0nti8PieCe t0 V°1Ume IIL ^preSents Phy ll^actus phyl-

EPIPHYLLUMS
Natural Order Cacte^e. Genus EpiphyUu

Epiphyllum (Greek epi, upon, and plnjllov,

resembling leaves and the flowers growing th
three or four species, with small, flattened, fleshy
drooping habit, an< I large showy flowers. Nativesu( i large snowy Mowers. iS a 1 1 v< -s of 1 Jrazil. /// > /

y
>], }/ Jhi ,,\

trtmcatum was introduced from Brazil in the year 1818 ; the form's most
generally cultivated are of this species; they need greenhouse treatment

species.
Epiphyllum truncatum (maimed). Stem jointed,

compressed, the branches ending abruptly, as though cut
ott. * lowers showy, red or rosy, nearly 3 inches long, from the em Is of
the branches

;
stamens white. There are a number of garden varieties,

the differences, however, being mere shades of colour. It crows
Rurally on the trunks of trees, a fact explaining ite drooping Lbit
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Cultivation.
Tll0y are a11 tropical in their requirements, and prefer

shade and moisture in the summer. They are propagated
from cuttings or are grafted upon stems of Pereskia, any joint broken
off rooting readily; but from the first such cuttings begin to bend over
and grow towards the earth. If the plants are desired for a hanging
basket or similar arrangement, this drooping habit will recommend it,

but otherwise it will, perhaps, be thought better to adopt the plan of
grafting upon a stem of Pereskia specially grown as a cutting for the
purpose. This ensures the plant starting at sufficient height from the
sod to enable it to grow down and display its fine flowers. More than
one graft can be effected upon the same stock, by inserting the cuttings
of Epiphyllum at different heights. The operation should be performed
in spring, when the growing joints of Epiphyllum may be pulled off,

and inserted in an incision in the stock, the method of fixing being to
use one of the Pereskia spines as a peg, and drive it through stock and
graft. By this means the graft is retained until a junction of parts has
become effected. The compost they prefer is a mixture of peat, loam,
and sand in equal parts. They must be allowed only sufficient water to
prevent withering, and in February they should be started into growth
by giving more water and a higher temperature. They will not open
their blossoms in a temperature lower than 60° ; but this accomplished,
tney may be moved to cooler quarters, where their flowers will probably

EpiphyUum tnnicatum is here represented aboutyus.
one-third less than the natural size, the full dimensions of

the flower being more nearly shown in the section marked 1.

INDIAN FIGS AND PRICKLY PEARS

Natural Order Cacte^e. Genus Opwntia

o^ZnA
{dr{C

f Dame USed b^ PUny> A &™* comprising about

the sterns"^
11 SPedeS °f SUCCUlent tr°eS and^^ WheD ^

in,l i

C°n am a woody core
>
or may become almost entirely woody,

''*;;
1!

< ;«»"»« ^cies they are somewhat cylindrical, globular, or
iUt """ !

-
Inavoung st,,t, they have mi neath the
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described in being open and not tubular. The flowers are succeeds! In-

pear-shaped or egg-shaped spiny fruits; those of some species being
known as Prickly Pears, and greatly esteemed for their sweet, cooling.

juicy pulp. The species are natives of the tropical and warm portions
of America, but some have been introduced to and become naturalised in

Southern Europe, the Canaries, and Northern Africa—hence its name
of Barbary Fig.

History
Opuntia vulgaris, the hardiest of the tribe, and a native

of Mexico, etc., was introduced from Southern Europe in

that golden year from which we date so many horticultural novelties, 1596.

Nearly a century passed by before another species was added to our green-
houses; this was 0. curassavica from Curacoa in 1690. 0. ficus-indica
from Mexico, and 0. Tuna, from the West Indies, were introduced in 1731,

0. nigricans from South America in 1795, and many less popular species

during the present century. 0. Tuna, by reason of its prickly nature,

is largely grown as a hedge-plant, as well as for rearing the valuable

Cochineal insect. The same species, as well as 0. ficus-indica and 0.

decumana, is also much cultivated on account of its juicy fruits (Prickly

Pears). From these fruits sugar and water-colours have been prepared,
and from them the Mexicans make a beverage called Colinche.

Principal species.
0puntia ficus-indica (Indian-fig). Stem erect, 6

feet high, joints oval, flattened, without spines. Leaves
awl-shaped. Flowers yellow; May. Fruit oval, bristly, red within-
edible.

0. multiflora (many-flowered). Erect growing, branches oval,

flattened, with numerous clusters of unequal spines. Flowers yellow ;

June to August.

O. Rafinesquii (Rafinesque's). Plant spreading, 1 foot high
;
joints

pear-shaped, flattened. Leaves spreading, a few small spines and a long
one in some of the axils. Flowers yellow, often with red centre.

Introduced from North America (1868).

O. Tuna (American-Spanish name). Stem 20 feet high in old
plants; joints with tufts of four to six spreading yellow spines.

Flowers dull reddish orange; July. Fruit pear-shaped, 2 or 3 inches
long, rich carmine in colour and fleshy.

O. vulgaris (common). Plant of low stature, spreading; joints

broadly oval, flat, dotted with downy eminences from which the loaves

have fallen. Leaves thick, awl-shaped, fleshy, a few spines in their

axils occasionally. Flowers pale yellow; June to September. This
plant is similar to 0. LWinrsq,,;;, but the joints are more flattened and
broader, and the flowers have a smaller number of petals. Plate 119.
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The general directions for other genera of Cacteje apply
i Opmitia, except that they will do well in loam without

the addition of other substances, though broken brick ensures good
drainage. Several species, among which are 0. Bafinesquii and
0. vulgaris, are hardy, and may be grown in 1 > t lit o o t i

doors, if care is taken to secure perfect drainage. A hand-light should
be placed over outdoor specimens in winter to protect them from
exo save moisture, and very severe frosts. They will ripen their seeds
m this country, and these may be used for propagation. More frequently
they are raised from cuttings. For this purpose joints should be

detached, and laid on a dry shelf for several days, at least until the

severed portion has completely dried, and then planted in a pot filled with
loam and brick-dust. They should be kept nearly dry until rooted.
Description of A portion of a plant of Opuntia vulgaris, showing

Plate 119. the ghape and thicknesg of the j ointg The sma]l joint in
the front of the group is provided with leaves; and beneath the
ra

J
m i a led flower, behind it, there is a solitary long spine. The flower in

section is shown at Fig. 1.

FIG MARIGOLDS
Natural Order Ficoide^e. Genus Mesembryanthemum

M^embuvaxthemum (Greek, mesembria, mid-day, and anthemon, a
" ^ •

the flowers opening more freely when sun is highest). A genus
•ng about three hundred species of fleshy herbs or sub-shrubs,

with tluck fleshy leaves of varied shape and entire or bristly margins.

g ance the flowers present a resemblance to those of the

ran ri
6 "*5^ °f V^ different st™*ure. Their colOTati°n

t anges fom white through various shades of red to purple, and through
yellow to orange. The sepals vary from four to eight, more or less

Fruit openw\y Sli?^"t
fi

f%Tmbei
*'

S°metimeS ^^ ^^
mftQfl/n ,.

° D^llts mthe top taking a star-shape. The species are

the CanT " °^ ****>^ a feW ™ tattered over aZthe Canaries, and the Mediterranean region.

History.
A verv k*ge number of Mesernhnfavtliemums are

years l!l( , v ],,^'7
n tU

•-
;,nl( 'n<TS -/'U1 ' 1 ''<>• about a hundred and fifty

ivronl u\'\
!,'','' .'.

'
,

^'! I,,,y

i

ni1l »\ ; "«'d. A iVw have a much longer

..... •

,

!

|

I
''-"'•'' in Untish giii-dons. (

)

n ,. sp.-ci.'s —M. latum—
>

.

o.iuce.l m 1020, and M. edule, the well-known Hottentot Fig, in
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1690. Two others —31. coccineum and 31. yhiucum—were introduced
about 1696, and 31. crystaUinum, the familiar Ice-plant, was first brought
to public notice in 1725. M. echinatum and M. tricolorum appeared fifty

years later, and M. violaceum and M. cymbifolium in 1820 and 1822
respectively. Many less familiar forms came in between, and there has
been a steady procession of new forms all through this century. 31. edule
is grown for its pleasant fruit. The leaves of M. pugioniforme are said
to be a good substitute for Spinach, and those of 31. tortuosum to be
chewed as a narcotic by the Hottentots. 31 cystallinum is burnt in
great quantities for the use of the glassmaker. A peculiarity of the
seed-vessels must be noted. These shrivel up and imprison the seed,

but on the approach of the rain that fits the ground for their germination,
the vessel becomes plump and turgid. The seeds are thereby pressed out.

Mesembryanthemum coccineum (scarlet). Stems
"'shrubby, erect, 1^ foot high. Leaves three-sided, blunt,

somewhat glaucous. Flowers solitary, spreading, scarlet; May to
September.

M. crystallinum (crystalline). Ice-plant. Stems trailing, spread-
ing. Plant covered with glittering points as though frosted. Leaves
egg-shaped, alternate, clasping the stem. Flowers white, in the axils,

almost stalkless ; May to August.

M. cymbifolium (boat-leaved). Stem shrubby, 1 foot high. Leaves
thick, keeled, upper surface concave, opposite. Flowers yellow
Plate 120C.

M. eciiinatum (hedgehog-like). Stem shrubby, erect, branched,

3 to 6 inches high. Leaves swollen, oval-oblong, covered with little

spiny points. Flowers yellow, not very striking ; August. Plate 120B.
M. edule (edible). Hottentot Fig. Stem prostrate, shrubby;

branches angled. Leaves three-sided, slightly channelled, keel toothed.
Flowers large, solitary, at end of shoots, yellow ; July.

M. tricolorum (three-coloured). Stems prostrate, distantly
branched. Leaves slender, cylindrical, pointed. Flowers large and
bright, on long stalks, straw-coloured, crimson near the centre ; April.

M. violaceum (violet). Stems shrubby, erect, 1 to 2 feet high;
branches with a violet tinge. Leaves almost round, obscurely three-
sided, glaucous, studded with rough dots. Flowers varying from flesh-

colour to violet ; June to October. Plate 120A.

Cultivation.
These plants like a rather poor soil; yellow loam to

which lias been added plenty of sand and old mortar with
well-rotted manure will serve admirably. Few of them are sufficiently
hardy to be grown without greenhouse protection; but all those
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mentioned may be utilised in summer out of doors for edging and
ornamental bedding. They are sometimes grown in room windows,
very fine specimens being not uncommon in cottagers' windows in this

country. Propagation is effected by breaking off small pieces and
laying them upon damp sand in full sunshine, and in the course of a

few weeks they will emit roots.

Description of A, Mesembryanthemum violaceum ; 1, a, section of
Plate 120. flower. B, M. eehinatum. C, M. cymbifolium. All of the

natural sizes.

UMBELLIFEROUS FLOWERS

Natural Order UmbellifeRjE

This important Natural Orde- Hi plants, comprising one hundred and

fifty-two genera and about tn.i. .uidred species, is singularly poor

in garden flowers, though its contributions to the kitchen-garden are

neither few nor unimportant. Most of those that appeal to the horti-

culturist do so not on account of their flowers, but of their much-dissected

and handsome foliage. Several species of Eryngium (allied to our native

Sea-holly) are occasionally cultivated for the sake of their stiff glaucous

leaves and heads of small blue flowers. Astrantia major, the Black

Masterwort, with pink and white flowers, is a showy border perennial.

The Australasian genus Trachymene contributes a single annual species,

T. ccerulea, with bright blue flowers. The genus Ferula is sometimes

represented in beds bordering lawns by single specimens of F. communis,

the Giant Fennel, whose finely divided foliage forms dense tufts, 3 or 4

feet high and wide, from which rise the flower-stems 3 feet higher.

F. tingitana and F. glauca are also cultivated like F. communis as

foliage plants. The genus Heracleum, represented on our roadside

wastes and hedge-banks by the Hogweed (H. sphondylium), includes

several noble species that have been introduced to our shrubberies and

wild-gardens from abroad. The most frequently seen is H. villosum, or,

as it is more generally but less correctly named, H. giganteum. It

grows to a height of 10 or 12 feet, but is quite out of place in a small

garden, or indeed any place where it has not plenty of room to show

itself. It is a native of the Caucasus.

A few other genera are occasionally represented in gardens, but on

the whole the Order has very little interest for the gardener, though it has

much for the botanist.
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Natural Order Ara

species of shrubs *\

greenish flowers arranged in umbels. Petals five, stamens five, stigmas
five. The flowers are very similar to those of the Order Umbellifeile.
The species are confined to North-West America, Japan, and Formosa.

History.
The Fatsias are o£ recenfc introduction to British

gardens. /•'. Imrr'nhi. from North-West America, making its

appearance only in 1829 and F. papyri/era in 1852. The last named
is rather tender in this country, and used chiefly in what is called sub-
tropical gardening, but in its native country it has something more than
horticultural value. It is the plant from which the Rice-paper is made.
It is said to attain its full size in less than a year, when the stems are
cut down and left to soak in running water for several days to loosen
the bark. Then the cylindrical mass of pith is removed, cut into lengths,

and revolved against the edge of a sharp knife, which cuts it into a thin

species
Fatsia horrida (rugged, in allusion to its spines and

prickles). Stems 6 to 12 feet high, armed with yellow
spines. Leaves palmately-lobed, the general outline being heart-shaped

;

prickly. Flowers in terminal panicles of umbels ; August.

F. japoxica (Japanese). Stem erect, 3 to 5 feet. Leaves large and
leathery

; digitately lobed. Flowers small, in umbellate panicles ; July
and August. There is a var. variegata with white margins and blotches

;

var. reticulata has golden-yellow veins, and var. variegata-aurea has
markings of a rich yellow hue. Also known as Aralia Sieboldii.

F. papyrifera (paper-bearing). Rice-paper Plant. Stem erect,

branching above,- 6 to 8 feet high. Leaves large, five- or seven-lobed.
Flowers in drooping panicles ; July and August. Young plant downy,
afterwards smooth.

Culture. .

Fatsias are chiefly grown in pots for greenhouse or
indoor decoration; sometimes turned out in the beds in

summer. They succeed best in a compost of which sandy loam forms
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JV1ES

The tropical species of Aralia require a Lot moist
house and rich well-drained soil. They are propi-at,-.! hvmeans of cuttings, but A. Veitchii and a few similar species can only be

ed by means of grafting. The hard; species thrive in sunny
positions m light soils, and are propagated in the same manner as FaUiaL

Natural Order Araliace^;. Genu U,,h ,

Hedera (the old Latin name for the plant). An important genus
of climbing shrubs, though it includes but two species. Th< y have
alternate leaves and flowers in panicled umbels. The calyx hasan entire or five -toothed limb; petals five, soon falling; stamens
five; ovary five-celled. The Common Ivy is distributed over the
temperate regions of the Old World; the other species is a native of
Queensland.

species. .

Hedera Australian (Australian). Leaves pinnate
with a few more or less oval leaflets, smooth and Bhinins

as much as 6 inches long.
8j

H. Helix (a Latin creeping Ivy, from the Greek word
(*») for anything^coiled or twining). Common Ivy. Stems trailing
and flowerless, or arboreous and flowering, old specimens forming trunks
6 to 10 inches in diameter. Leaves leathery, heart-shaped at bise
variably lobed and differing in width, those of the flowering branches
lance-shaped. Flowers yellowish green; September to November There
are an enormous number of varieties recorded, fcheir differences chiefly

TdTATrTV
1^ drrtUrefTOm th " *Pical *'— the colourand size of the leaf or the shape of the lobes.

culture.
i

Ivies wil1 Sr°w almost anywhere in these islands in
sunshine or shade. A more luxuriant growth can 'beobtained by enriching the soil, but they do fairly well in all but thepoorest and driest of earth. They are readily propagated by cuttings

tZZI °f 8tGm a

f

f°0t *** Pknted in a—7 "-der I autuZ<=— form is not so easily rooted as the climbing form Choice"
> a number of vigorous plants

•"• -u to cover some new or unsightly ol.j.-ct muVklv t
!,. ,„'„ m „,

should be struck in a little h,,t Th,, 'will 11IJlk liuu, t lllo

'

'

,-

growth when planted out.
P

varieties are sometimes grafte
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HONEYSUCKLES

Natural Order Caprifoliace^:. Genus Lonicera

LONICERA (named by Linnaeus in honour of Adam Lonicer, a German

botanist, 1528-1586). A genus of erect or twining shrubs, including

about eighty species. They have simple, opposite leaves. Calyx-tube

oval, or nearly globular, with five teeth. Corolla tubular, bell-shaped or

funnel-shaped, with irregular limb, obliquely cut or two-lipped. Stamens

five. Natives of the Temperate and warmer regions of the Northern

Hemisphere.

Lonicera Caprifolium (Goat-leaf). Perfoliate Honey-
principaispecies.^^ ^^ twining Leaves broadly oval or oblong,

the upper pairs joined by their bases. Flowers dull red without, yellow-

within; May and June. Native of Europe, naturalised locally in

England.

L. FLEXUOSA (flexuous). Japanese Honeysuckle. Stems twining.

Leaves oval-oblong, some entire, others lobed like an oak-leaf ;
opposite.

Flowers small, pale yellow, in pairs, fragrant ; June and July. Native

of Japan (1806). There is a var. Aurea reticulata, whose leaves are

netted or blotched with yellow.

L fragrantissima (most fragrant). Stems erect, 6 feet high.

Leaves oblong. Flowers white, tube short, but mouth nearly an inch

across; fragrant; February. Native of China (1845).

L Periclymenum. Woodbine. Stems twining, 10 to 20 feet.

Leaves oval ; upper stalkless. Flowers in terminal heads
;
red without,

yellow within ; fragrant ; June to September. Native.

L. SEMPERVIRENS (evergreen). Stems twining, 15 feet high. Loaves

ovate; upper pairs joined by their bases. Flowers scarlet without,

yellow within ; in terminal whorled spikes ; May to August. Introduced

from North America (1656).

Loniceras succeed in any good garden soil. The
Cultivation,

climbing species should be planted against a trellis,

porch, or arbour. Most of the species produce their flowers on

the newly -formed shoots, and may therefore be cut back freely

in autumn, but L. fragrantissima and L. Standiskn flower early

old wood. These

ilow.-riii". L- sempervirens is best grown in a cool house, where it

may be trained up pillars. Propagation is chielly effected by cuttings
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DIERVILLAS

DIERVILLAS

Natural Order Caprifoliace/K. Genus Diervilla

Diervilla (named by Tournefort in honour of M. Dierville, a
French surgeon and traveller, who sent home the first species, 1739).
A genus of hardy ornamental shrubs with opposite leaves, and funnel-
shaped or bell-shaped tubular flowers in showy clusters. Stamens five

;

style slender. The species are natives of North America and Asia!
Some are better known in gardens under the synonym of Weigela.

Principaispecies.
Diervilla graxdiflora (large-flowered). Stems

branched, 8 feet high. Leaves oval-lance-shaped, toothed,
strongly veined beneath. Flowers pink; May and June. Native of
Japan. Several varieties are known in gardens.

D. rosea (rosy). Similar to the last, but of smaller stature (6 feet)
and foliage. The leaves lack the prominence of the net-veining beneath,
and the rosy or white flowers are produced in greater abundance.'
Introduced from China (1844). There are several varieties of this
species also.

Cultivation.
Dtrrr^In* succeed out of doors in ordinary garden soil,

provided tiny have a fair amount of moisture, and the
aspect is not very sunny. They may be propagated by separating the
suckers, or by means of cuttings taken in autumn or spring.

GUELDER EOSE AND LAURESTINE

Natural Order Caprifoliace^e. Genus Viburnum

Viburnum (the classical Latin name). A genus with about eighty
species of trees and shrubs, having leaves toothed, usually opposite,
occasionally in threes; and white or pinkish (lowers. The structure of
the flowers is similar to that of Diervilla, but the inflorescence is a large
corymb or panicle, the outer flowers often large and sterile. They are
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Viburnum dilatatum (extended). Stems 10 feet
' high. Leaves almost round, coarsely toothed, slightly

hairy. Flowers white, in cymes; June. Introduced from Japan (1845).
V. macrocephalum (large-headed). Stems 20 feet high. Leaves

oval, toothed, somewhat rough, covered beneath with scurfy down.
Flowers in compound cymes, somewhat pyramidal in form, the outer
flowers sterile

;
June. Introduced from China (1844). The V. Fortunei

of gardens.

V. plicatum (plaited). A sturdy shrub with rough dark green
ovate leaves, and compact heads of pure white flowers. One of the best
of sh rubs for gardens in the South of England. A native of China.

V. Opulus (rich). Guelder Rose. Stem branched, 6 to 8 feet.

Leaves three-lobed, toothed, downy when young. Flowers in roundish
cymes, 3 or 4 inches across; inner flowers creamy, |-inch across; outer
white, f-inch; June and July. The var. sterilis is the Snowball-tree
of gardens; the cyme more globular and all the flowers sterile.

V. Tinus (the Latin name). Laurustinus, or Laurestine. Stems
branched, 8 to 10 feet. Leaves oval-oblong, margins entire; veining
beneath marked out by glandular hairs ; evergreen. Flowers in flat

corymbs; rosy at time of opening, but soon becoming white; December
to March. Introduced from Southern Europe three hundred years ago.
lnere are several garden varieties.

cultivation. Viburnums exhibit no particular preference in the

matter of soils ; therefore may be introduced into almost

(

.

m
.

uu '

,len where desired. Propagation is also a simple process.
'it tmgs should be made from the half-ripened wood, and inserted in

" M
!

!l>

! ;'

' !! Bhady P1** They should also be covered with a cloche,

or Hand-light, until rooted. The lower shoots may be layered.

BOUVARDIAS
Natural Order Rubiace^e. Genus Bouvardia

Bouvardia (named by Salisbury in honour of Dr. Chas. Bouvard,
a tenner Superintendent of the Jardin du Roi, Paris). A genus of

,
;

""
'

" ^ouse shrubs, comprising about twenty-six species, mostly
!

' '— M,x lc „. with handsome flowers i„ .^oHal ,,'vmbs, and

|

:'

'~
*

T
(

;

1
' Wh0r

i

Cd leaves
- The calyx is tubular, with lour awl-shaped

.,
,

'

S
"

,

T ls tulml;1],
> elongated and funnel-shaped, with a four-

^ding imb. Stamens atta,!,,,] h, th, corolla-tube; skip*
" !u ' l! "< "ito two plates at itsevh^mt,.
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History.
Bouvardias are of comparatively recent adoption as

greenhouse flowers, the first known species-ft /,,,,/,„//„
-havngbeenmtro.fi.cv.l from Mexico just over a hundred yea -s agoFor twenty years rt remained the sole representative of the genuslnh,S conntry; then it was followed by*, versicolor from Sonth America^and tlnrteen years later (1827) by B. longiflom, the subject of our Plate'B. migmUfoha was introduced in lm.B.flava in 1845 B. Cav

'

;

a year later A Uiantha, in 1850, B.jamimiflora in 1869, ami /;
^

'

WON » 18 4. With the exception of AjoZ,^ wllic /£ ™JAmen all these ; ome^ ^^ ,* ^ *- Soul,

culfavated and crossed, with the result that there are a number of hybridssome ot which are more in request than the original species.

rrmcipaispecies.
Bouvardia angustifolia (narrow-leaved). Stems

h^k,^ «
ro»"d.2feethigh. Leaves lance-shaped, with edges turned

Septembt
? Wh°rlS °f ""^ FIow^ P^ red;

B flava (yellow). Stems about 18 inches high. Leaves oval

yeflow ZSt
f

t
ged WHh *" hairS;

°PP0Site "oweTolSyellow, three to five m a raceme
; March

"

B.Humboldtii (Humboldt's). Leaves oblong. Flowers large whiteand fragrant; tube long; in terminal racemes; September to FetulryB. jasmintlora (Jasmine-flowered). Leaves elliptic, opposite

FeZary •

grant
'

nUmer0M
'

hl C°mp0Und V™*' November t

feet V ^°
N
T
FL0RA

S
0ng-fl°Wered> Stems s ')uarish

-
«nootb, 2 to 3feet lngh. ta„ oblong, smooth, opposite. Flowers white, with Ion-tubes, fragrant; stateless; autumn. Plate 199 g

sido/.
TEIITLLA

,
(three-,eaTCd

)- St°™ 2 to 3 feet high, with thre-aded, ha,ry branches. Leaves oblong, three in a whorljLriry beneathFlowers scarlet, nearly an inch long; July

r Hybrids.

Single-flowered. Hosea niultiflora, large, rosy pink.

UriUh.nt, I

Mrs. Green, salmon-colour.'
I'r. .„/.„, C/r r,f„,Hf, minsoiiWy £eo«ty, pale rose
Queen of Hoses, dwarf, rosy

}

J to cream.
Hogarthftorepleno, large, scarlet-carmine.
iWfc»< <?ar/fctt

f pink, in large trusses.
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i request. Their culture is by no means difficult, and

they do not need the high temperature that is commonly given to them.

They may be placed out of doors in summer and treated after the

manner of a pot Chrysanthemum, or even planted out in a frame or on

a spent hot-bed, plunging the pots up to the rim in ashes or in the spent

hot-bed (taking care that drainage is perfect), giving plenty of water,

and mulching the tops to protect the roots. The shoots should be

pinched back, and when the pots are well filled with roots liquid manure

should be given. In potting a liberal quantity of crocks should be

allowed, as efficient drainage is of the utmost importance; and the

compost should consist of equal quantities of fibrous loam, sand, and

leaf-mould, with the addition of a little peat.

Stopping the shoots should not be practised later than the end of

August. As soon as the weather begins to turn cold they should be

removed to the greenhouse, where they will do well through the winter

in a temperature between 50° and 60°. They are propagated by means

of cuttings taken from the new shoots, not necessarily at a joint, for

they readily root from any part. The compost mentioned above, covered

with a good layer of sand, should be used, the cuttings inserted rather

closely in the pots, covered with a bell-glass, and placed in bottom heat.

They require a close moist temperature of about 75°, and in this they

will be rooted in about three weeks.

A flowering shoot of Bouvardia longiflora. Fig. 1,

i flower removed ; Fig. 2, a section of the same.

Natural Order Rubiace^e. Genus Ixora

Ixora (from Iswarra, the name of an Indian deity, to whose idol the

flowers are offered). A genus of about one hundred species of stove

evergreens, mostly with opposite leaves and salver-shaped tubular flowers

in terminal corymbs ; scarlet, pink, or white, and frequently fragrant.

T '"- fooror five anthers are inserted in the throat of the coroDa-tube,

•"id the succulent fruit is inferior to the calyx. The species arc i'ouu'

chiefly in the tropical regions of Asia and Africa: a few others bcn.u'

natives of America. Australia, and the Pacific Islands. /. coccuW ^

used medicinally in India.
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Ixora chelsoni (Chelsea). Stems branching, dwarf.

"Flowers profuse, bright orange -salmon, in large, dense,

rounded corymbs; June to September. A garden hybrid.

I. coccinea (scarlet). Stems 3 to 4 feet high. Leaves heart-shaped,

shining. Flowers bright scarlet, 2 inches long, in umbellate corymbs

;

June to September. Introduced from East Indies (1814).

I. Colei (Cole's). A handsome and robust garden hybrid, the pro-

geny of /. coccinea and /. stricta. Leaves roundish. Fl< >wers pure white,

in large corymbs.

I. coxcinxa (neat). A garden hybrid with large corymbs of bright

salmon-coloured flowers, which afterwards become more pinkish. First

produced in 1882.

I. Fraseri (Fraser's). A garden variety with brilliant salmon-

coloured flowers, the corolla-tubes carmine-scarlet; in numerous large

globular- corymbs.

I. fulgens (glittering). Stems 3 to 4 feet high. Leaves slender-

lance-shaped. Flowers orange-scarlet, in dense terminal corymbs; June
to August. Introduced from the East Indies (1823).

I. javanica (Javan). Stems 3 to 4 feet high. Leaves oval-oblong.

Fl< >\\ ers orange, in dense corymbs ; June to September. Introduced from
Java (1846).

I. macrothyrsa (large thyrsus). A fine plant with broad leaves

as much as 10 inches long, and immense corymbs of deep-red flowers.

Introduced from South Sea Islands (1878).

I. Pilgrimii (Pilgrim's). A fine garden hybrid, owning /. William*!.

(a garden variety) as parent, produced in 1880. The flowers are bright
orange-scarlet tinged with crimson, and clustered in dense round corymbs,

I. puinceps (foremost). A natural species from Java, with lance-

shaped leaves 6 or 7 inches long, and flowers winch are at first buff-white

but afterwards deep reddish orange.

I. regina (queen). A garden variety with oval leaves and large

corymbs of violet-salmon flowers.

I. splendens (splendid). A garden variety with bluntly elliptic

leaves and brilliant coppery-scarlet flowers in very large corymbs.

variety with large corymbs of

Cultivation.
/aMras a11 lv,

l
uir<' st <>v *' treatment, and it is almost

impossible to give them too high a temperature or too
humid an atmosphere during the summer. /. Pibjrimi will succeed in

a much lower temperature than the others ; and for all the house should
11.—23
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be kept both cooler and drier during the winter, otherwise they will not
sufficiently ripen their wood. The most suitable soil is a compost of
fibrous peat and leaf-mould, with a plentiful addition of silver sand.
Although abundance of light is necessary for their successful growth,
they must be protected from the direct rays of the sun in summer!
Propagation is effected by means of short cuttings, inserted singly in
pots of the compost named, and plunged in bottom heat, in a close and
shaded frame; transferred to five-inch pots when rooted, and placed in
the stove with a high temperature and kept moist.

CROSSWORTS

Natural Order Rubiace^e. Genus Asperula

Asperula (from Latin, asper, rough). A genus of about fifty species
ot herbs or small shrubs, with four-angled stems. The leaves and
to Mt-h ke^stipules together form a regular whorl at the joints of the
stem. The flowers are small, honey-bearing, grouped in cymes. The
calyx is four-toothed; the corolla funnel-shap.,1 or 1,,11-shaped, the
limb cut mto four segments. Stamens four; styles two, more or less
joined. The species are natives of the temperate regions of the earth;
two British.

* to

History. 0ur native Asperula odorata, the Woodruff, was

period, fori»S" 'min,nate
°f Briti8h Sarfe"S at * ->• «",

an annual spee.es w.th pink flowers, that got itself natnra\M In

i, K "? ^.f this Centur^ il is ««I oeeasionally found

'>u<iht.
i

respectively, A. tinctoria in 1764, A.

:SSJ°™ » a ™^ °£ ^ Caucafuslwhence it

Asperula loxgiflora (long-flowered). Stems slender,

srous, more or less erect, smooth, (i inches. Leaves
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narrow, in fours. Flowers with long tubes, reddish without, yellowish
within

; cymes terminal ; May to July.
A. Montana (mountain). Stems weak, smooth, 6 to 8 inches hi<rh

STj^SS' 8ix in a whorl; upper ones«• F1—
A odorata (fragrant). Stems four-angled, erect, 6 to 12 inches

,
smooth, with rough-toothed edges, eight i

a whorl. Flowers small, pure white
; May and June

A orientals (Eastern). Stems branched, 12 inches high. Leaves
lance-shaped, bristly, eight in a whorl. Flowers blue, terminal; June
and July. Annual.

culture.
Asperulas will succeed in any ordinary garden soils

aild *™ suitable as edgings to borders, or to form tufts
tor the rock-garden. A shady position is best for them, and they do
well under trees. They are propagated by division of the creeping
rhizomes. r &

The neighbouring genus Phuopsis contains a single species—P
stylosa (large-styled),-which is cultivated like the Asperulas. It has
stems about 1 foot high, with lance-shaped leaves, six or ei-ht in i

whorl: pink or purple corollas with five lobes and a style almost as
fong, gam as the tube; July. It is a native of the Caucasus, whence it
was introduced 1836.

Asperula orientalis with leaves and flowers.
Plate 123. Fig. i ;B a detached flower arged

; 2, a section through
the same

; 3, a seed, natural size and magnified
; 4, a seedlii^.

B, Phuopsis stylosa. Fig. 5, an unopened flower ; 6, an open one •

7, section.
r '

GAEDENIAS
Natural Order Kubiace/E. Genus Gardenia

(

;

AiM, ' NlA
(
U;l,ll, ' l! hi honour of Dr. Alexander Garden of Charleston

^
'"'.' ""'' ''

(
'"n

' "l"""' ,

'

1 ' t <)l hniiueus
). A genus including about sixty

-. «.\ugm.n shrubs, with (usually) opposite
ped i >r salver-shaped) white flowers. The

'

' .'
'"'' """'

i

tlNt ' to llll,e segments, the stamens
•

iniiii »er with them. They are natives of Tropical Asia and

Principal Species.
GAliDKXfA FLORIDA (flowery). Cap* 1 Jessamine. Stem

shrubby, erect, 2 to (i feet high. Leaves elliptic. Flowers
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white, fragrant, solitary; corolla nine-parted; August. Introduced

from China (1754). The var. Fortunei is a larger form. Stove.

G. nitida (shining). Stem 3 feet high. Leaves oblong-lance-

shaped, undulated; opposite, or three in a whorl. Flowers white,

solitary ; corolla seven-parted ; October and November. Introduced

from Sierra Leone (1844). Stove.

G. Thunbergia (Thunberg's). Stem 4 to 5 eet high. Leaves

elliptic, smooth, opposite or whorled. Flowers large, white, fragrant,

solitary; corolla eight-parted; January to March. Introduced from

South Africa (1773). Greenhouse.

.
For the decoration of the greenhouse or stove

Gardenias have much to recommend them, whilst for the

supply of cut-flowers they are invaluable. The great point in growing-

is to see that the plants do not get old. Cuttings should be struck

every year, and after two or three seasons' flowering the plants should

be thrown away. Propagation should be effected preferably in January.

the cuttings taken with a heel from the partly-ripened side-shoots and

inserted in small pots of peat and sand. They require to be plunged in

a bottom heat of 75° and kept close. When rooted they must be

gradually used to lower temperatures, and potted in a compost of two

parts peat to one of fibrous loam with which a little charcoal has been

worked in. Shift on when necessary, and when growth is completed

for the season, harden off by exposure to a lower temperature in more

airy structures. Give water abundantly .luring the growing period,

and syringe twice a day. The plants may be started in a hot moist

house in April and gradually hardened as the flower buds develop.

They are beautiful shrubs for the conservatory when well grown and

flowered. G. Thunbergia does not flower in gardens in this country, bat

at the Cape and in similarly dry sunny climes it is a beautiful free-

flowering shrub. Gardenias arc very liable to the attacks of Mealy-

bug, Red-spider, Green-fly, and Scale-insect, which must be constantly

looked for.

SPUR VALERIANS

Natural Order Valeriana. Genus Centranthus

Cextraxthus (from Greek, hentron, a spur, and anthos, a flower)-
A

genus of about ten species of perennial ra.vly annual, herbs,
mostlx

*nth entire, opposite leaves and small red or white flowers in pa""*-" 1
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corymbs. The structure of these flowers is peculiar. Before the corolla
falls, the calyx is represented by a mere thickened margin to the ovary,
but as the fruit matures this unrolls and discovers it as a whorl of
feathery appendages. The corolla is tubular with a five-lobed spreading
bmb-one lobe standing out by itself. The tube is continued past its
attachment to the ovary as a hollow spur containing honey There is
but one stamen, and the fruit is one-seeded. The species are natives of
Europe, North Africa, and Western Asia.

History.
SPllr Valerians have been known in British gardens

.1 t? i
,

throughout a very long period. At what date C. ruber,
the Red Valerian, was introduced is not known, but it has long been
naturalised in the South of England and in Ireland. Its favourite
habitat is on old walls, where it has a very fine appearance In
Southern Italy it is said to be eaten as a salad, and possibly it may
have owed its introduction here to that fact, or to the sweet-scented
roots being used in medicine, as are those of the Cats' Valerian
(Valenana officinalis). C. calcitrapa was introduced from Portugal in
1683 and C. angustifolius from Southern Europe in 1759.

Principaispecies.
Centranthus calcitrapa (Caltrops-like). Stems

6 to 12 inches high. Lower leaves oval, entire or lobed-
upper ones lobed in a pinnate manner. Flowers white with a reddiah
tinge

; May to July. Annual.

C. macrosiphon (large-tubed). Large Spur Valerian. Stems
hollow, 2 feet. Leaves broad-oval, entire or lobed pinnately, glaucous
Flowers rosy, in very large corymbs; July. Annual. Native of S,,im
There is a var. alba.

l
'

C. ruber (red). Red Valerian. Stem with woody base and erect
branches, 2 to 3 feet high, hollow. Leaves leathery, oval or lance-
ahaped, lower stalked, upper stalkless, entire, or toothed at the base
Flowers red, smaller than those of «'q>hv», spur slender;
somewhat pyramidal panicles composed of aense cymes; June to
September. There are several varieties, including albus with white
flowers.

cultivation.
The sPecies of Centranthus are readily propagated by

_
.

i i

sceJ 80Wn in March outside, or in the case of the perennial
kinds by division of the tufts. They are not particular as to soil but

y like a dry situation. They make handsome clumps in a sunny
-1— parts of the rock-garden. C. ruber is a

border

grand plant when grown on chalky
i

" 1A:
-ited as it -

nt picture
i

On sloping banks facing s!!uth V'n.akes a
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iptionof The upper portion of a stem of CentranthiM
itei24. macrodphon with leaves and flowers. Figs. 1 and 2

nlarged flowers; 3, a section; 4, the fruit and calyx, natural

nd enlarged
; 5, a .seedling.

Natural Order Dipsace^e. Genus Scabiosa

Scabiosa (Latin, scabies, the itch ; formerly used as a medicine in skill

diseases). A genus consisting of about eighty species of perennial herbs

with entire or pinnately-lobed leaves, and small tubular flowers massed
in half-round or flattened heads with an involucre of leafy bracts. The
individual flowers are invested by a tubular involucel with four or eight

angles, or four or five lobes. The calyx is bristly, the limb cup-shaped,
with four to sixteen rigid bristles or teeth. Corolla oblique or two-
jipped, honeyed, with four or five lobes. Stamens four ; stigma notched.
They are natives of Europe, Africa, and Western Asia.

History.
There are three British species of Scabious, but these

are rarely, if ever, seen in gardens, though it is probable
they were, or at least that one of them was, cultivated prior to the intro-

duction of Scabiosa stellata from Spain in 1596, and S. gramuntia in

1597. 8. atropurpurea, the Sweet Scabious, also known as the Mournful
Widow, was introduced from Southern Europe in 1629, and is a popular

garden plant with us to-day. In Portugal, as well as in Brazil, the

owers of this species are much used in the construction of funeral

wreaths. S. cjraminifolia was introduced from Switzerland in 1683,

out h caucasica was not known in our gardens until 1803, when it was

brought from the Caucasus; and 8. webbiana, another garden plant,

came trom Phrygia in 1818 . Several others are of more recent

ebon still, but the above are those of chief horticultural merit,

and all hardy.

^ncipal Species. SCABIOSA ATROPTJKPUREA (dark purple). SteD*

«»m i

bran<*ed, 2 to 3 feet. Radical leaves lyre-shaped, toothed',

stem-leaves pinnately lobed, the lobes toothed or cut. Flower-heads
deep crimson ;Jnly to September.
1|nu, i'- white, flpsh ««,„

There are numerous varietur
hite, flesh, rosy, or purple, and a fiore pleno with all the

orets large like the outer series in' the typical flower of the specif

^llowLv
a dWarf f°rm (Var

'
Uana)

>

and a var'f°lis
aUrelS

8. caucasica (Caucasian). Stems 1 foot high. Radical
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lance-shaped, glaucous
; stem-leaves pinnately lobed, the segments very

slender. Flower-heads 3 inches across, pale blue; involucre hairy,
corollas five-parted

; June to August. The var. elegans has whitish
leaves, the upper ones undivided like the lower.

S. webbiana (Webb's). Stems 6 inches high. Leaves : lower ones
stalked, oval with rounded teeth; upper with oval or oblong lobes
arranged pinnately. Leaves and stems softly woolly. Flower-heads
creamy yellow, on long stalks ; July.

Cultivation.
Ordinary well-dug garden soils suffice for Scabiosa.

The species described are quite hardy, and are grown
without difficulty from seed sown in March or April. Occasionally the
clumps may be divided, but we think it is preferable to keep them
full-sized, and to propagate entirely by seeds.

Description of Leaves and flowers of Scabiosa caucasica, natural size.

.

mte 125
' FiS- 1 is a flower separated from the outside of the head

with the corolla-lobes irregular (radiant) ; Fig. 2 is a flower from the
centre (disk); Fig. 3 is a section of 2. It should be noted as a ready
means of distinguishing between the Orders Dipsace^e and Composite,
which follows, that in the first the anthers are free, whilst in
Composite their bases are attached and they are usually ioined
together.

The Wild Teasel (Dipsacus sylvestris), which belongs to this Order
may be grown in the wild-garden if there is plenty of room to show off
•i chin ip of its tall, straight stems with bluish flower-heads and
striking leaves.

AGERATUMS
Natural Order Composite. Genus Ageratum

Ageratum (Greek, a, not, and geras, old age; from the absence of the
white pappus usual in Composite fruits). A small genus (about sixteen
species) of herbs and shrubs with opposite leaves and composite
flower-heads, enclosed in a cup-shaped involucre formed of the floral
bracts. The species are mostly natives of the hotter parts of America 1 ait
one species is of wi,l, distribution in the wanner regions of the globe.

History. .

There is so1nc confusion in the records of the

fact that on,

,

s
1^etst'V

,

l,n
:/

T'!!

/

'r
Sti

' ^V'
01111^"' 7* inS * the

' 1 ' ' M< su lii.'O Mile, el -..>\ i !';i ! 1 1,'!
i i H -.. A--

';""' •-'•»;«.»:»«'.-»«.,.,, ,,,,,„,, \ ,.;,„,„ ,f 14:
7 *"" u'°'" tlu ' w*i'»t lii'i'L-s in isoo, mi,! .1. „„•.,;,.,,„„„, |,,„„
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Mexico in 1822. These now appear to be synonyms for one species

which we call A. cceruleum, and which is the only species widely grown

in gardens. A. Wendlandi was introduced from Mexico only in 1885.

Ageratum cleruleum (sky-blue). Stem branched, 2

feet high. Leaves oval, saw-toothed, stalked. Flowers lilac-

blue, in small hemispherical heads, densely clustered; June and July.

There are several varieties in cultivation, of which the best are :—

Cupid, dwarf, rich blue; Queen, dwarf, silvery grey; Snowflake,

white; Swanley Blue, dwarf, deep blue; Tapis Blanc, dwarf and

compact, white.

A. Wendlandi (Wendland's). Stems hairy, 5 or 6 inches high.

Leaves heart-shaped. Flower-heads purplish blue,

cultivation
Though Ageratums will succeed in any garden soil,

to get the best results from them they should be grown in a

rich light compost. They are propagated by cuttings and seeds. The

seeds are sown in January in pans of sandy soil and germinated in heat,

the seedlings being pricked into " thumbs " as soon as possible, and kept

in heat for a time. When they are making good growth they should be

gradually accustomed to lower temperatures, and potted on if intended

for greenhouse flowering. If required for bedding, they should be kept

in small pots until planted out in the latter half of June. They may
also be sown in a warm sunny border in April or May. The varieties

must be propagated by cuttings from the old plants that have been kept

in the greenhouse through the winter. The new shoots should be taken

about May from the ripened stems and struck in heat ; then hardened

off and planted out. The taller forms may be pegged down after the

fashion adopted for Verbenas.

Description of The upper part of a plant of Ageratum ccaruleum.
Plate 126. F^ i ia an en]arged section f a flower-head; 2 is a

separated floret enlarged; 3, a section through same; 4, the fruit,

natural size and enlarged
; and 5, a seedling.

GOLDEN EODS

Natural Order Composite. Genus Solidago

>un.w;o (Latin, solido, to consolidate or make whole; from its supposed
almg virtues). A genus comprising about eighty species of perennial
rbs, sometimes with shrubby base. The leaves are alternate, entire

toothed Flower-heads usually yellow, the outer series of florets
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'<v,,l
:
.small but numerous, arranged in seorpioid cymes. The ray-

florets arc female or neuter: the eentral or disk-florets are tubular, flve-
1«1*-'I, ...id bisexual. Pappus-hairs rough in one or two series Tl!„

^zz^rv^* w North Temperate ^°-. thoS
are connned to JSorth America. One species is British.

History.
.

Llkc many other genera that comprise native species
oi an ornamental character there is every probability that

'

Ud QatlVG 8PeCles have been cultivated from the early davs of
£* :ng: especially when as in the present instance, th/pJThrf
4" """ as a herb of healing. The species referred to is N„//,/,w„

' "</<<'«", a plant growing wild in our woods and thickets. \s

Te^ri
8™ fil

'1 n
the N01'th AmeriCan SPecieS t0 be introd-ed

1648). & mexicana followed - i«°* ~~ J — -

C"
'v ""'""'""" i'«'»owe.l in 108:3, and was quickly succeeded

(1686) by 8. rugosa under the name of oltissima. S. odora. S *, „, „ ,-
ui-as, and ,S. [<< mj,,!,, a l! made their appearance here in 1690. X

/r"'./" /" ,latrs rn,! " ''^^^c/wt from 1817, and S. Drumu,n;ui;}
only iron. [,S85. Many others have been introduced and have had a
trial ,n the garden, but very few species are now grown exeept in
!'" t

:

1-"^ ar,I " J,S ;"" 1 ^''^^'i-ies. This is due to their rather coarse
habit and the fact that they spread too quickly and impoverish the soil

specie* .

S°lidago canadensis (Canadian). Stems covered
with rough hairs, 3 to 6 feet high. Leaves lance-shaped,

sharply toothed, rough above, downy below. Flower-heads with short
rays, crowded in large panicles : August, Plate 127.

S. Drummonihi (Drumniond's). Stems downy, 1 to 3 feet Inch
Leaves oval, coarsely toothed, velvety beneath. Vlower-heads small'
rays short; cymes short, panicled

; July and August.
S. lanceolata (lance-shaped). Stems 2 to 3 feet hi<di • upper part

;

1

:;;

vi ' v
;

l

u:*y* ^'^-^^-^n^i not toothed,%^ ;lwc.
< o^erdieads m dense corymbose clusters; September.

T eaves (wT'7^1
<S,

'J

U,V) ' '^'"^ St°" fc

'

Smoofch
'
8 to ° feet l»gh-

Flowl'r-hl.Md^ hr..v'"(l

"""''' Sl,^ 1,t!
-

V l,H,thed; llPPe1
' ones lance-shaped.

n
'?„''

m' 'I

^ •"-''' l u
' cowled, erect cymes forming a somewhat

pj i animal large panicle; October.

S. ^ibgaurea (gold rod). Stems erect, 4 inches to 2 feet, downy

t !,! )ti
',

d I

°r

i

S,UOOth
; 1

LeaVL'S sk' n,1(T or 1{»^»«ped, faintlytoothed. I lower-heads crowded : July to September.

cultivation. Solidagos succeed in any soil, and should only be

out of the wav'o"' In
6
'"!

t]l " ! '" ^lenty
°
f r°OIn

'

S° "^^^ bG
.- oi small plants. They are useful for massing in rough.tound, or m the front row of a shrubbery. If planted in the border t hev
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must be kept within bounds by annually lifting the clumps and reducing
them. They are most useful for covering unsightly places in the garden.

Propagation is easily effected by dividing the clumps. All the species

Description of The upper portion of Solidago canadensis is shown.
Plate 127. Fig. 1 is an enlarged view of a separate flower-head ; 2, a

section through same
; 3, a single disk-floret surrounded by the pappus-

hairs
; 4, a ray-floret.

SWAN EIVEE DAISIES
Natural Order Composite. Genus Brachycome

Brachycome (Greek, brachys, short, and home, hair, alluding to the

shortness of the pappus-hairs). A genus comprising about thirty species
of annuals and perennials, very similar to Bellis (the Common Daisy) in

structure. Bellis, however, has no pappus, whilst Brachycome has.

Another point in which the genera differ is found in the character
of the bracts forming the involucre: in Brachycome these have a
membranous margin. The species are all natives of Australasia.

Principal species.
BRACHYCOME DIVERSIFOLIA (differing-leaved). Leaves

variously cut and lobed. Flower-heads yellow ;
summer.

B. glabra (smooth). Leaves fleshy, cut in a pinnate manner ; the
slender segments variously cut, upper ones almost entire, fringed at the
edges. Flower-heads solitary, on long footstalks; yellow disks and
white rays with a violet tinge beneath.

B. iberidifolia (Iberis-leaved). Stems erect, smooth, branched, 1

foot high. Leaves pinnate, segments very slender. Flower-heads blue-

or white-rayed with dark-coloured disks ; June to September. Swan
River (1843). Plate 128.

Cultivation.
^ne sPecies mentioned above are hardy annuals, and

must be raised from seed. These may be sown in March
on a gentle hot-bed, and the seedlings planted out when large enough and

sufficiently hardened; or the seed may be sown on a sunny border out

of doors, towards the end of April or beginning of May, and the seedlings

thinned out to a distance of six inches apart. The plants like a sunny

position, and provided they have this, soil is of secondary importance,

though their preference is for dryish situations.
Description of The upper portion of a plant of Brachycome iberidi-
latem

folia. Fig. 1 is an enlarged section through the flower-

head
;

2, a disk-floret
; 3, a ray-floret ; 4, a seedling.
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DOUBLE DAISIES

DOUBLE DAISIES
Natural Order Composite. Genus Bellis

Bellis (from Latin, bellus, pretty). A small genus of dwarf herbs
including only seven or eight species. There is a somewhat creeping
rootstock from which the toothed leaves usually rise direct, on foot*
stalks. The flower-heads are solitary, on long scapes

; the disk yellow
the rays white or pink; the involucre formed by one or two series of
green bracts. The ray-florets are in a single series, strap-shaped, and
all female. The disk-florets are tubular, four- or five-toothed, bisrxual.
There are no pappus-hairs. The species are distributed over Europe,
North Africa, and North America.

speciesand Bellis perennis (perennial), our Common Daisy, is
varieties. almost the only species regarded by horticulturists. The

natural form is so well known that description is scarcely necessary
The leaves are stalked, oval, with a few rounded teeth, and form a
rosette, from which spring the flower-heads with their crimson-tipped
white rays. Its scapes are about 3 inches high, and the flowers appear
nearly all the year round. Under cultivation it has shown considerable
va rial ion, generally following the line of a conversion of many or all
of the disk-florets into rays, and so producing the so-called "double"
flower-heads. In some of these variations the original colours have been
retained, in others the crimson from the tips of the rays has spread all
over them and become variously intensified. In some forms the rays
have remained tolerably flat, in others the edges have become rolled
mynnls, producing the "quilled" varieties. Another section (avcaha-
foha) have their leaves spotted and veined in a manner suggestive of
the Aucuba-laurel, whence the name.

B. rotundifolia (round-leaved). Leaves somewhat heart-shaped
or oval with waved teeth, more or less hairy. Flowers resembling the
natural form of B. perennis, though larger, and with fewer, broader rays
Lhe form cultivated is the var. ccerulescens with pale-blue rays. It
was introduced from the Mediterranean region in 1872. It requires
frame protection in severe winters.

cultivation.
Double Daisies are propagated by division of the

Wl fru
PlantS aftGr flowerin& ^d planting them out in loamy

fcon. mey are very suitable for forming continuous lines of edging
* ""-•" ;"v floriferous for a long period. The plants should be insertedvery nrmly m the ground at first, and will then soon get well estab-
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lishckl. Clumps at intervals in the herbaceous border also look well*o special directions are needed for their treatment.
De

pi£e?29
°f ThG CUItivatecl form of Bdlis perennis. The separate

flowers are from different varieties, to show the colour

the t,',,,,

2 1S aray_floret; % one of the c
l
uilled forms; 3, a section of

MICHAELMAS DAISIES

Natural Order Composite. Genus Aster

Aster (Latin, aster, a star, from the rayed flower-heads). A largeBW (about one hundred and fifty species) of perennial herbs, with

n
'

OT ™™*e le^es, and usually radiate flower-heads. The disk-
iimctsare yellow, tubular, five-toothed and bisexual; the ray-florets in
' l Sm

;
e 8ene8> ^P-shaped, white, blue, or purple. The involucre

""n S "' V, 'rMl Sl ' n, 's of l»"i"I'acpr„i.s bracts. P,ppus-hairs in several
ies, rough and persistent, unequal in length. The species are chiefly

tZEn* ,F
nUS " -P—^d in most cold and temperate

regions of the world.
[

History. ^ Two species of Aster—A. tripolium and A. linosyris

. i
f

a
!

e mcllgenous to Britain, and though neither of these is

j^l ft

, °™ " L Wrll
;

k "l't gardens, yet there is little doubt they once

n.uJotr*
f
>''l»

J <•<>» in fact, is the original Michaelmas Daisy.

\ ]v ]yu
."
n

"''' Uls '' sr;lt,1, l- all the sp,,eies here described are North

fornix!
.

J
- :|";'

// " s'-^h ( . first species to be introduced, was brought

^.I'J'fVnn.'th'L l'l-

!,,i
'

*'' T''"' I ''scantii c;lmc iVo,n Xorth America in 1633,

^-
r | i'""

''
l

.'
aU

' a sto:l, U' stream of new species set in from the New
,

(>1

/." '.' /"""" '"'Wever, came from Europe in 1658. A. Novai-
- >!/>•' was mtroduced From Xorth America in 1710, A grandiflorus

/ < /:
; 1; m«

/or
r in 1732^-

^

?m— * m4^- *«* and A
, / v f'

J'^«^ dates from 1777, A. elegans from 1790,
;' '^-in.nUTlH^l. ^;^

( aSib,nans
]
,,ei,s)r,>ml804^.

/
J ;;"J'^

trom 1806, A. dmcunculoides from 1811, and A. BUjdovii
lorn 1878 only. Many others have been introduced between these«* and may occasionally be found in gardens. Within the last
twenty years many beautiful seedling sports and garden hybrids have

t! ; '""""J
/" t,l,s country, where these Asters. eL greatly prized for^rbeanWuU

^tuMeflfecU ThM i( ^ i(in ;tt Nt ;.ollrctl()ns

gy^* !?' '" ,h " #mlen« (^ the Royal Horticultural Society at
icv, aiK in some ol the leading nurseries. Tin- chairs mentioned
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are. those of the ray-florets only, the disk-florets being alwav>
less yellow.

Principal species.
AsTER ACUMINATUS (tapering). Stems angular, wavv,

unbranched, 2 feet high. Leaves broad-lance-shaped not
toothed, narrowed at base, and ending in a long slender point. Flower-
heads white, in panicled corymbs ; September.

A. alpinus (alpine). Stems stout, one-flowered, 6 to 9 inches
Radical leaves somewhat spoon-shaped; stem-leaves lance-shaped.
Slower-heads bright purple, 1 to 2 inches across; July. European. A
compact dwarf plant useful for edging purposes, and for cut flowersr| '

,M
:

,

'"

i

i

;
' N;,r

-
albus witb white flowers, but it is in all respects less

desirable than the type.

Stems downy, branched at top, 1 foot high.
altaicus (Alta

haped, untoothed. Flower-heads blue-purpl<
inches across ; June and July. Northern Asia.

A. Amellus (Amellus-like). Stems 2 feet high. Leaves rouo-h
blunt land-shaped. Flower-heads solitary, numerous, purple; August'A South European species. Plate 130a. The var beswrohim is
larger than the type and more showy, the flowers being larger and of a
deeper purple colour The var. ameUoides is also superior to the type.
Ihese three are of the very best of summer-flowering herbaceous
plants.

A. Bigelovii (Bigelow's). Stems 2* feet high. Radical leaves
rather spoon-shaped, covered with rough down; stem-leaves oblono-
faintly toothed, clasping the stem. Flower-heads lilac, in corymbs'
June to August. Colorado.

A. discolor (parti-coloured). A beautiful little plant 1 foot high
With a crowd of slender stems, often weighed to the ground by tlie'
profusion olpnrpl, (lowers they bear in October. A good plant for therockery, or indeed any position.

f-
DRACUNCULOIDES (Tarragon-like). Stems branched corymbosely

•• t-'t h.gh. Leaves narrow-lance-shaped, slightly toothed; upper onesmore slender and tapering, not toothed. Flower-heads white in cv.nes-
September and October. '

*>

A. dumosus (bushy). Stems branched, 2 feet high. Leaves slender

iaves more lance-shaped, rough. Flowe
cted drooping corymb

; September.
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A. formosissimus (most charming). Stems 3\ feet high, with erect

branches. Leaves long oval, stem-clasping. Flower-heads lilac-blue;

September and October. Of garden origin. Plate 131b.

A. grandiflorus (large-flowered). Stems branched, 2 feet high.

Leaves slender, rigid, partly clasping the stem. Flower-heads large,

purple, solitary ; November.

A. L/EVis (smooth). Stems 2 feet high. Radical leaves oblong,
slightly toothed, smooth and shining ; stem-leaves half-clasping. Flower-
heads blue ; September.

A. longifolius (long-leaved). Stems 3 feet high. Leaves narrowly
lance-shaped, very long and smooth. Flower-heads white, an inch
across, in dense panicled corymbs ; October. The var. formosa has pink
flower-heads, and is not nearly so tall as the type.

A. multiflorus (many-flowered). Stems downy, with many
branches, and these with one-sided branchlets ; 3 feet high. Leaves very
slender, smooth. Flower-heads white, small, in large elongated corymbs

;

September. Plate 132a.

A. Nov;e-Anglle (New England). Stem erect, hairy, unbranched,
5 to 8 feet high. Leaves narrow-lance-shaped, clasping the stem, eared at
base. Flower-heads violet-purple, in terminal clusters; September.
There are several good varieties, viz., pulchellus, roseus, ruber, etc.

Plate 130 b and c.

A. Novi-Belgii (New York). Equal in value to the preceding
species, which it resembles in habit, differing in having blue flowers.
All the varieties of it are of first-rate quality.

A obliquus (oblique). Stems tufted, 5 feet high. Leaves narrow-
lance-shaped, oblique. Flower-heads white, numerous ; October.

A. pendulus (drooping). Stems 2 feet high, branches spreading and
drooping. Flower-heads small, pure white, becoming rosy ; September.

A. pyren^us (Pyrenean). Stems 1 to 1 § foot. Leaves rough,

oblong-lance-shaped, toothed towards tip. Flower-heads large, lilac-

blue, in few-flowered corymbs
; July. Pyrenees.

A. spectabilis (showy). Stems 2 feet high. Leaves lance-shaped,
rough, partially clasping the stem. Flower-heads blue, involucre loose

and leafy ; August.

A. turbinellus (top-shaped). Stems 2 to 3 feet high. Leaves

lance-shaped, smooth with fringed margins. Flower-heads mauve,

involucre top-shaped
; August to October. Plate 132b.

A. versicolor (vari-coloured). Stems smooth, 3 feet high. Leaves
1 "'">'

I
-lance-shaped, smooth, stem-clasping. Flower-heads white, changing

to purple
; August. Plate 131a
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culture.
Asters must be classed among the most accommodating

of plants so far as soil and situation are concerned, but
they must be selected with care, for some of the species are coarse and
weedy m their growth. Only the dwarfer kinds should be admitted to
ordinary beds and borders, the taller sorts being relegated to the
shrubbery border and the wild-garden. A. alpinus, A. altaicus and
A. pyrenczus are suitable for rock-work, edging, or beds. A selection of
the best sorts is most valuable for the supply of cut flowers in late
autumn, and when planted with judgment they are most effective in the
garden. Seeds may be sown where the plants are to bloom, or in a seed-
bed in March; or the plants may be divided in spring or autumn. Named
varieties must be propagated by means of cuttings of the young shoots
planted in sandy soil in a frame or under a bell-glass ; or by division.
Description of Plate 130. A, Upper branches of Aster Amellus ; B,

Plates 130 to 132. f £ Novce-Anglioe
; C, flower-head of A. Novas-Anglice,

var. roseus. Fig. 1, a ray-floret enlarged ; 2, a disk-floret enlarged.
Plate 131. A, Flowering shoots of A. versicolor: Fig. 1, section of

Bower-head; 2, ray-floret
; 3, disk-floret. B, A. formosissimiis : Fig 4

section of flower-head
; 5, ray-floret ; 6, disk-floret.

Plate 132. A, Flowering shoots of A. midtifiorus : Fig 1 section of
flower-head enlarged; 2, ray-floret ; 3, disk -floret. B, A. turbinellus-
Jig 4, section of flower-head enlarged

; 5, disk-floret ; 6, ray-floret.

CHINA ASTERS

Natural Order Composite. Genus Callistephus

™js (from Greek, kallistos, most beautiful, and stephane a
crown). A genus consisting of only one annual species, from which has
been evolved by selection and inter-crossing all the varieties of China
French, and German Asters, upon which the gardener largely depends for
his late summer and autumn displays. The principal character upon
which the genus is founded is, an involucre of fringed bracts and a
double pappus-the "beautiful crown" that surmounts the seed

Catlistepttus chinensis (Chinese). Stems bristly, branched, 2
teet high. Leaves oval, coarsely toothed, the lower ones stalked, the

sho^TuTy.
110

' FWr-heads rOS^ lilac
'
each terminating a separate

History. .

Oallisteph us ch mentis is a native of China, introduced
*n 1731

;
and the first European specimens were raised
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in the Jardin des Plantes in Paris from seeds which Father d'lncarville,

a Jesuit missionary, had sent from China. On reference to Plate 133

the natural form of the flower will be seen above the other figures.

This, it will be observed, is similar in structure to that of Michaelmas
Daisy, the strap-shaped or " ray "-florets being confined to the circum-

ference of the flower, the centre or " disk " being occupied by regular,

tubular flowers. The French horticulturists set themselves to turn all

these disk-florets into ray-florets, and we see the results of their labour

in Troffimt's Perfection and Peony-flowered Asters. Of course, English

and German growers have co-operated in this work, but the chief praise

is due to France. Fortunately, with this " doubling" process, as it is not

very accurately termed, the flowers have remained fertile, and produce

seeds that grow into plants with similar flowers to those of the parent.

The garden forms may be divided into two chief classes : I. Pyramidal ;

II. Quilled. These are subdivided into smaller sections, of which the

following are the principal :

—

Truffaut's Peony-flowered. Flower-heads large, hemispheric, 4

inches across, with petals incurved towards the centre ; the plants about

2 feet high.

Chrysanthemum-flowered. Flower-heads like Chrysanthemums,
with petals curving outward from the centre; plants about 1 foot

high.

Imbricate-flowered. Flower-heads of very regular form, the

petals recurved like the last; brilliantly coloured, but producing seed

sparingly ; 2 feet high.

Dwarf Bouquet. Very free bloomers, about a foot high, each

plant producing so large a number of flower-heads that it looks like a

well-disposed bouquet.

Crown Asters. Flower-heads large, flat, the disk-florets differing

m colour and shape from those of the circumference, which alone are

rayed. Height from 12 to 18 inches.

Victoria Asters. Flower-heads globular, inner florets overlaying

the outer; in various bright colours; 4 inches across. Plant of pyra-

midal habit, about 1 foot high. Ten to twenty flower-heads on a

plant.

Betteridge's Prize Asters. These are favourites for show

purposes, but as they are of less compact habit than the other sections,

are not so suitable for general garden use.

cultivation.
Astors are widely grown in gardens without much

consideration as to soil, but to get the best results Iroin

them they should be planted in loam enriched by liberal manuring.
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They do not root deeply, and therefore require free watering during dry
weather, and a mulching of the surface with well-rotted manure. The
seeds should be sown in April, in a box or pan in light soil and given
the protection of a frame. In a fortnight or three weeks after the
seedlings have appeared they will be large enough to prick out in larger
boxes or in a frame, to be planted out in beds or borders later on or
they may be at once transferred to the places in which they are to
bloom, pricking them out at distances of about a foot apart. If intended
tor blooming in pots, the first method should be adopted, and they
sUmiM then be left until the flower-buds are swelling, then removed
with a good ball of earth around the roots and potted. The dwarf
kinds should be selected for potting and bedding, those of greater stature
for the border.

Description of Call ietephus chinensis and cultivated varieties; the
Plate 133. uppermost figure being the natural form. The separate

figures are—1, disk-floret; 2, ray-floret.

FLEABANES
Natural Order Composite. Genus Erujeron

Erigeron (Greek, eri, early, and geron, an old man, suggested bV
the hoary pappus of some species). A genus of about eighty species of

!

,,
' r

;;

,mal ^rbs with the characters of Aster, except that the ray-florete
in Ertgeron are in several scries, whilst in Aster they are in one The
lnilt

r
• ,lsu {UV " lolv sl, '

,1,! ''
1 ' !l1 Erujeron than in Aster. The species are

>" i "" 1 "' ,lin, ".^">iit the Temperate and cold regions of the world-two of them being natives of Britain. E. eanade^e is a naturalised
weed m some parts of England. It is said that a single .,,,] ,,f ,],;.
secies came to Europe in a stuffed bird in the seventeenth eenturv andUs progeny has spread widely over the Continent as well as in this

Principaispecies.
Erigeron aurantiacus (orange). Stem 1 foot high.

Lower leaves oblong, stalked, not toothed ; upper ones
lance-shaped, stalkless. Flower-heads solitary, bright orange 2 inches
across

;
August. Introduced from Turkestan (1879)

E. GRANDIFLORUS (large-flowered). Stems 4 to 8 inches hie*Kadical leaves spoon-shaped- stem leaves ,hl< „ •
i

Flower-heads large, purple or whitish' ,„|ir,rv "lu'v [7\\<
Introduced from Rocky Mountains (1810)

*•">'
*

l^Ust -
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Leaves™f™ (™ny-rayed). Stems 6 to 24 inches high.Leaves staked, oblong, toothed. Flower-heads terminal, solitary 2

Himl;
n

a (1t;0)
etOr

'

PUrpHSh; *"" t0 AU^ "«d f™
E. Roylei (Royle'B) Stems 4 to 8 inches high. Leaves oblone-

z:"::rt
f

7
ged p—*-* «**>« p-h.fa inch,, „^ £

loos, c01
j ,„I,s

;
June to August. Native of Himalaya.

B. srecosuM (showy). Stems rounded, 18 inches high. Radical
;
- s110„„siapea , staIked . stem .leaves stulkks oU

g

SS*.1* ™kt
'

the "W exceedingly slender! July toSeptember. Nat,ve of Western North America. Plate 134.

Cultivation.
.

The directions given for the culture of Michaelmas

Plated byZ^Jl^^l^ "««* «** -
*52l£ "'

„f fl

UPPT 1>0ltion of *V»™ «P«i»«™. Fig. 1, section
ol flower-head;

2, a ray-floret; 3, a disk-floret.

EVERLASTING FLOWERS, I

Natural Order Composite Genus Helipterum

Helipterum (Greek ' hell™ tu
comprising about fortv <™ '

t v™",'
J*8™"' a winS> A Senus

the following g!LtL?e tr °!
h
?
h
\

rare]y SmaI1 sh™bs
>
wh!eh with

coloured like petals W f ^ °£ "* inV°'UCre IarSe'
nnmer0US

'

them their "cverlastb!"
"
r7

tranS,UCent character, which gives

They are chiefll 1 .

S P™^ There are ™ real ray-florets.

-1 HumeuKe (1 X^T'^ "™ m this Se»™ bra™hed

""I Australian. '

F'g'
1}

'
T,le sPecies a™ South African

^'^
in tJH

h
\-
g"TJldipten"n is of comparatively recent

a™ better known ,t°\u°
rUish gardens

'
where som« of the species

nor the fe ^11 * * *«**«™«m (introduced 1691),

there are sevoml w ^ ^ These are greenhouse shrubs, but

// /,.,,,, A :
St0rn Australian annuals that are more popular:m

(
mtro^uced 1863) and H. Manglesii. These, taste-
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{A) ASTER MULT1FLORUS (B) ASTER TURBINELLUS
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fully arranged with other species from allied genera, have been much
used for winter decoration. For this purpose the flowers are gathered

as soon as fully expanded, and dried in a shady place, when they keep
their form and colour.

Principal species
Helipterum humboldtianum (Humboldt's). Stems

'1 to 2 feet high
; whole plant white and woolly at first,

afterwards smooth. Leaves slender. Flower-heads small, in dense
corymbs ; the petal-like bracts at first yellow, becoming green in drying

;

July and August.

H. Manglesii (Mangles'). Stems erect, branched, smooth, 12 to

18 inches. Leaves broad-lance-shaped, eared at base, clasping the stem.

Flower-heads large and showy, on long stalks; coloured bracts, pink,

rosy, or deep purple at the base, florets yellow or purple ; July and August.
The var. alba has white bracts and yellow florets. The type and var.

are shown in Plate 135. Commonly known as Rhodanthe Manglcsii.

cultivation
The aboVC sPecies are annuals, and to grow them the

seeds should be sown at the end of March or beginning of

April, on rich soil in a warm sunny position out of doors. H. Manglesii
is grown in large quantities as a pot-plant for the London market. For
this purpose the seeds are sown in March, in five-inch pots, in light sandy
soil and placed in a close frame or in a warm greenhouse ; the young
plants when large enough to handle are thinned out, about ten seedlings

being left in each pot. They require careful watering and plenty of

sunshine always. When in flower they may be placed in the open air.

This plant also thrives when sown in a border in light sandy soil in a

sunny position.

Description of Helipterwm Manglesii, the Rosy Everlasting Flower,
Plate 135. is shown of the natural size. The fully-expanded head to

the left of the Plate with the dark ring round the disk is the var.

maculata. The white heads are those of the var. alba. Fig. 1 is a
single floret enlarged, and Fig. 2 is the fruit enlarged and natural size.

EVERLASTING FLOWERS, II

Natural Order Composite. Genus Acroclinium

Acroclinium (from the Greek, alcros, lofty, and Mine, a bed). A small
genus of herbs of similar appearance to Helipterum, but differing
chiefly in the character of the pappus-hairs. As we have seen, these
are feathery in the case of Helipterwm, and in Acroclinium they may
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also be said to be feathered, though very slightly; but here they are
also connected together at the base and tipped with a yellow tassel-like
brush. In general habit these plants differ from ffelipt&rum being more
erect, branched from the base with equally erect branches, each ending
in a single Large flower-head. The leaves are very slender, pointed, and
stalkless. The few species are Australian. Only one of these, with its
varieties, is found in cultivation.

species.
Acroclinium roseum (rosy). Stems erect, 1 to 2

feet high. Leaves very slender, scattered. Flower-heacls
solitary, at end of erect slender branches; outer bracts brown, inner
white or rosy

;
florets deep yellow

; August. Introduced from Champion
Bay Western Australia (1854). Plate 136. There is a form with white
teacte (yar. alba) and another (var. grandiflorum) with flowers larger
than m the type.

h

This is a half-hardy annual, and the seeds should i

t t* i

S°Wn °Ut °f doors until the end of May or beginning of
June. If, however, they are wanted for greenhouse or conservatory

u-for which purpose they are very suitable-the seed .honM
- -'\\ ii m pots about August or September, and raised in a cold frame,
iney will then flower during the winter. The soil most suitable is a
light loam to which has been added well-rotted manure; and the
situation chosen should be a sunny one. If desired for early summer-
""•'

'
' mg th, s,„l should be sown upon a hotbed

.

n March; the geed_

B^8 pricked mto pots and gradually hardened before transplanting in

** « border about the end of May. Where convenient both these
>

><
1 1

„ , | a ^y be followed, and a succession thus ensured. Like those of
'""I't'-ruin, the flower-heads of Acroclinium are vei
Jouqucte if gathered soon after expansion and dried i

^STS" -

Upp(
:

r P°rtions of branches, Acroclinium roseuv

exam >1 t of
^"^ different ftSpects of the flower-heads, with a

» sinoh fl

Vai
*' aIb<(

'
Fi^' l sllows the flower-head in section

;

!

s,,1-»' "«>ivt enlarged; 3, the same in section; 4, the fruit, natun
size and enlarged

; 5, a seedling.

IMMORTELLES
Natural Order Composite. Genus Helichrys',
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shrubby "Everlastings." They are distinguished by the bracts not

being silvery or transparent, and by the pappus-hairs being rather

rough than plumy. The species, of which only a few are cultivated in

this country, are principally natives of the Cape, Australia, and the

Mediterranean region.

Several species of Helichrysum are largely grown to

supply the makers of funeral wreaths and memorial

crosses. H. orientate has given rise to an important industry for this

purpose in the South of France, the branches being gathered before

seeds are produced, and dried by hanging with flower-heads downwards :

they are then dyed various colours. This species, which is a native of

Crete and Asia Minor, was introduced to Britain in 1(529. H. arenarium,

the Yellow Everlasting of our gardens, is a native of Europe, introduced

in 1739, and H. bracteatum, the species most widely grown, the

Immortelle, was not known until 1799, when it came from Australia.

Several varietal forms of this plant have been introduced at various

dates as distinct species.

Helichrysum apiculatum (pointed leaves). Whole
"-*-•»—

plant coven,! with sihecy wool. Stems about IS inches.

Leaves narrow-lance-shaped, ending in a little point. Flower-heads

small, vellow. clustered in corvmhs : flowering during greater part of the

year. Introduced from Tasmania (1804).

H. ARENARIUM (sand-loving). Yellow Immortelle. Stems erect,

H. BRACTEATUM (bracts conspicuous). Stems, branched above,

3 to 4 feet. Leaves lance-shaped, untoothed. Flower-heads large,

terminal, colour varying in the several varieties: August, Hardy
perennial. Plate 137. Among the named varieties may be mentioned

aureuui, with golden-yellow flower-heads; blcolor, with yellow heads;

H. GRAxnin.oRUM ilarge-tlowered). Steins 3 feet high. ]

oval-oblong, woolly above, clasping the stem. Flower-heads

cylindrical, in corymbs; June to August. Introduced from the

(1731). A sub-shrub requiring greenhouse treatment.

H. plicatum (folded). Stems prostrate, tufted, woolly.

slender, stalked. Flower-heads large, white, in corymbs: A

Introduced from Macedonia (1877).

A. St-kciias (Sta'chas-like). (ioldylocks. Stems branching, c
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with silvery down, shrubby, 1 foot high. Leaves very slender,

stalkless, silvery beneath. Flower-heads yellow, in crowded corymbs;

June to August

cultivation
Helichrysmns are propagated by seeds, cuttings, or

division, according to the duration of the species, whether

annual or perennial. The annuals should be sown in the open border at

the beginning of April, and the seedlings thinned out or pricked out in

May at a distance of about a foot apart. A light though rich loamy soil

suits them best Cuttings of the perennials should be taken in spring

and inserted in a close, almost cool frame.

Description of Helichryswm bracteatum and varieties. An enlarged
Plate 137. section of the flower-head is shown at 1 ; Fig. 2 is a single

bract
; 3, a floret with its pappus ; Fig. 4, the fruit, natural size and

enlarged
; 5, a seedling.

COMPASS-PLANTS

Natural Order Composite. Genus Sityhium

Silphium (from Sityhion, a classical Greek plant name). A genus of

about a dozen perennial herbs which exude a resinous juice. The leaves

are large, toothed, lobed, or almost entire. The flower-heads are alwajw

yellow
;
the ray-florets strap-shaped, female ; disk-florets tubular, mala

The fruits are smooth, surrounded by a wing, which is notched at the

top. The species are restricted to North America.

History.
With a few exceptions, Silpttiums can only be regarded

as weeds in their native habitat. Most of the species

have been introduced, but with one exception they are scarcely ever

grown^ The exception is Silphium laeiniatum, the so-called Compass-
plant, Polar-plant, or Pilot-weed, which grows upon wide, open prairies,

and is reputed to hold its leaves erect in such manner that the two faces

always look north and south, and so serve the purpose of a compass to

the wanderer. The younger specimens are said to do this more
effectually than the fully-grown ones; but the evidence of certain

travellers has gone to discredit these statements by contending that the

eaves cannot be at all relied upon to perform the function ascribed to

tnem. Our readers who may grow this species will perhaps be

interested m carefully observing the attitude of the leaves, and noting

bow far the popular name is deserved. It was introduced from North

America in 1781.
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PrincipalSpecies.
SlLPHIUM LACINIATUM (torn). Stem rough with

bristles, 3 to 6 feet high. Radical leaves 1£ to 2£ feet long,
lance-shaped in general outline, but cut up into many slender lobed
segments

;
stem-leaves smaller, more simply lobed in a pinnate manner.

Flower-heads 1 to 2 inches across, in a loose raceme
; July.

S. perforatum (stem passing through leaves). Cup-plant. Stem
square, 4 to 8 inches high. Leaves oval, entire, 6 to 15 inches long;
upper pairs joined by their bases, thus forming a cup round the stem

;

lower ones on winged footstalks, which expand and unite by their bases.'
Flower-heads arranged in corymbs; July. Introduced 1766.

S. terebinthinaceum (turpentiny). Prairie Burdock. Stem
smooth, 4 to 10 feet high, branched near the summit. Leaves rough
oval, somewhat heart-shaped, 1 to 2 feet long, on slender stalks. Flower-
heads small

; July to September. Introduced 1765.

Cultivation.
From wliat has been said of the character of these

plants as weeds on the American prairies, it will be under-
stood that their cultivation is a simple affair. They are somewhat
coarse-growing plants and most suitable for the wild-garden or to cover
unsightly objects in the garden. They thrive in any kind of soil even
wet clayey soil agreeing with them. Propagation is most easily effected
by dividing the clumps.

YOUTH AND AGE
Natural Order Composite. Genus Zinnia

Zinnia (named in honour of Professor John G. Zinn of Gottingen
1727-1759). A genus comprising about a dozen species of half-harfv
annuals or perennials, herbs or sub-shrubs, with entire, opposite Leavesand solitary flower-head, The involucre is more or less bell-shap dwith several series of bracts; the ray-florets strap-shaped in one seriesthe

;

lisk-florets tubular, five-cleft at the mouth. The species are

^Mexico
^ ^ a natU1'

al habitat
'
aud most of thera a™ peculiar

History.
Zinnias have been known in British gardens since

!*r*n*
^ far

\
758

'
When Z

- PauciMa was introduced, followed

~mir7 ^

-

r ^ ^ 8imilar Z mulW<™' Z ^ans, the

duced" C fl 1

SPCCieS
' ^ "" °nly °ne g—ally grown, was intro-

Sefe^ ^^ ag\ CultiVati°n haS turaed its si^ series of
'

.

**> many so that the disk-florets are few. There are anumber of garden varieties, as well as some hybrid forms, of which 1
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degama is one of the parents. They are esteemed on account of the
variety of tints of their flowers and the long period during which they
are in bloom, the ray-florets retaining their form and colour until the
seeds have ripened.

Principal species. .

ZlNNIA ELEGANS (elegant). Stem erect, hairy, 2 feet

high. Leaves long-oval, stalkless, stem-clasping. In a
natural condition the flower-heads are some shade of scarlet, but the
cultivated forms, of which a few are shown in Plate 138, vary from
white, through yellow and buff to scarlet, crimson, rose, and purple;
about 2 inches across ; June to September.

Z. haageana (Haage's) is very similar to the last, but not quite so
tall. Ihe flower-heads have ray-florets of an orange or deep-yellow
tmt Stem and leaves covered with hairy down, 'introduced 1862.
Also known as Z. Ghiesbrechtii.

Z. linearis (linear-leaved) forms neat little bushes, 1 foot high,
with a profusion of golden flower-heads, a couple of inches across; and
very slender, dark-coloured leaves. Introduced 1887.

Z. multiflora (many-flowered
) has scarlet ray-florets, whilst those

or ine disk are yellow. The leaves oval-lance-shaped, obscurely stalked,
and the branching stems are but slightly hairy, 2 feet high.

Cultivation. .

TIl
f

species mentioned are all annuals, and must be

h^+ , -,

rTed fr°m Seecl This should be sown on slight bottom

eutTT t ,T
d °f Mai-ch>-das ^on as the seedlings tre large

enough hey should be pricked out and covered with a frame. By June

'

J "'» ^e nice plants tit for transplanting into beds or borders in

,! V '''"•

"J*™
they will soon bloom. Ordinary garden soils

,„;, f!

:.,;;''; /'tiT
N

V"
SUH *W^ but a light rich loamisthe

<* for them. They should be planted about nine inches apart.

*£Z£ °f C"ltlVated ™eties-Z elegans : Fig. 1, the fruits ;
2,

* seedling The flower-heads here depicted give a fair
of the colour variation.

SUNFLOWERS
Order Composite. Genus Heliardhus

!"'ln>.% the sun, and mithos, a flower). A ger

ves, and very large flower-heads. The ray-f
iisk-florets purple or violet. All the specie
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American, for the most part confined to the north of the Continent, but
a few are found in Chili and Peru.

History.
Helianthus annuus, the Common Sunflower, is as

frequent in our gardens, perhaps, as any exotic grown here.
During the three centuries of its sojourn in Europe it has contrived to
find its way into most cottage-gardens, whilst retaining favour in more
ambitious enclosures. This wide distribution is explained by its lib, -ml
fruiting, which enables the grower of a single plant to spare his neighbour
a handful of the large oily seeds. In many places, indeed, one may see
Sunflowers grown in fields for the sake of these seeds, which make an
admirable poultry food, especially esteemed, we believe, by turkeys.
Another species, H. tuberosum, more familiarly known as the "Jerusalem
Artichoke (though not an Artichoke and having not the remotest connec-
tion w it 1

1

Palestine), is grown for human food, the creeping roots producing
in autumn a number of irregular tubers, something like potatoes with
the flavour of artichokes. This plant was introduced in the year 1617,
and was distributed from the Farnese Gardens at Rome under the name
of Gimxulc A rtieocco (Turn-sun or Sunflower-Artichoke). Our ancestors,
with the native genius for explaining the unknown by the known, soon
converted the first word into Jerusalem, and so it has remained ever
since. H. multiflorus dates from 1597, and is by some thought to be a
garden variety of H. decapetalus, because it is known only as a cultivated
plant. It is still widely believed that the flowers of Helianthus all turn
to the east in the morning, and so far keep pace with the great luminary
that at sunset they all turn westward. A little careful observation would
suffice to dissipate this notion; but poetry is stronger than fact, and Tom
Moore having declared in one of his well-known melodies that -The sun-
flower turns on her god, when he sets, the same look which she turned
when he rose," people accept that as truth without troubling to test it.

Principal species.
Helianthus annuus (annual). Common Sunflower.

Stem stout, ridged and rough, 6 to 10 feet high. Leaves
large, oval, rough. Flower-heads larger than thos,. of any other member
of the genus; summer and autumn. There are several well-marked
varieties in cultivation. Of these ylohmix .fistulous is perhaps the best
and largest: its disk-florets having become mostly strap-shaped, it has
a very rotund, bright appearance.

_

H. argophyllus (silver-lea ved). Silver-leaved Sunflower. Very

<> f«''"t high
: the leaves covered with a dense white silverv down. The
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H. l^tiflorus (cheerful-flowered). Stem 6 feet high, branched,
bearing a great number of flower-heads, which are 3 or 4 inches across,
on slender footstalks

; August and September. A perennial. Introduced
from North America (1810).

H. multiflorus (many-flowered). Stems 4 or 5 feet high. Leaves
slightly toothed. Flower-heads, numerous, 3 or 4 inches across, the disk-
florets yellowish brown ; August and September. A perennial.

H. orgyalis (a fathom). Stem 6 to 10 feet high, covered with long,
slender, down-curved, alternate leaves, 6 inches or more in length, which
give a very light and graceful appearance to the plant. Flower-heads
small and numerous, in a leafy panicle; August and September. A
perennial. Inhoduced from the United States (1879).

H. RIGIDUS (rigid). Stem bristly, 3 or 4 feet high. Radical leaves
oval, lew

;
stem-leaves lance-shaped, bristly, slightly toothed, whitish.

Flower-heads 3 to 4 inches across; disk-florets chocolate; August. A
perennial. Introduced from North America (1821).

cultivation.
Most Persons who have made even small attempts at

^

gardening are aware how easy it is to grow Sunflowers.
The perennial species and their varieties are most valuable plants for
the herbaceous border or for large beds on lawns. They also look well
wnen planted m large masses among trees such as Conifers. The named

do airly well in any garden soil, but a good, light loam is best calculated
to bring out their full beauty. They require a sunny position, and

p enty of room This last is a point often forgottenVhen planting

dwarf H 11r '^ thG rGSUlt is a clumP of P°or half-stamd

would™ l ,
nUmber °f sPeci™ns in double the amount of space

rwlte a ""^ 8W Th^ *»y *K be propagated by seed

afterwL ^^ ^ °r in Pots >
in March, and the young plants

;
|ls pricked out at distances of about twenty inches apart. The

perennials may also be increased by dividing the clumps.

iSSS
°f

J.
PCT P°rtions of Helianthus argophyllus. Fig. 1 «

-turalsi^ea^Sd.
2

' * ^'^ * * *****'' "' ""^

COREOPSIS
Natural Order Compose. Genus Coreopsis

Coreopsis (Cri't'l- /•„ .-.
i .»•
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heads have two kinds of florets, as in several genera already described-
the ray-florets are sterile, whilst those of the disk contain both stamens
and pistil. The fruit is flattened on one side, convex on the other, with
thm transparent „|.Vs. .,,„] thc pappug taking the form q£ twQ awng
some* hat resembling the antenna, of an insect. The species are natives
ot North America.

History.
For nearly two hundred years Coreopsis has been

represented in our gardens by ('. auricula to, a perennial
plant, which was introduced from North. America in 1699. But the
species that are best known and most widely cultivated to-day are three
annuals—C. tinctoria, C. Drum ntroduced
respectively in 1822, 1834, and 1835, and often mentioned by the i._
<>l (%/hnpsls. These by selection and careful growing have yielded
some improved forms which are much in request for summer-flowering
C. aristosa is of quite recent (1869) introduction from the United States.

Principal species.
Coreopsis aristosa (bearded). Stem 3 feet high.

Leaves deeply cut in a pinnate fashion, segments lance-
shaped. Flower-heads large and numerous, orange-yellow, in a terminal
panicle; September. Perennial.

C. auriculata (eared). Stems slender, branched, 12 to 20 inches.
Leaves entire, sometimes three-lobed, eared at the base. Flower-heads
yellow, with a band of purple-brown surrounding the disk ; ray-florets
four-toothed

;
solitary, on long stalks ; July to September. Perennial.

C. coroxata (crowned). Stem erect, 1 to 2 feet. Leaves spoon-
shaped, entire, or cut in a pinnate manner. Flower-heads orange, spotted
with brownish purple, on long stalks ; July to October. Annual.

0. Drummondi (Drummond's). Stems spreading, slightly hairy, 1
foot high. Leaves, cut into oval or lance-shaped lobes, arranged pinnately.
1 lower-heads 1* inch across, yellow, with ring of crimson-brown around
the disk

; July to September. Annual.
C. laxceolata (lance-shaped). Stem, sometimes branched from the

base, 1 to 3 feet high. Leaves lance-shaped, fringed with hairs, the
upper pairs slightly joined by their bases. Flower-heads bright yellow,
2 or 3 inches across

; ray-florets four-toothed ; solitary, on long stalks

;

July to September. Perennial. Introduced from North Amerfca (1724)!
C. tinctoria (stained). Stems slender, 2 feet high. Leaves divided

into very slender segments, arranged pinnately. Flower-heads \\ inch
across; yellow and purple-brown, the ray-florets three-lobed, varying
much in the disposition of the two colours; in some specimens the dark
tmt is a mere ring round the disk, in others it almost covers the ray
leaving only the tip yellow (see Plate 140); May to August. Annual.
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Several of the colour variations are given distinct names in seedsmen's

catalogues. There is a var. nana, differing from the type by its dwarf

C. VERTICILLATA (whorled). Stem furrowed, branched, 1 to 2 feet

high. Leaves divided into very slender segments; in whorls. Flower-

heads numerous, golden yellow, 1| inch across; June to September.

Perennial. Introduced from the United States (1759).

culture
The ammal sPecies of Coreopsis should be grown

much after the manner of hardy annuals in general.

Seed may he sown in pans in frame or greenhouse some time in March,

and the seedlings planted out in May, or sown in the open bed or border

at the end of April, and the young plants thinned out. Tin.' perennials

may also be propagated by seeds, but preferably by division of the plant

in spring or autumn. Cuttings of the perennials may be freely struck

in summer, by taking the young shoots and placing them in a cold

frame. Ordinary garden soils suit all the species. The dwarl'er kinds

are suitable for bedding and edgings to borders, whilst the taller sorts

should be confined to the border.

Description of Portions of Coreopsis t motor ia, from three separate
Plate 140. plant8) to show colour variation. Fig. 1 is a section of the

flower-head, and 2, a ray- and a disk-floret.

Natural Order Composite. Genus Dahlia

Dahlia (named in honour of Dr. Dahl, a pupil of Linnaeus; it should
therefore be pronounced Dah-lia, not as commonly sounded, Day-lia).
A small genus of herbaceous perennials, natives of Mexico and Central
Amenca. They are distinguished from other Composite plants by the
lact t,,;,t th " n.voluere is double, one series of green hraets bring turned

' |,,w,! Awards the stalk, whilst the other is pressed against the flower-
head; there is no pappus, but each floret has a dry, translucent bract at
its base. The roots are fleshy and spindle-shaped.

History.
The horticultural history of the Dahlia is recent.

7W//;" variabilis was discovered by Cervantes, the
i'uv.-lorofthe M,xiean Hotanie Gardens ,,,.1 I v hi,

,'

;,,t to his native
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light sandy soil was the fitting earth for them, the originals having

been found in sandy meadows at an altitude of 5000 feet. In 1800 the

Abbe Cavanilles, by whom the genus was created, sent specimens of

D. coccinea to Thouin, Professor of Culture in the Museum d'Hifltoire

Naturelle at Paris. These were the first Dahlias cultivated in France,

and they were grown for the sake of the tubers, which were, however,

rejected alike by men and cattle. From this batch a third consignment

came to England in 1815, and with more liberal treatment it succeeded,

and became greatly modified by cultivation. Other species have been

introduced in later years, and some of these have had their share in the

production of the enormous number of varieties now included in the

catalogues of professional growers. Among these later introductions may

be mentioned D. excelsa, D. imperialis (1863), D. Juarezii (the Cactus

Dahlia, which originated under cultivation in Mexico), D. Mercki (1839).

Dahlia coccinea (scarlet). Stems 3 to 4 feet high.

Leaves pinnately divided into lance-shaped leaflets, rough.

Flower-heads with yellow disk-florets and scarlet rays ; August to October.

D. excelsa (tall). Stem becoming woody, thick and tree-like, 20

feet and more in height. Leaves 2^ feet long by 2 feet broad, divided

into pinnate leaflets, which are themselves pinnately lobed. Flower-heads

4 inches across, rays pale lilac-purple ; late autumn. Should be grown

in pots or tubs, to be taken into greenhouse before the first frosts.

D. imperialis (imperial). Stems 10 to 12 feet high. Flower-heads

white with lilac tinge, and streaks of deep red at the base of the

ray-florets; bell-shaped and drooping, disposed in enormous panicles;

late autumn. Requires similar treatment to D. excelsa.

D. Juarezii (Juarez'). Cactus Dahlia. Stems 3 feet high. Flower-

heads brilliant scarlet; florets rayed of varying lengths, overlapping, giving

the head an appearance quite distinct from the others. A garden form.

D. Mercki (Merck's). Stems 2 to 4 feet high. Leaves pinnately

divided, the leaflets pinnately lobed. Flower-heads with white or lilac

rays and yellow disks ; small, but of good form ; October. Introduced

1839. The var. Decaisneana has purple rays.

D. variabilis (variable). Stems 4 to 6 feet high. Leaves pinnately

compound, the leaflets lobed. Flower-heads very variable in colour, the

disk-florets yellow, the rays white, yellow, or some shade of scarlet

August and September. By cultivation the disk-florets were turned

i'wnns are shown in Plate 141.
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likely to be soon out of date. We shall, therefore, be content with

giving a brief list representing the various sections without pretending

that it contains the best or newest forms. For these we recommend the

reader to consult the lists of the large growers who make Dahlias a

special feature of their business.

Duchess of York, lemon--*

George Gordon, large,

» Fancy Varieties.

ged Octavia, yellow shaded with orange,

tinged with rosy purple, 3 feet,

on, Miibrl Stanton, clear yellow, dwarf ha

•e-buff, 4 feet.

A. E. Searle, bright orange, dwarf. U'thhi, dee] i rose, tipped and striped white.

Capt. Boy'ton, dark maroon, shaded crim- Irrnr, rosy purple, lipped with white.

L" I'rti/r /lar/iirr, pur,' while, quilled.
Cecil, red, tipped with white. Model, fawn, blotched and shaded with

Eric, small, scarlet tipped, striped white. Pomponci, creamy pink, primrose centre.

llijirni'i, yellow with scarlet edge.
Florence Woodland, yellow, edged with Sorrn if/n, bright yellow.

emmson. Zoar, dwarf, yellow, edged pink.

"Single" Varieties.

(ii:rtr)id<\ lilac-rose, w i t h yellow ring.
to peach at margins.

'"' ! "- n !••' >,!,,. U\>M chestnut belted

Kitty, white, tinged rosy mauve.
Lady Helen, clear bright yellow, tipped

with white.
Ih<ch>s*

,,f Fife, amber, edged with deep Miss Jefferics, mauve and magenta, with

;
;"

/

'ii;Ct:,f;; 1';s
gc"scarlct

- ,vU1,yd,ow Mr. Eose, bright rose, striped with pure

ling round disk. golden yellow.

Yellow Satin, clear pale yellow.

, pure yellow.

Cultivation.
Most gar(lens will produce a good show of Dahlias,

but to obtain from these plants the best results they

should be grown in a somewhat heavy and rich soil. If the ground in

J

ll '"' ,i n is Prosed to plant Dahlias is in need of manure, this should



IMMORTELLES
(HELICHRYSUM BRACTEATUM, van.)
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luxuriance of foliage and poverty of flowers. The taller varieties should

be planted at the back of borders, and well staked. For beds the smaller

kinds, such as the Pompones, are more suitable, and these may be
improved for the purpose by pegging down the branches. The so-called

"doubles" yield little seed, and are mostly raised from cuttings or

divisions of the roots. The " singles " produce seeds freely. These should

be soaked in water for a few hours before sowing them on pans of light

earth in March. The pans should be placed in gentle heat ; the seedlings

potted singly, and hardened gradually before planting out at the end of

May or beginning of June. Cuttings are made from the young si loots

soon after they start from the tubers, which have been placed in heat in

February for the purpose of starting growth. When the shoots have

two joints they are removed and potted singly in sandy leaf-mould.

In a close frame these soon emit roots and need repotting early, prior

to being hardened off. They will be ready for planting out in June.

Almost any number of plants may be raised from a few tubers in this

way, by syringing the roots and inducing them to throw out a succession

of shoots. Another method of propagation more frequently adopted in

small gardens is to start growth from the collar of the undivided tubers

by placing them in heat in March, and then separating the tubers,

taking care so to divide them that each has its own shoot. If these are

potted singly, and grown on until June, they will then be vigorous

plants for setting in the open ground. Grafting is also resorted to for

the propagation of delicate varieties. When the tops of the Dal ilia-

plants have been blackened by autumnal frosts, they should be cut

down to within half a foot from the ground, the roots lifted with a fork,

and the bulk of earth clinging to them removed without injuring the

tubers. They should then be dried in the air, and stored in a cool, dry

place until required for re-starting in spring. In so moving them care

should be taken not to separate the tubers from the old stem, for it is

from this part that the new shoots will break.

Leaves and flower-heads of Dahlia variabilis showing
8l41

- colour range. The characteristic double involucre is well

1 the bursting bud at the top of the Plate.

COSMOS

Natural Order Composite. Genus Cosmos

Cosmos (Greek, fo>*mos, an ornament). A small genus of annual or

perennial herbs, allied to Dahlia, with which they agree in the
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possession of a double involucre, the lower series of which spreads.

The disk is beset with membranous coloured scales, which are drawn

out to a fine point, and equal or exceed the disk-floret in length. The

leaves are pinnate. The fruits are four-angled, tapering to each end,

erowned with two to four rigid bristles. The species are all natives of

Mexico. Only two or three are in cultivation.

Cosmos bipinnatus (twice pinnate). Stem erect,

furrowed, with spreading branches, 2 feet high. Leaves

opposite, pinnately divided into thread-like segments. Flower-lie.wls,

solitary, 2 inches across: rays reddish purple, disk pale yellow; July

and August. Introduced 1799.

C. diversifolius (differing - leaved). A dwarf perennial with

tuberous roots and Dahlia-like, but variable leaves. Flower-heads

varying from blackish purple to red-purple, disk-florets and ray-florets

of the same colour ; July and August. Introduced 1862.

C. scabiosoides (Scabious - like). Tuberous - rooted perennial.

Stems downy, 3 to 4 feet high. Leaves bristly beneath ; leaflets five

lance-shaped, toothed. Flower-heads scarlet ; October. Introduced 1834.

C. tenuifolius (slender-leaved). Stems 1 to 2 feet high. Leaves

finely-divided, Fennel-li
1

Flower-heads rich dark purple ; September

and October. Annual.

Cosmos requires similar treatment to Dahlias. The

annual species are grown from seed sown in gentle heat

in March
; and the perennials propagated by cuttings or divisions of

the tubers, which are stored and started into growth precisely as

recommended for Dahlia.

Description of Portion of stem of Cosmos bipinnatus with leaves

Plate 142. and flower_heads. Fig. 1 is a section through the head,

natural size
; 2, a ray-floret ; 3, a disk-floret ; 4, the fruit, natural size

and enlarged ; 5, a seedling.

MARIGOLDS

Natural Order Composite. Genus Tagetes.

rer-heads are always yellow

orange in the natural forms, the ray-florets in a single series,

rmally five in number; disk-i
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of bracts. The florets persist until the slender fruits are mature. Most
of the species give out a very unpleasant odour. They are all natives

of the warmer regions of America. In cultivation they are known as

French, African, and Mexican Marigolds, when in truth they are all

Mexican. They have been in cultivation in this country for a very
long period, Tagetes patvla, the French Marigold, having been intro-

duced so far back as 157:5, and T. e recta, the African Marigold, ha\ in-

just completed its third century in our gardens. T. signata, the

Mexican Marigold, and the charming little T. lucida, introduced re-

specth ely in 1797 and 1798, are quite modern in comparison. The disk-

florets under cultivation have mostly become rays, thus giving the heads

that full, "double," and globular form so much appreciated by gardeners.

Tagetes erecta (erect). Stems erect, branched. 2 feet

high. Leaves much divided pinnately, the segments lance-

shap m 1, saw-toothed. Flower-heads solitary, involucre somewhat angular,

stalk gradually thickened upwards; florets citron-yellow
; July. Annual.

T. LUCIDA (shining). Stem erect, slightly branched, 1 foot high.

Leaves simple, lance-shaped, coarsely saw-toothed. Flower-heads three-

quarters of an inch across, rich yellow, in corymbs, fragrant : ray-lloivts

usually four, broad: disk-florets small: entire head having appear-

ance of a Cruciferous flower ; August. Perennial, but Usually grown as

an annual. Suitable for edgings.

T. patula (spreading). Stems erect, branches spreading, 1| foot

high. Leaves dissected pinnately. segments narrow - lance - shaped,

saw-toothed. Flower-heads golden brown. I A inch across; August.

T. SIGNATA (distinct). Stems erect, branched, U foot high. Leaves dis-

sected pinnately, segments lance-shaped, with deeply-cut teeth. Flower-

heads deep yellow. small ( 1 .', i neh). but \ cry numerous, produced in succession

from July to October. The var. pv in da is of more compact, dwarf habit.

T. tenuifolia (slender-leaved). Stems erect, slightly branched, 2 feet

high. Leaves dissected pinnately, the segments very narrow and coarsely

toothed. Flower-heads yellow, ray-florets nearly round ; August. Annual.

The species of Tagetes are half-hardy, and come

readily from seed sown in a frame. T. lucida may also

be increased by means of cuttings taken in spring or autumn. The
seeds of the annuals should be sown in April; those of T lucida,

if it is to be grown as a perennial, should be sown in August or

September, and the young plants kept in a frame or greenhouse
during the winter. T. erecta should be planted out at distances of a
foot apart; the others at about nine inches apart. They thrive in most
soils, but one that is moderately rich as well as light suits them best.
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They can stand much ma, and T. tenuifolia will thrive even in light

and
71^"'™^ dUmpS fOT the border, whilst 7. ^fl'

• „gnata are very smtable for bedding purposes,-the var.P2
1.H be Wt
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ed

m C8

t

a g°°d an<J enduri^ ed^ The P—"•should be hfted m autumn, wmtered in frames, and divided in spring.
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RTObeckia AMPMxrcAULis (stem - clasping leaves).

'»" —ge-yd w Ik "'
I"
8"' n—h-ds 2* inc.ms across;

I„ t „„]„eedl79a ' PurPle-b™«'n; June to August. Annual.
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;,
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Intr0duced 180a
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lance-shaped, slightly toothed. Flower-heads nearly 4 inches across;

ray-florets drooping, reddish purple; disk dark brown; August and

September. Perennial.

R. SPECIOSA (showy). Stem branching from below, 2 to 5 feet

high. Leaves ovate or lance - shaped, coarsely toothed. Flower - heads

3 or 4 inches across ; ray-florets orange, disk blackish purple ; July to

October. Perennial. Introduced 1821.

All the species named above are hardy, and such as will
Cultivation. ^^ ^ Qrdinaly gardeQ goil The annuals must be pr0_

duced from seed sown in September or March. The perennial species may

be raised in the same manner, or by dividing the roots in spring. Several

of the perennials make very fine and handsome plants for the herbaceous

border. They are also used in some gardens as summer bedding plants.

GAILLARDIAS
Natural Order Composite. Genus Oaillardia

Gaillardia (named by Fougere in honour of M. Gaillard de Marentonneau.

a French botanist). A genus of showy herbs, comprising about eight

species, with solitary yellow or purple flower-heads, 2 or 3 inches across.

The ray-florets are often two-coloured, and end in from three to five teeth

;

sometimes flat, sometimes trumpet-shaped. The disk-florets are separated

by bristles, and the fruits are crowned by a pappus of six to ten scales,

each .tiding in an awn. The bracts of the involucre are in one or two

series. When examined with a lens the hairs of the stems and leaves

will be seen to be curiously jointed. The species are natives of North

and Extra-tropical South America.

GailltirtJio p\di:hrlhi, the earliest cultivated species in
History. ^.^ ommtr^ wag introduced in 1787, from Carolina, under

the name of G. bicolor. Its var. picta, in various forms, is most widely

cultivated. G. firixtatii was introduced from the United States in 1812,

and several of its varieties are garden favourites. Some of these (such as

:
i,>inulitl»r« and im'sinm) far surpass the species in their brilliance and

size. Other garden varieties are probably hybrids between these two

perennial species. G. amblyodov is an annual of recent (1873) introduc-

tion from Texas. They are all perfectlyhardy, except in veryexposed places.

Gaillardia amblyodon (blunt-toothed). Stems 2 to 3
Principal Species.^^

} .^ ^.^ ^^^^ spoon_snaped ; stem-

leaves half-clasping, "oblong, coarsely toothed at upper end. Kay-florets

spreading, blood-red, three-lobed ; October. Annual.
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G. aristata (awned). Stems 20 inches high. Leaves lance-shaped, en-

tire or slightly toothed. Flower-heads yellow, 2 inches across, the reddish
styles m the disk-florets very prominent ; August to October. Perennial.

G. pulchella (neat). Stems 2 to 3 feet high. Leaves lance-shaped,
with a tew coarse teeth. Flower-heads 2 to 3 inches across; ray-florets
i nmsoii tipped with yellow. In the typical form these rays are flat and
spieadingj)ut m some of the garden forms they become funnel-shaped,

Z 7k°wC u i

In °therS the disk-florets are similarly developed,
so that the head bears a close resemblance to that of the Scabious.

t.Z
1S

!J ^ y
re8Ponding Nation in respect of colour, purple-brown,

yellow, red being variously combined in these flowers.

Garden Varieties.
.

^he foll°wing brief selection of garden varieties (peren-
nials) is given as a mere suggestive sample :—

e

°'Sgedflo^r.
larSe CrimS0n

' yellow "

,

Magenta King, magenta edgedwith yellow.

James Kclway, very lamp hrHliw , .

's'"""^< '• pun- yellow, quilled,

yellow edge.
g ' ntSCarlet

'

J

V!ri"" ''''' " y"™, very fine.

Lorenzo, maroon, yellow ed-ed
William Kelway, brilliant crimson, yellow

° u>
l edge, very large.

dias love a light rich soil. Planted in groups,
either m bed or border, they produce fine masses of colour,

buddIv of irT
Bmm

°r>

bl0SS0m
-

They are also valuable for theirsupply ot cut flowers. PrnniiMfi'Ar, ; xr l t i , ,. . .

cutting ^»a u , f
ro^aS^on is effected by seeds, divisions, or& ttit:"

be

Trn in Febraary ™ M^ and the^
Cuttings S™ceed\ Mftak

PeremUa 'S "^ be divMed in ***
are increased bv tnt 1 ,

'" SP"ng " autumn
' and even the anmals

that ~ealr thanTh^ ' w^ "^ °f getting^^tamer than those raised from seeds
Description of Some forms Gaillanlia pulchella, var. picto. Fig.Plate 145 •

oul <""""/W,,/ r ,tlch<U tl
, var. ;>/W". Fig. I

florets from dfsk^d ^y.
^^ the flower^^ Fig. 2 enlarged

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Natural Order Composite. Genus Chrysanthemum

inll^rt'ur'vn',!
"

t<ilV
-' ,C

'

0/'rW g°W '
and <™themon, a flower). An

h
,

, u , |
,(mt eighty species of herbs and shrubs, with

or in j

'

,f

'!
' V"

' Ir,>
r,1 >' toothed or cut. Flower-heads solitary

|, r;l( .N u;,'],"]^
',"

,nv "lucre bell-shaped, composed of overlapping

..,.[ ,,

'

!

''
,

tl

;

,ns1lI, '
,

' nt 'Margins. The ray-florets are in one
• J

,
^trap-shaped, yellow or white, and all female. Those of the
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disk are tubular with four or five teeth at the mouth, and bisexual. The
pappus is reduced to a membranous ring or absent altogether. The
species are natives of Europe, Western Asia, and North Africa.

History
There are three species of Chrysanthemum indigenous

to Britain, though one of these, C. Parthenium, the Fever-
few, is by some regarded as merely a naturalised alien. The others are

C. segetum, the Corn Marigold, a beautiful pest of cornfields that is

sometimes admitted into gardens; and C. Leucunthcmum, the Ox-eye
Daisy of meadows and hayfields on poor soils. Of the cultivated species,

C. co ran avium, the Garland Daisy, from the Mediterranean region, was
the first to be introduced, so far back as 1629. C. frutescois, the

Marguerite or Paris Daisy, was introduced from the Canaries seventy

years later, and its extensive cultivation, especially in recent years, has

resulted in many varieties. ft carinatum, the Tricolor Daisy, a very

useful annual, came from North Africa in 1796; and a few years

pr< \ ioush ('. siiu nse, the important autumn-flowering Chrysanthemum
proper, was introduced from China. The precise date is uncertain,—some

authorities make it as early as 1764, others 1789 or 1790. Gardening-

works of the last century, however, do not notice it. The type is a small

yellow-flowered plant of straggling habit, and has only been found truly

wild in China. But the Chrysanthemum had been long cultivated hv

Chinese and Japanese gardeners before it was introduced into Europe,

and many of the best varieties grown here are of Japanese or Chinese

origin. In Japan the Chrysanthemum occupies the same position as a

national flower as the Rose does with us. Nothing in horticulture is

more remarkable as an example of how greatly a plant may be made to

vary by cultivation and selection than the Chrysanthemum, the difference

between the prototype and the thousands of varieties evolved from it

be i ng w ithout parallel. The potentialities of the flower were unsuspected

until about 1826, when Captain Bernet, of Toulouse, an amateur gardener,

raised seedlings. The result was, he got varieties which showed the plant

was worthy of the serious attention of horticulturists. About this date

the var. I inln •/!,„ was introduced from China, and also grown from seeds.

The progeny of these two races were then crossed, and gave rise to many
11 lore varieties. Hemsley says this introduction of Indicum took place

about 1835, but Loudon includes it as a species in his IL>rh<s Britannicus

(1830), and gives a list of forty-four garden varieties of Chrysanthemum
named at that date. Still the general culture of the Chrysanthemum
did not make rapid headway, though the annual exhibitions by Broome
;111,1 1>;l! '' hi the Inner and M iddle Temple Gardens did much to popularise
it. [.roving as they did the suitability of these plant,- for town gardens,
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2 inches across, golden yellow: rays lobed at tips : June to September.

Annual. The var. grandifiorum has larger flowers.

C. sinense (Chinese). Autumn Chrysanthemum. A straggling shrub

about 3 feet high, with yellow flowers H inch across, with distinct ray-

and disk-florets. Cultivated kinds wry variable in all respects. Stems,

shrubby, branching, 3 to feet high. Leaves thick, leathery, glaucous,

with waved lobes and teeth. Flower-head varying in size and colour, from

white, yellow, and lilac to deep red and mauve: October and November.

Plates 148-150.

C.TcniHATCHE\vii(Tehihatchert"s). Stems trailing, plant 2 to 3 inches

high. Leaves deeply incised, small. Flower-heads, white, a little more

II. Incurv:

shaped, their tij

Beau Ideal, bright

Black Lotus, very c

Charles H. Curtis, -

B. Forgcot, purple

Gold Dust, brill ian
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IV. Anemone-flowered Section. Ray-florets alone strap-shaped

;

disk-florets tubular, in a dense cushion-like mass.

Bacchus, crimson.
, Mrs. J. C. Salter, orange-buff.

tW,v/o„,V/, white with like-mauve centre. Ovens Perfection, lilac tinged with gold.
Emperor, blush, sulphur centre. Sam Joaquin, white with lemon centre.
Mrs. Bassett, rosy and white. Surprise, pink.

V. Japanese Section. Florets slender, irregular in size and stand-
out from head in all dii

twisted golden yellow

fi » nn
. crimson. Mrs. f. Fill-ins, clear yellow, li,

"

' "'"
>

tleeP orange-yellow, spidery.
J

into four or five tips.

President Borrel, rosy purple.
:

;-"/..,. -ie,,, vellow. ,S7 //, '/>/,,. ,,,„ ,„.,„;„ , ml ,rcamj floretg
Duchess of York, soft light yellow. twisted
Edmund Bevan, gold -bronze and chest-

j

Souvenir de Mada:
nut.

chestnut, witt
Eva Knowles, reddish apricot. tips.
M. Aug deLacvivier, bronzy red tipped Souvenir de Petite Amie, pure white.

with gold rAM> ^. (

M. i'liiri;,nir/jr, golden yellow.
Mrs Jeremiah Cohnan, white.

Fowler, i

! (rooc? Gracious, pure v

VI. Pompon Section. Flower-heads small and numerous, florets
short and broad, mostly reflexed.

Black Douglas, maroon r n ,-

-Bo«7f IN
""""

7.r/ I'anti, pure white.
eisctge, white.

|

a«m, violet, tipped with yellow.

Ounftfep, pure white.
-'/''

;
" •';

(>'. Marthe clear yellow. Souvenir de Jersey, deep rose.
golden Trevenna, yellow.

|
^. Michael, rich yellow.

Propagation. .

Tlie two or tnree annual species
r.-iis.-d

-.bys
.«™«4 xu une manner suggested for other hardy annuals,

„
wing seed in pots in February or March, and giving the protection

ot frame or greenhouse; or by sowing out of doors in March or April,
ine perennials are also raised from seed where plants are wanted for
nybrirlising; but for general purposes of increasing stock, cuttings,
suckers and divisions of the root are generally adopted. There is

probably no other class of plants in which these methods can be carried
out with more absolute confidence in the success of the operation.
Almost any piece broken off at any time and carelessly thrust into the
ground would produce a rooted plant; and when cuttings are taken with
' r.";-"-yean, and potted in autumn, winter, or spring, the percentage
" Tea is exceedingly W. The cutting ,,,,v b, i„s.,-„,l singly in

;

lil "
1 with sandy soil, or pretty thickly in large pots. Where

•1" >U is desired, the pots .should be plunged to the rims in a gentle
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hot-bed ; but they will root readily enough in a close frame. We prefer

the plan of striking singly in thumb-pots, as the plants receive no check

when repotted. The cuttings should be about 2 inches long, and taken

from the suckers that start around the base of the main stem as soon as

they are large enough.

After the flowers have died off a large number of suckers start from

the old stool. These, when a couple of inches high, form the best

cuttings, and some of them will Ik: found to have formed roots. They

will get on rapidly, and if the shoots are stopped a few times, will form

fine bushy plants that will bear abundance of bloom. After taking off

these suckers the old stool is thrown on the rubbish-heap. Should tall

standards be required for exhibition purposes, the suckers must not be

stopped.

Another method adopted where bushes are required is to cut down

the old stem to about 6 inches soon after flowering, and in the new year

to divide the stool with its suckers into from three to six portions, and

plant these out at distances varying according to the object in view.

Chrysanthemums are very" hungry plants, and he who
Cultivation. ^^ produce fine flowers must feed his plants liberally.

He can scarcely make the compost too rich for them. They are also

thirsty plants, and require regular waterings, but every precaution must

be adopted to prevent souring of the soil by the stagnation of any surplus

water. The potting soil for young plants should consist of good rough

loam two parts, well-rotted manure, of which cow-dung is an appreciable

constituent, one part. To these ingredients should be added a little

sand and a little soot, also a few crushed bones. The plants should not

be allowed to become pot-bound, but should be shifted on into larger pots

until an eight- or nine-inch pot has been reached. The new earth should be

well rammed in at each potting. When the flower-buds are beginning to

expand, liquid manure, or a dose of some patent or chemical manure, such

as Clay's Fertiliser, or nitrate of soda, should be given periodically. When

grown in the bed or border the soil should be enriched a little while

before the plants are put in, mulching in hot dry weather, and feeding

with liquid manure just before flowering. A good plan is to grow them

three or four feet apart where they can obtain plenty of air and sunshine,

carefully lift them without injuring the roots, late in September, and

pot them. They should then be removed to a shaded greenhouse

and kept close until quite re-established. They will then flower with

vigour.

The^
through the winter, gradually
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hardened off in spring, and the pots turned out. To prevent the roots

becoming dry the pots should be plunged in coal-ashes in a well-drained

border, the aspect of which must depend upon the general character of

the locality as regards normal temperature. If the neighbourhood is a

cold one, give the plants a sunny position, but if in a mild district, place

them where the aspect is eastern or western, and where they will not get

continuous exposure to the midday sunshine. If a successful autumn show
of large well-formed flower-heads is desired, tin.' plants must now be care-

fully watched, and the least tendency towards flagging of the leaves

must be checked by watering the roots. Mulching the surface of the soil

in the pots with well-rotted manure will also prove beneficial, serving as

it does the double purpose of keeping the roots cool and moist and feed-

ing the plants.

The after-treatment of these pot-plants depends upon what is

expected of them. To obtain tall exhibition standards with a few

enormous blooms, the plants must be allowed to grow, trained to a stake,

until the requisite height has been nearly attained. Then the main
stem must be nipped and a more bushy head produced. As the flower-

buds appear, if size is desired before number, only the central bud at

the extremity of each shoot should be left, the others being nipped out.

It is by this means that the extraordinary flower-heads exhibited in

recent years have been obtained. Where a large number of medium
flowers is desired for cutting or conservatory decoration, a more bushy
form should be encouraged by stopping the main shoot early, and so

producing several erect branches : these should in turn be stopped when
they are a few inches long, and the process repeated with the newer
shoots. It is not advisable, however, to continue this treatment after

the middle of June, or the flowering will be prejudicially affected.

When the flower-buds appear, however, they should be thinned out

as early as possible. Here we have two antagonistic processes at work,
tor the stopping tends to increase the number of flowers at the expense
of size and quality, but to some extent we rectify this tendency by
thinning out the buds, and so getting only a reasonable quantity of

medium-sized flower-heads. Stopping of the small-flowered Pompon
section may be continued a month later than the date prescribed for

the larger kinds.

The only reason for putting the pot-plants under glass in autumn is

to protect the opening buds from the early frosts. Sudden changes of

temperature are bad for them, and therefore it is better to bring them in

* f«e there is any fear of frost than to wait until there is considerable
llt,

' IV " , '" 1,"lWmi the outside temperature and that of the cool house.
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Unless frost is feared the house must not be shut up during the day just

after the plants have been admitted. Any change in the conditions

surrounding them must be made gradually; all the air possible should

be given, and the house kept cool.

A succession of bloom may be secured by a very simple arrange-

ment. At the beginning of September select the most forward-looking

pot-plants and place them in a row against a .south wall
:
the remainder

should be removed to a similar position before an east wall. The first

batch should be placed under cover by the middle of October, and the

second left by their east wall as long as it is safe to leave them outside,

but not later than the middle of November. These will then come on in

flower in succession to the first batch, and so ensure a good display for

about a couple of months. Succession is also obtained by a selection oi

tin. varieties according to their time of flowering, beginning with the

summer-flowerincr sorts such as Pvecocite and Madam Desgrai •! s and

ending with the latest. A catalogue as supplied by dealers m Chrj su -

themums is helpful in making a selection. The early-fl" >wei ing vwieto s

are now largely grown for borders and flower-beds, to which they are

transferred from the nursery-ground in June or July.

The foregoing remarks apply particularly to the «*

species, with which the name Chrysanthemum in it

more particularly identified. A few words may be g

G. carinatum will be found a very n- ml

ornamentation of borders ; also as a pot-plant. Well

the most beautiful of hardy annuals. It maybe so'

May where it is to flower, or in a reserve bed, whenc

may be taken with balls of earth and planted in bed c

end of May. For pot-culture a few seeds should

and grown in cold greenhouse or frame, or, w ha

out-door seed-bed exists, a few sturdy plants may 1

and potted. It is well to pinch back the main shoot of pot-l ^^
'

they are about three inches high, to induce a more bush, growth.

C. coronaritim should be similarly treated.

C frZ^TTZ qufte hardy, and requires some.-ha

different' treatment It may be propagated by cuttmgs n»de r ,,
th

extremities of the branches at any tin,, dun..*'"^^^ ,',',,,

fian 1 1 the ground if covered with a hell-- ass.
.,'__

".'^
.,

"

xiiUnv
out of doors for filling garden vases and wmao -

Dlant may be
of supply for cut blossoms. Like the PdwrgMM

|t { , , m ,]„.

induced to produce flowers all the year roun<
».

popular

•en to the others.

for the

is one of

ii from March to

the young plants

border about the

sown in the pots
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of Plate 146. Chrysanthemum carinatum, var. bur-

Plates 146 to 150. ridgeanum, the Tricolor Daisy. Fig. 1 is a section of

the flower-head ; 2, an enlarged ray-floret ; 3, an enlarged disk-floret ; 4,

a seedling.

Plate 147. C. frutescens, the Marguerite or Paris Daisy. A is the

type, B the var. chrysaster. Fig. 1, a section through the flower-head

;

2, an enlarged ray-floret ; 3, an enlarged disk-floret.

Plate 148. G. sinense, cultivated varieties of the Japanese section,

showing variations in form and colour of the florets. Fig. 4 is a quilled

Japanese. Reduced to about two-thirds of the natural size.

Plate 149. C. sinense, further varieties. Figs. 1 and 12 are Incurved

;

8, Incurved Japanese ; 9, Anemone-flowered ; 10, a fimbriated Pompon.

Reduced to about two-thirds natural size.

Plate 150. C. sinense, a Pompon var., Mont d'Or. Reduced to two-

thirds natural size.

PYRETHEUMS

Natural Order Composite. Genus Pyrethrum

Pyrethrum (from the classical Greek name for the plants, Pyrethron).

A genus united with Chrysanthemum by most authors, and under which

genus we have already described several species formerly considered as

Pyrethrums. We have retained the distinction here because there is

now a considerable number of florists' varieties known as " Double
Pyrethrums," and to group them under Chrysanthemums is calculated to

cause much confusion. The chief characters by which Pyrethrum is

distinguished from Chrysanthemum consist in the fruits being without
wings, and the possession of a pappus, which, however, takes the form
of a mere membranous border, raised above the fruit and sometimes
indented all round (see Plate 151, Fig. 1).

The popular bedding plant known as Golden Pyrethrum, Fever-
few, or Golden Feather is described under Chrysanthemum prcealtum.

The only species we propose to treat separately is—

species.
Pyrethrum roseum (rosy). A perennial with stems

2 feet high, well clothed with pinnately-lobed leaves,

which are again deeply cut, much resembling those of Milfoil, and of a

bright green. The flower-heads are a couple of inches across, with yellow
disk

;
the ray-florets rose-coloured ; May and June. Introduced from

the Caucasus (1804). The flower-heads are said to form a principal
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.MILFOILS
-'97

ingredient in the manufacture of Persian Insect-powder. (Dalmatian
Insect-powder is furnished by a closely-allied species, viz. P. cinerarice-
folium.) Under cultivation it has run into a very large number of
forms varying in size and colour, and dignified with florists' names. A
few of these are shown in Plate 151. The following is a short list of
" single " and " double " varieties, designed to give wide range of colour :—

, light purple wit

Empress Queen, bin

the gardei

lihu-n.so with orange disk.

<Lvp crim.-on-niagenta.

of the most useful pi;

the highly ornamental characte

fur

i and foliage, its adaptability alike for beds, borders, i

pots, or for cutting purposes. It likes a rich deep soil, well manured, and
must have plenty of water in dry weather ; this is an important item in

its treatment, for if neglected the flowering period will be a short one,

whilst given liberal waterings the plants will continue to bloom right on
through summer and autumn. Propagation is chiefly effected by division

of the roots. The instructions for cultivation given under the head of

Chrysanthemum apply generally to these plants, except that allowance
must he made for their more herbaceous character.

Description of Pijrcth ruin rosru m, showing colour and form-variation
Plate 151. of the garden or « double »

kindg- Fig> 1 ig a ray.floret;

2, a disk-floret of the natural form ; 3, a disk-floret of one of the improved

MILFOILS

Xa I ural < )rder COMPOSITE. Genus . ! rh iff, < i

Achillea (named after Achilles, w ho was thought by the ancients to have
discovered medicinal virtues in the plant, and with it to have cured the
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wounds of his soldiers). A genus of about eighty perennial herbs with
alternate leaves, and small flower-heads arranged in flat corymbs. Kay-
floreto few, female; broad, white, yellow, or purple. The bracts of thenvoW are oblong, with the margins often dry, translucent and
d coloured; the d1Sk is covered with chaffy scales. The florets of the
disk are somewhat compressed, tubular, five-toothed, bisexual. The
luit is oblong compressed, without a pappus. The species are natives

;

Eun>P<^North Asra and North America. Two are common indigenous

c2t^7 '~At
lUea PtUrmica and A

- Millefolium,-^ of these

mTch ut i T ar

\
ound in gardens

-
In the wild state they have ta

reZZd
m T6r

r^^ a Snuff"Plant or Sneezewort and a Woundwort
-

5
ei oral of the exotic species have been in our gardens for

Zr a fhr\
S

, ^ Pretty al?ine A ' <*«** -s introduced from

a^IZSf7L A
-

am)tim
>
from the Levant

>
and

the year 1640 /, dat° their settlement among us from

them.
' ' Wavennce only comes sixteen years behind

Principaispecies Achillea -Lgyptica (Egyptian). Stems 2 to 2} feet

toothed leaflets

8
'fIo^T f*??' ^^^ With lance - shaPed '

saw '

across: June to August ^ ^^ COrymbs 8 °r 4 *»*"*

radical d^r1

!

(Ageratum-Hke> Flower-stems i-foot high. Leaves

pan white !'„•» Ti
m? erfmped edSes>

in a rosette. Flower-heads

A. ^lW 'M l ^
atiVe

°f Eur°Pe - Produced 1570.

I..-UWS narmur ':
S1 ver

y). Plant tufted, an inch high, spreading.

Wis wl ,!;:.; mIX y l0bed
' C0Vered with l«ng white hairs. Flower-

WheX^oWen^ll ""?^ *W-stem8 1* foot high-

Levant
( llmf

Y °W; Jul^ to September. Introduced from the

nigh. Leaves de^ K ^TT1
?^- PIailt tufted, hoary, 6 to 10 inches

corymbs
; May to Jul v

bl"Plnnate fashion. Flower-heads white, in

A Frp "^ Native of Europe

«Ai^2!5*^> Stems 4 or 5 feet high. Leaves

V,1!,,U '— :
' in ^rvir'/

0Ugh With hairS
-

Flower-heads brilliant

'itMuc-d from M, n
'" '*'

'"' '' " l<
'

I, "s across: June to September.

A. MrrrFnVi
,CaS "Sn803)

-

weeping. Stems^ri^T*
1"1^^ Farrow or MilfoiL R°otstock

l»"'mtelv. tl„. _,, p ,

''
'' to 18 inches high. Leaves divided thrice-

UUInoro««,
J -inch 4Pr

SeXCen^ slender and crowded. Flower-heads
*

Ch aCr08S
'

ln corymbs ]J inch across; white, pink, or
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LEOPARD'S-BANES
2g9

purple; May to September. Native. The form generally grown in
gardens is the var roseum with rosy bloom.

A. mongolica (Mongolian). Stems 12 to 18 inches high. Leaves
simple. Flower-heads white ; July. Introduced from Siberia (1818).

A. Ptarmk A (for sneezing). Sneexewort. Rootstock creeping. Stem,
I to 2 feet, ribbed, slightly branched. Leaves narrow, simple'
slightly toothed. Flower-heads white, few in a corymb;' Jul v to
September. Native. The cultivated var. is the flore-plmo

A.SERRATA (saw-toothed). Stems I foot high. Leaves lance-
shaped, saw-toothed, white with hairs. Flower-heads large, white, in
panicled corymbs

: June to August. Introduced from Switzerland (1686)
The garden form is the var. jiore-pleno.

A. tomentosa (woolly). Stems 8 to 12 inches high. Leaves woolly,
cut deeply into very slender segments, bi-pinnately. Flower-heads bright
yellow, in compound corymbs ; June to August. Native of Europe and
North Africa.

Au UMBELLATA (umbel led). Stems
into cival lobes, silvery w Flower
corym bs. Native of Gr cultiva

it of the silvery foliiige.

nation
A11 the speciies ment

of th(mi make excellent hord< r plant-

flowering period and neat habit Ttey
cutting the flowers. Tall-;^rowi ngspeei

appropriate place at the re the hor.

forms may be used as edgi o bed or

in the rock-garden. Prop*

s ripe, by taking cut

Whirl, should be carried on t in sipring.

be giv<3ii a sunny position.

LEOPARD'S

Natural OrdeiCom[POSITS

Doros ioum (meanino- of doubt fi

doroni gi, an Arabic name) y

of her with
radical

th',! i of the i
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and alternate. The flower-heads are solitary or in corymbs, entirely
yellow

;
bracts of involucre in a few series, long and slender. Ray-

florets strap-shaped, usually female; disk -florets tubular, with dilated
five-toothed mouth, bisexual. Fruit oblong, furrowed

;
pappus-hairs of

the disk-fruits in many series, those of the ray-fruits few or none. The
species are natives of Europe, Northern Asia, and the mountain regions
of India

;
two are naturalised in British plantations.

History.
The Leopard's-banes are of ancient cultivation in this

country, but the date at which one of the two naturalised
species—DaroniciimPcmhlianches—wsismtrodxiCGdia not known: until

comparatively recently they were regarded as indigenous. This species
goi its specific name, and the genus its popular name, from the ancient
belief that though good for certain human ailments it was rapidlv fatal
to leopards and other wild beasts if the root or leaves were mixed with
meat and strewed around in their haunts. Pardcdianches signifies
jeopard-steangler. D. plantagineum, the other naturalised species, was
introduced from Southern Europe about 1570. D. altaicum, a native of
Siberia, was introduced in 1738, and D. caucaswum, from the Caucasus,
in 1815, followed a year later by D. austriacum from Austria.

Principal species.,
Dor°nicum altaicum (native of the Altai). Stem 1

foot high. Radical leaves oval -spoon- shaped; stem-
leaves oval, toothed, stem-clasping. Flower-heads yellow ; July.

D. austriacum (Austrian). Stem 12 to 18 inches Radical leaves

! 1

1

!^'l7l''

a

t!!™!
t

i

h
!^Stalked; l0Wer stem-^ves oval-spoon-shaped,

upper ones lance-shaped, somewhat heart-
abruptly narrowed i

i stem
; April to June.

t ?l
°M

°f
ICUM

(Caucasian)- Stem 1 to 2 feet high. Radical leaves
i '-t-shaped, edges deeply toothed

; stem-leaves oval, toothed, with
broad claspmg base. Flower-heads, 2 inches or more across, yellow;
May to August. Plate 152.

<V»

D
f
A
f/

LIANCHES (Leopard -strangler). Great Leopard's - bane.
Stem 2 to 3 feet Radical leaves heart-shaped, with long stalks ; stem-
aves oval the lower with expanded stem-clasping footstalks, the upper

rtalklesa Flow-heads three to five, yellow, 2 inches or less across;May to July. Whole plant downy and hairy.
"

PLA*TAGnrcUM (Plantain -leaved). Similar to the last, but
1 more slender; leaves not heart-shaped, but more nearly
.three-to five-ribbed; upper ones oblong ; radical leaves oval.

Ye^w, usually solitary; June and July. The form mostly
« i in gardens is the var. Excelsum, a taller (5 feet), more elegant,
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and robust plant than the type, with larger flower-heads (3 to 4 inches
across), flowering as early as March and continuing in bloom till October.

Cultivation
Doronieums succeed in most garden soils, and need no

special attention. They are very hardy, and may therefore
be placed in any situation. Owing to their habit of blossoming at a time
when garden flowers are not too abundant they are a very desirable

genus to cultivate, and may be used not only for beds and borders, but
also for Ailing vases, and for pot-culture. If the heads are cut off as
soon as they begin to fade, a succession of fresh flowers will be main-
tained for a long time. The plants are usually propagated by dividing
the root stock-, which should be done in February or March. The
separated pieces should each have roots, and they may then be planted
out direct into the border, where they will soon become established and
flower freely the same spring. D. />hi nf<n/i mirm and its varieties are

worth a place among plants grown in pots to flower in the conservatory

in early spring.

Description of Doronicum caucazicu hi. . the ( 'aucasian Leopard s-bane :

Plate 152. radical leaf and upper portion of flowering plant. Fig. 1

is an enlargement of a ray-floret ; 2, a disk-floret on a similar scale.

CINERARIAS AND RAGWEEDS

Natural Order Composite. Genus Senecio

Sexecio (Latin, senex, an old man, suggested by the silvery -white

pappus-hairs or by the baldness of the disk). An enormous genus
(nearly nine hundred species) of plants including shrubs and herbs,

hardy and tender, annual and perennial. The haves are radical or

alternate, entire, toothed, lobed, or considerably dissected. The flower-

heads are solitary or in corymbs; the bracts of the involucre in one
series. Ray-florets strap-shaped in one series, variously coloured, female,

sometimes not present ; disk-florets tubular, dilated towards the mouth,
five-toothed, bisexual. Pappus-hairs in many series, slender and soft.

The species are distributed throughout all temperate and cold climates.

The name Cineraria applies strictly only to a small

section of the genus, the Senecios proper being known as

Ragworts and Groundsels. A considerable number of species are known
in gardens, though not very commonly cultivated. We give descriptions

ot several species, bui our cultural directions apply more to the species
which are horticultural!/ regarded as Cinerarias. These are the progeny
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MARGUERITE OR PARIS DAISY
{A) White: CHRYSANTHEMUM FRUTESCENS

Yellow: chrysanthemum FRUTESCENS—var. chrysaster
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S. macrophyllus (large-leaved). Stems stout, woody, erect, 6 to 8

set high. Leaves large, oblong, toothed. Flowers yellow, in enormous

Diymbs often 2 feet across. A noble plant for the conservatory,

owering in winter. Also known as S. Oh iesbreghtii. Native of Mexico.

S. maritima (maritime). Stem 2 feet high. Leaves tufted, covered

dth silvery down, pinnately cut. the segments about three-lobed.

'lower-heads yellow, in a panicle; July to September. Extensively

;s silvery leaves. The var. raru-fpda is a recent introduction re-

larkable for its pretty yellow variegation. Useful as a pot-plant. The

S. pulcher (pretty). Stem 1 to 2 feet high. Radical leaves oblong-

ince-shaped, round-toothed, stalked; stem-leaves more slender, half-

lasping the stem. Flower-heads large, in terminal cluster: ray-florets

•urple, about twenty in number: disk-florets yellow : June to October.

Vhole plant covered with cobweb-like woolliness. Hardy perennial,

ntroduced from Uruguay (1872).

S. sagittifolius (arrow-head leaves). Stems 2 to 6 feet high.

.eaves, 3 feet long, of arrow-head pattern, silvery green. Flower-heads

irge, white, somewhat resembling Marguerites, in corymbs; July to

>eptember. A biennial (native of Uruguay), requiring protection of a

old greenhouse in winter.

Most of the species succeed in loamy seals, and the
Cultivation. ^^ ^^^ be £ound yQry ugeful for bor(]ers They

nay all be raised easily from seed sown under glass in July and August,

hake them out of the pots, separate the suck

ided with roots, and pot separately. As s<

ar method of raising Cinerarias for greenlu

tion, we will give attention to that, for I

In sowing the seed we should remember

len it is about six months old. This fact 1

• a succession of bloom. The best compost

repared of equal parts of fine leaf-mould

little sharp sand should be added. See to

ith a tine smooth surface, upon which the -
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should be thinly sprinkled and kept in place by a fine sifting of the
compost. The whole should then be very carefully moistened by the
spray from a fine rose, the pan covered with glass and placed in a shady
corner of the greenhouse or cold frame. When the young plants appear
1

p'
,

f ""
f

l * s
".' SIve air

>
and gradually remove it. Give plenty of light

a s... but shade from bright sunshine. As soon as they may be handled

|

* 3
pnck off mto other pans, or pot singly in three-inch pots, still^ them m the house and in the shade until they are tlL.^lv

e abhshed. Then glve more air, and so gradually harden that ?hey
>

>" turned oatede in a sheltered position with a northern aspect"o^thej may be placed in a cold frame or pit on a bottom of coal-

llu- potting mixture should be a compost of rich loam, leaf-mould,
<

;

" --tted sheep- or cow-manure in equal portions, with sharp sand
• «* ^ed m rather a rough condition. In this they must beregu-
Potion so that they receive no check. For small plants five-inch

;.

• *

tag enough, but if large ones are desired they may have a few

; ;

t^untd they come into seven- or eight-inch poU To obtain

;

I .« specnnens the first-formed flowering stem must be cut out

tZlt^T T
d ^^^ °f -^-shoots thus induced, which, if

foliacre in ,mn „ ^ ^^^ °f Water and fringe ^
-IV.:, th,'Z

me
wi,

e plenty of H^ but screen fr°m th° direct

,,;,! a „.-
"•

.

When the nower-buds appear give rich manure-water,
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°Ue °? the man^ flori^s' varieties of Senecio cruentu*,

action through thfl "^ ^^ and the flowers
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1G aower"head; 2, an enlarged unonened floret fron

CACALIA

Natural Order Composite Genus Emilia
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name)
-

A few sPecies of herbs formerfy
in "

bwwn in ..'-'ird

a
'
Which is now incorporated with Senecio, but
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„
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fji"')'"
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1S ( acalias
- The distinguishing character of the

T]„. ,i Vt

!'

v
-

!'
|
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.

S
'
a11 of Wftich are tubular, with five elongated

>"1 with'V

S
" ° frmtS are frin&ed with hair at the angles and

^
()l

.

th(
'J»VV"* consisting of Inany rows of fine Iong hairs. The

oiucre are m a single series, erect.
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Emilia sagittata (arrow-headed). Stem 1|- foot high.

Principal Species.
Rad

.

cal ^^ ^^ ^^ heart_shaped or arrow-head-

shaped base ; stem-leaves alternate, more lance-shaped, half-clasping the

stem, coarsely toothed. Flmwr-l.rr.d-. >^'U or orange, in clusters of

from three to seven at the ends of the branches : June to September. An

annual. Natives of India and the Philippines. Introduced 1799.

The directions given for the culture of the annual
cultivation.

gpecies of genec^ wip apply generally to Emilia. They are

raised from seed, of course, and this should be sown in April or May

where the plants are to flower, or in a seed-bed, whence the seedlings are

pricked out in permanent positions as soon as they are large enough to

handle. Their flower-heads, though individually rather small, are rendered

conspicuous by their brilliant colouring.

Description of Emilia sagittata, the Scarlet Cacalia :
upper portions

Plate 145. £ two plants. A with orange, B with scarlet flowers.

Figs. 1 A and 2 B are sections through the flower-heads of these two

varieties; 3 A and 4 B are individual florets from each, whilst 5 is the

fruit and its pappus crown, and 6 a seedling.

MARIGOLDS

Natural Order Composite. Genus Calendula

Calendula (Latin, calendce, the first day of each month ;
in allusion to

its almost perpetual flowering). A genus of about twenty species of

greenhouse and hardy annuals and perennials, distinguished by the disk

being nearly flat and devoid of scales : the involucre formed of one or

two scries of bracts usually with dry, translucent edges; the ray-florets

strap-shaped, in two or three series, female; the disk-florets tubular,

male; the fruit curved and without pappus. Natives chiefly of the

Mediterranean region.

The Common or Pot Marigold {Calendula officinalis)

mst0ry
- was introduced to Britain from Southern Europe in 1573,

about the same time that the African and French Marigolds were being

made known here. Calendula, however, was grown not only for

freely-produced orange flower-heads, but because Useful

They

arly used to colour cheese. It lias taken kindly to English soihand

l way of taking possession of a garden, unless it is closely watched,

Its flower-heads plucked before they can ripen their seeds. Many a
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neglected garden is almost entirely occupied by this plant. In cultivated
ground it has produced several varieties, but they are rather despised by
good gardeners and florists as plants that are really too independent to be
tolerated in select enclosures.

Principal species..
CiLENDULA Officinalis (sold in shops). Stems 20

inches high. Leaves spoon-shaped. Flower-heads orange,
- mches across

:
June to September. Fruits boat-shaped, incurved, the

back rough with little points (muricated). Whole plant sticky, and

hUS
if"

ar
°,
matlC °d0Ur -

There are varieties with very pale yellow
£»ds, with a darker disk; with the disk-florets all or nearly ,1!

sZl "!,
,

8traP-sh8Pe; with the rays streaked with orange and
1 -»;': or bordered with purple-brown. The most distinct form is

-;"'—, and mmiic, on a large scale the Hen-and-Chickens Daisy

i

,

'

"J
"' e"t,oned und«r Belli,. As in that genus, the Mother Marigold

,„:„',',,'/'"'""'
'''"' '."•"''."•'•") is distinguished by having seven or eight

head.

,0 'n lnvol™re, each ending in a small Marigold flower-

cultivati™. °- officinalis will succeed in any soil or situation, but

end seed ahould beTw»££ Z* fI' ^ g°* °U
'
°f * "d *° "*

When the J , !
arch or APril on a seed-bed in the open air.

out at d st

S P
f /

"6 ab°Ut 3 inches high .
«>ey should be planted

Z itt t , l^ apart
' in rathCT ** %K loamy soil They

by Picking iLTffr
thesiz

l
and quaHty o£ the heads improved

bloomincr nerWl +„ -ii V
n a8 y have Passed their Prime -

The

course for f 1
' * be mUch Ponged by this treatment. Of

with fine flo

Pm '

P0?
°f S°Win^ Seed for the following year, a plant

^ ^hrrJ7S\Zlas

e

r

all°Wed
*°^ bUt^ headS mUSt be^^

e

pSri°55.
0f

size

Cc

^
endula officinalis, upper portion of a plant, natural

floret- 3 a ft-,:*, a

lg
'

1

1

1

f.

a Section through a flower-head; 2, a ray-

GAZANIAS
Natural Order Composite Genus fecW

Wera; w^rf ™ ^ Greek
> #a^> riches, in allusion to brilliant

lu '°phi-i.stus' f

'""
•

m
°
Ilour of Theodore Gaza, a translator of

reiitvfour*
,°tanU '

; ' 1 works
' 1393-1478). A genus containins: about

Pecies of showy herbs. They are characterised by the
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bracts of the involucre cohering for the greater part of their length, so

as to form a cup. The yellow ray-florets are strap-shaped, without

either stamens or pistils, whilst the usually darker, tubular, disk-florets

contain both. The fruits are clothed with silky hairs, under which the

delicate pappus-hairs are almost hidden. The leaves are radical or

alternate, simple or cut pinnately ; they are glossy green above and white

beneath. The species are natives of South Africa.

Gazanias are wayside weeds in South Africa, where
S
°
ry

' they produce brilliant displays in direct sunshine. Like

Calx n<J fin ic, the flowers will not expand unless the sun is shining, and

this fact may be borne in mind by those who would grow them in

places getting but short periods of sunshine. Gazanid finen* was the

species first to be introduced (1755), followed in 1804 by G. pdn,„id and in

1816 by G. uniflora. By the crossing of G. ri</er,x and G. u n iflm-a several

hybrids have been obtained, and it is supposed that G. sjJcndcn*, the most

generally cultivated form, is one of them.

Gazania pavonia (peacock). Stemless, 1£ foot high,
nncipa pecies.^^^

hairy, cut into slender pinnate segments. Flower-

heads about 3 inches across ; ray-florets orange, with a large brown spot

at the base, tinged with green and having a white centre. This is the

peacock-like ornament that has suggested the name. The disk is darker.

It flowers in June and July.

G. ricens (stiff). Stem 1 foot high, erect. Leaves hairy, slender,

spoon-shaped. Flower-heads bright golden, with a velvety black hand near

the base of the rays ; June to September.

G. SPLENDENS (glittering), Stem trailing, H foot high. Leaves

silky, slender, spoon-shaped, white beneath. Flower-heads. 2 to :> inches

across, orange: the rays with a brown patch, in the midst of which is a

pearly white spot, disk-florets paler in colour than the rays; July

to September. Origin uncertain; believed to be a hybrid. The var.

aurea has golden variegated leaves, and the var. rdfieijutd has the

leaves edged with white.

G. uniflora (one-flowered). Stem shrubby, trailing, 1 foot high.

Leaves downy beneath, something between spoon-shaped and lance-

shaped. Flower-heads of one tint of yellow throughout; July and

Propagation of Gazanias is effected by means of

cuttings, or by dividing the old plants. Cuttings are

struck in summer, and the best material for the purpose will be found

in the shoots that break from the base of the plant. If these are re-

moved in July or August and inserted in pots of sandy soil, placed in a
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close frame, they will root readily. They should afterwards be potted

Zn^ t rX
-

me
°f l0am and Peat

'
and keP fc in a c°ol greenhouseunhl the following summer, when they may be turned out of the pots

nto the open bed or border. They make admirable bedding plants for

stoTd'T f^ !
th6y n06d t0 b° taken "P in »tum„rPotted and

nev wTh t *??»»"
°rW duri"S t^ winter. In other respectsthey wdl be found to need little care.

IKS °f

fl
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lowing failing habit, leaves, and
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flOT
!
e
J

r
:
1

;

ead8
- %• 1 is a section through the flower-head;1 and 3

-
ray- ™d disk-florets respectively.

SOME MINOR GENERA
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1 iD h
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m °f Wm

- Vern°n, botanical explorer),

deft. TCpriIl:,
U ^ he flOTetS bei"g aI1 tub«lar and equal, five-

a hardy SmSSEZtf*^***' 1" Vemonia ™Za,e„m,

1801), which prodC K

C'llv

a
0ana

- a handsome stove shrub (Cameroon
They require rich, £**llS^V^ Vmpk oentle in Jaam

l
divisions of the plant % Pr°Pagated by cuttings and

A singk^
E

pel
(

s

n

r„
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,

iD h0n0Ur °f Dr
- Jonathau Stokes, 1755-1831).

native°of cZZTZ^T'^ °£ St°kesia ^™> «** **» a

August and September Tlf f™™1 Wue "o^r-heads, produced in

cottony down and the J.
W about 2 feet high, covered with

at their base. It was intr
T "e lance-shaped with a few spiny teeth

requiring ereenhnn*! * "[ " m 1766
' Jt is a herbaceous perennial,

^ ^
6 "'"-.. Propagated by seeds or by division of the roots.

^otahLt^t^tZ oCb
L
frT thC f°™ °f th° PaPPUs)-

A
'"'"' • dwarf 1,,,„, , ,,

Wblch on'y °"e is grown-iV^ .mr,,,,!!-"H^SS,^* annual, about 6 inches high, with
leaves, and fragrant yellow flower-heads. It was intro-
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duced from North-West America in 1865. Propagation by seed, sown in

pots, and germinated in a warm frame.

Stevia (named in honour of Professor Peter J. Esteve, of Valencia,

sixteenth century). Florets all tubular, white or purplish, five-cleft, five in a

head; heads in corymbs or panicles. Principal species: Stevia Eupatoria

(1826) and 8. ovata (1816), both with white flower-heads; 8. purpurea

(1812), with purple, and 8. serrata (1827), with white or pink, flower-

heads. These perennials from Mexico flower in August, and do well as

border plants in summer, but in winter they require slight protection,

such as a cool greenhouse or frame. They are propagated alike by seeds,

cuttings, and divisions. By the use of seeds they may be treated as

annuals, if sown on a hot-bed in March.

Liatris. Florets all tubular, long, with free slender extremities,

white or purplish. Involucre cylindrical, the bracts closely overlapping.

Flower-heads in spikes, racemes, or panicles. Principal species : Liatris

pycnostachya (1732), with pale purple heads in dense spikes, over a foot

long, and long slender leaves; L. spicata (1732), of smaller stature, with

purple heads, in spikes from 6 inches to a foot long, and long lance-shaped

leaves. These North American plants are perennials, but they are better

treated as biennials, sowing the seeds in spring on light soil.

Charieis (Greek, graceful, elegant). The only species is a hardy

annual from the Cape, also known as Kaulfussia amelloides. Charieis

heterophylla has oblong-lance-shaped leaves and flower-heads entirely

blue, or with blue rays and yellow disk, flowering in June. It thrives

in ordinary soil, and seed should be sown in April where intended to

flower ; or in March on heat. Introduced 1819.

Antennaria (from resemblance between the antennae or feelers of

insects and the pappus of the male florets). Principally cultivated, on

account of their silvery woolly leaves, for use as border edgings. Heads

surrounded by numerous everlasting bracts, as long as the florets, and in

several series. The male and female florets occur on different plants

;

the former are tubular, dilated at the mouth, the female thread-like.

The principal species is Ante a no rid hwtrju.ritacea, or Pearly Everlasting,

a plant supposed to have been introduced from North America in the six-

teenth century, but now naturalised in parts of Britain. Its branching stem

is about 2 feet high, clothed with leaves, the under-side of which is white

with dense cotton. Heads one-third of an inch across, white, in compound

corymbs; July and August. A. tomentosa is an exceedingly dwarf

species, not more than an inch high. The llower-heads are dried as soon

"•—37
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as fully expanded, dyed various colours, and used for decorative purposes.
They will grow in almost any soil, and are easily propagated by dividing
the roots ; or they may be grown from seed.

Podolepis (Greek, pons, a foot, and lepi.% a scale; from the bracts
at the top of the footstalk). Another group of Everlastings, so far as
the involucres are concerned. The ray-florets are strap-shaped in a
single series. The flowering plant somewhat resembles Acrocluimm
roseum. The two best-known species are: Podolepis aristoto, with the
bracts ending in a bristle-point, and golden disks with small pink rays

;

July
;

annual. P. gracilis is a more delicate perennial species with
purple, lilac, or white heads: August; should be grown as an annual.
Both species have similar lance-shaped, stem-clasping leaves, and come
from Australia. Seeds may be sown in a sunny border in May; the
seedlings being thinned out, not transplanted; or in April if on gentle
heat. In the latter case a few seeds should be sown in each pot, and the
plants turned out in June with a ball of earth round each root. A foot
should be allowed between each two plants.

Inula (the classical name used by Horace). Rigid herbs with erect
alternate leaves; bell-shaped involucre, the bracts in several series;
florets yellow (rays occasionally white). Principal species: Inula
g^duLom, introduced from the Caucasus (1804). About 2 feet high,
with flower-heads 5 inches across, solitary; July and August. /. ensi-
'" "' '-• -mailer plant of neat bushy habit, with a profusion of golden
heads li inch across; July to September. Introduced from Austria (1793).
tfoth these plants are hardy perennials, easily grown in any garden soil
from seed sown in March, or propagated by divisions.

Buphthalmum (Greek, bans, an ox, and ophthalmos, the eye).
Oxeye. Flower-heads large and showy, yellow, rayed. Principal
species: Buphthxdmum salicifolium, with narrow leaves and large
solitary flower - heads

; June. Introduced from Austria (1759). A
speciosa {B.cord lfoliwm of gardens) is 4 feet high, with heart-shaped
leaves and bright yellow flower-heads, 3 inches across, with long rays;
June to August. Introduced from Hungary (1739). Both hardy~^ of easy culture, propagated in spring or autumn by

^/,^w;,!
,AUA

(
"an "''H " honour of a Parma family, the Sanvitali).

n
'.',

!]!,'
'.',"', I

"'"r '" nh '' ns is a commonly cultivated half-hardy annual of

",

,

;

i

' ,

,

, ",

!''' J

,

" Xil1 ,eaves and showy Hown-hr.-.ds with yellow rays
An* 'I** purple disk. There is also a "double" variety, in which the
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disk-florets have become rayed. They flower in July. The species was

introduced from Mexico in 1798. Seeds should be sown in a compost

of light sandy loam and peat.

Tanacetum. Tansy. Somewhat shrubby, strong-scented herbs,

of which one species is native. Grown chiefly on account of the

minutely-dissected foliage. All the florets are tubular, yellow. Taaa-

cetum vulgare is grown for garnishing and for use in rustic medicine

Its dull yellow corymbs do not entitle it to a place in the garden. T.

leacophyllam, from Turkestan, has silvery white foliage, and brighter

yellow flower-heads. They are perennials, and thrive anywhere, with-

PETASITES (from Latin, petatus, a broad-brimmed hat, in allusion to

size of leaves). Butter-bur. Petasites fragrant, the Winter Heliotrope,

is sometimes grown in the wilder parts of gardens. Its habit is \cry

like that of the Common Coltsfoot, but its flowers are more like those

of the Butter -bur, lilac -white or purplish, fragrant; December to

February. Will thrive in any rough place. It is naturalised in parts

of Britain.

Vexidium. A genus of South African herbs, ot which one is

cultivated— Yen id ium calendalaccam. As its name indicates, its

flower-heads are similar to those of the Common Marigold, with clear

yellow rays and darker disk; but the two plants are very dim-rent.

V<>nai;„m has trailing stems upon which the lobed leaves and upright

flowering stems (6 to 12 inches high) occur in tufts. Flowers July to

October. It may be grown as an annual by sowing the seed on a hot-

Echinops (Greek, echino*, a hedgehog, and opsh. likeness). Globe

Thistles. A large genus of Thistle-like herbs having the flower-heads

each containing but one flower, but the heads gathered into dense

masses at the "ends of the branches, each cluster thus resembling a

single flower-head. On dissecting this it will be found that each

flower has its own prickly involucre. They are rather coarse-

growing plants, but present a tine appearance in shrubberies where

there is plenty of room. They grow without special care, and if

allowed will become naturalised. Several species are in cultivation,

including— Echinops bannaticu*, introduced from Russia in 1816

under the name of E. ruthevicas. a showy border plant. 2 to 4 feet

high, with blue flower-heads, and rough, spiny, and downy leaves.
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E.Ritro has similar blue flower-globes, but its leaves are not spiny;
height 3 feet; native of Mediterranean region, introduced 1570.
E. sphcerocephalus has greyish lilac heads; 2 to 4 feet high; introduced
from South Europe (1596). All these species are hardy perennials and
sommer-bloomera They are usually propagated by division of the roots.
If dried with care the flower-heads retain their forms and colour, so that
they may be used for decorative purposes.

^

Carthamus (Arabic, gortom, to paint). Flower-heads surrounded by
an involucre of leafy bracts in several series, of which the outermost are
broad and spreading with spiny edges, the inner ones becoming narrower,
but all terminating in a spiny point. The florets are perfect, and exceed

^ ™**» in length. Carthamus tinctorius, the Safflower or Dyer's
I I.Htl,, baa stiff whitish stems, 2 to 3 feet high, with oval spiny leaves

^°ra

^e flower-heads; June. Introduced from Egypt as far back as
1551 Cultivated extensively throughout Asia and Southern Europe as
a dye-stuff. Seed should be sown in gentle heat in March, and the seed-
lings transplanted when large enough.

Catanaxche (from Greek, katanagkaso, to compel; the plant being
anciently used m love-philtres). Catananche ccerulea is a free-growing
perennial 3feet high, introduced from the Mediterranean region about 1596.
l '-> 80 itary

^
flower-heads on long stalks, and all the florets are strap-

shaped blue
;
August. A form with blue-and-white flower-heads is knownm gardens as C. bicolor, but it is a mere colour variety of C. ccerulea.—tlnr species, a lutea, introduced 1640, is an annual with yellow

flowers. It is only about a foot high, and flowers in June. They are
"«*<

';• ™*y tf-mvth and not exacting in respect to soil. Seed should be
n in March or April, and the seedlings pricked out as soon as large

nm- ?
PIS

'xt PnUS °f S°ufch Eur<>pean annuals, somewhat resembling

eved

n

nW ?Wkw
?
adfc T°lPis Mata is a yellow-flowered, purple-

l^L^'^T^ S
°Ur gardenS 8inCe 162°- Xt *» erect, branching

Z ZlT t^ and lance^Ped, toothed leaves, ihe base of

',,,,' "' ;;7'
•'""

,

Upper Part o£ ^ flower-stalk are clothed with awl-
jcts Mowers June and July. T. umbellata lias similar

T
"."

;

u
\

[h '-y «'" considerably smaller and in nml,,l-likr clusM-s.
• T9«a « taller with heads entirely yellow. Their place in the

-
,

'' ' ™ ;" ***** Thc seed should be sown in spring where the
plants aie to flower, and the
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Crepjs (classical name for a plant mentioned by Pliny, but not de-

s-ribed). A o-i'ims comprising about one hundred ami thirty species, of

which hall' a dozen are I.iritish. and known as Hawks-beards. The leaves,

which arc chiefly radical, aiv wry similar to those of the Common Dande-

lion, which the flower-heads also resemble. The florets are all strap-shaped,

and the involueral bracts are slender, mostly equal in size, but with a few

smaller ones at their base. Only two species are in cultivation, viz.

Crepl* (A area, a perennial with orange flower-heads, the involucre and

flower-stalk covered with long black and small white hairs. It varies

from 4 inches to a foot high, and flowers in autumn. Introduced from

the Italian Alps (1739). C. rubra, an annual, has purple, rosy, or white

flower-heads, and bristly involucre; in other respects it is similar to

G. aurea. Introduced from Italy (1632). C. a area is propagated by

seeds or divisions in spring; G. rubra by seeds. They prefer a soil that

is sandy.

Hieracium (Greek, If rax, a hawk). Hawkweeds. A genus of

about one hundred and fifty perennial herbs, with many unequal involueral

bracts. Florets all strap-shaped, yellow or orange. Several species are

native, and the only one cultivated is naturalised locally in the North.

This is //;.,-.'* iam aamutlneum (" Grim-the-Collicr '

) with creeping root-

stock, entire elliptical leaves and orange-red flower-heads in corymbs;

June and July. It is propagated by dividing the rootstock in spring, or

by sowing seeds at the same period.

PoDACfLENiUM is represented in our hothouses by a plant commonly

known as IWdinanda eminent, but which is correctly named 2Woe/,-

wnium pavicnlatam. It is a tall shrub, 10 or 12 feet high, with large,

opposite angular-lobed leaves, a foot or 18 inches long, and small white

flowers, grouped in large panicles. As it forms large clumps it should

only be grown in large houses, and may be turned outside in summer

time. A compost of loam and peat suits it best ; it is propagated by

cuttings taken in spring, and inserted in sandy soil, covered with a bell-

glass and struck in heat.

Palafoxia (named in honour of a Spanish general, Jose Palafox,

1 780-1 847). A small genus—about half a dozen species—of erect herbs,

natives of Mexico and Florida, with narrow, alternate leaves, and flower-

heads in panieled corymbs. Only two species are of horticultural

interest:—Palafoxia honkrriana and P. linearis, plants about 2 feet

high. P. hooker iana has slender lance-shaped leaves, and loose clusters

of rosy-pink flowers: June to August. P. linearis is of more shrubby
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habit, with very narrow leaves, the margins more nearly parallel, and
flesh-coloured flowers ; June. They are grown from seeds as half-hardy
annuals, sowing in April, and planting out in June.

Helenium (the old Greek name). A genus of about eighteen species
of hardy herbs, with alternate leaves and large yellow heads, natives of
Central and North America. Several species are in cultivation ; chief
among them is Helenium autumnale, growing to a height of 5 or 6
feet, with lance-shaped leaves and large heads of pure yellow ; August
to October.

^

A strong-growing, showy perennial, introduced from North
America

( 1 72'M If. Jiuh,„<lrrl is a Californian perennial of dwarf habit,
with large yellow heads. H. Hoopesii is about U feet high, with lance-
shaped, stem-clasping leaves, and bright orange heads 2 inches across

;

June to September. Hardy perennial. H. nudifioram grows 2 or 3 feet
ll

7

1
'
^slender lance-shaped leaves, and fragrant heads of pure

yellow
;

July to October. This also is a perennial, and there is a variety
atrojmrpureum) with purple ray-florets. H. tenuifolii

has very long and slender leaves flower-heads, and grows only
-J about 18 inches high. Perennial. These plants are all of vigorc
habit, strong-growing, and requiring space, which will be best found in
he shrubbery border. The freely-produced large flower-heads are
useful for cutting. Propagation by division of the roots and sowing

t
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ly_ 0IVtS W,,it ° ab0Ve and ™let beneath. A singular effect

P *"** on the approach of rain, for the ray-florets close over the
; < " ** was a clump of white and brown flowers a few minutes

Lm June'toTTT ^ We Cha^ed to violet
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These heads are °ut

anTnKnt' ^^ ^ ***** 8houW be -wn in heat in March,
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< out m well-drained loamy soil about May.

ge heads of

of Europe,
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North Africa, and Western Asia, one British. Several of them are of

stately habit, whilst others are dwarfs. Of the former, two or three are

occasionally grown where there is plenty of room to show them off. Our

native Onopordon Acanthium is one of the best. Its branched woolly

stem is 4 or 5 feet high, and the oblong spiny leaves are covered on both

sides with white woolly hairs. The flower-heads are about 2 inches

across, contracted at the mouth and very cobwebby; the flowers pale

biennial duration) is 0. arobieum, which reaches a height of «S feet, with

woolly leaves and stem, and purple heads. It is a native of South

Europe, and was introduced in 1686. Another tine biennial from South

Acanthium, but with stiffer, more branching stem d> feet high), and more

deeply cut and spiny leaves, flowering in July. These plants succeed in

almost any garden soil, and may be effectively grown in the rougher,

drier parts of a garden, on the edge of a plantation or shrubbery, or to

form bold clumps near a lawn. Seeds should be sown in pots in spring.

ilybunsbutg rooved,andviiryingfromlto4feetinheight. The leaves

3 with

re IVon
1 1 bo 2 inches acrossi, the bracts broad, leathery and spiny; July

) St'pte mber. The white veins of the leaves gave rise to the legend—
h- name Mo,•ianuil— that a drop of the Virgin Mary's

iilk- Mi

;;:;:HiS,T^'Z!:z^
nd eaten, the head

ring salads. Any
recommended for
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a shrubby subject, with unbranched stem, 2 feet high, and oval-oblong

evergreen leaves. It blooms throughout the year; and the involucral

bracts are sticky. It is a nearly hardy perennial, and was introduced from

Peru in 1803. The same glutinous secretion will be found on the unopened
heads of G. grandiflora, a hardy biennial, which has a stem from 2\ to

3 feet high, branching near the top. The heads are about an inch and a

half across, and appear from June to September. It is a native of Texas,

introduced in 1851. G. inuloides is a shrubby plant, with stem about
1
! foot high, and oblong-lance-shaped evergreen leaves, saw-toothed near

the end. The flower-heads appear from June to September. Introduced
troni Mexico (1815). Grindelias succeed best in a compost of loam and
peat. They are propagated by cuttings, or divisions of the root, and by
sowing stvds in spring or autumn, giving them the protection of a green-

BACCHARIS (Greek name, from Bacchus, the god of wine, owing to the
vinous odour of the roots). A genus of about two hundred species of herbs,
Shrubs, and small trees, with alternate leaves and terminal flower-heads
with usually white rays. They are of less interest horticulturally than
m popular medicine in their native countries, which are all on the
American continent. Baccharis haUmifolia, however, is occasionally
found m gardens, and is known as the Groundsel Tree. It is a shrub
growing to a height of from 6 to 12 feet, with angular branches and
oblong-wedge-shaped, coarse-toothed leaves. The flower-heads contain all

male or all female florets; they are white, but the female heads are the
iiandsomeron account of the conspicuous silvery pappus. They flowerm

i ?«q T

hl
-

8 SPede8 WaS introduced from ^e Northern United States
in lb83. It is quite hardy, and is propagated by cuttings. Ordinary
garden soil will be found to suit it.

Santolina (probably from Santonica, a classical name). A genus
oi about eight species of fragrant, hardy, sub-shrubs from the Mediter-
ranean region They are allied to Achillea, but the flower-heads have
no ray8} and the base of the corolla-tube is prolonged into a kind of hood
wn*

•,,
^envelops the summit of the ovary. The best-known species is

' ' "'"'; nal temacypariasvs, the Cotton Lavender, which was introducedta- Souti, Europe in 1573. It is a small branching bush about 2 feet

Z2 l
,

Wlth h°ary d°Wn
-

The fcrig* are wiry, and densely"'•'
1

;

1

J™
v.-ry sl..n.l.,-l„ lv ,.s, which are beset with four or six rows

of
p ojectmg teeth. The yellow flower-heads are solitary at the end of

J**»
and appear in July. The var. incana is similar, but dwarf,

^ieu AMth silvery down. 8. alpina is a prostrate species with
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erect flower-stems and deeply-cut leaves. S. fragrant issima has the

flower-heads disposed in corymbs instead of solitary. They are pro-

pagated by sowing seeds as soon as ripe; or by dividing the root or

taking cuttings in spring.

Athanasia (Greek, a, not, and ihcmtus. death: in allusion to the

endurance of the flower-heads). A genus consisting chiefly of green-

house evergreen shrubs from South Africa. Athanasia capitata is about

H foot high, with leaves cut pinnately and covered with white down

when young. The flower-heads, which appear in March, are yellow.

Introduced from South Africa (1774). A. pubescens grows to a height of

6 feet, and the oblong leaves are either entire or divided into three lobes

;

when young they are covered on each side with soft hairs. Flower-heads

yellow; July. Introduced from South Africa (1768). They are pro-

pagated by cuttings from the half-ripened wood in spring, inserted in sand,

and covered with a glass. The best soil is a compost of loam and peat

in the proportion of three to one.

LONAS (derivation unknown). A genus containing only one species,

formerly included in Athanasia. This is Lonas inodora, an annual

herb with much-branched furrowed stems, a foot high, and fleshy leaves,

pinnately cut. The yellow flower-heads are clustered in corymbs on

long foot-stalks, and the florets are all tubular ; July to October. In-

troduced from Barbary (1686). It is not a neat-growing plant, but it

is deserving of a place on account of its easy culture in ordinary

garden soil, and the long-continued freshness of its flower-heads. It

is propagated by seed sown in spring.

Waitzia (named in honour of F. A. C. Waitz, a writer on the botany

of Java). A genus of about six species of greenhouse annuals, natives

of Australia, with alternate slender leaves, and "everlasting" flower-

heads in terminal corymbs or racemes. The florets are all tubular,

live-toothed, surrounded by many series of petal-like coloured bracts.

Waitzia aurea has a branching stem, 1 to 2 feet high, and long, slender,

stem-clasping leaves. Flower-heads golden yellow, sometimes tinged

with brown, in corymbs; June to September. Introduced 1835. W.
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are only about half an inch across. Introduced 1861. Cultivation as
directed under Cockscomb, which see.

Ammobium (Greek, amnios, sand, and Wo*,, life: in reference to its
s»n. [y habitat). A genus consisting of two species of Australian " ever-
lastings," differing from all the others in having toothed, chaffy scales
upon thereceptade, between the florets. Ammobium alatum has winged
stems, I i to 2 fret high, swinging frou, a rosette Qf oblo Jance.sh d
leaves. The bracts of the flower-heads are silvery white, the florets
yellow the entire head about an inch across ; May to September. Intro-
'.l»'--l "ram Holland (1822). There is a var. gr„ ruliflorum, with flowers 2
"" iesacro8S,oi a purer white: it conies true from seed. It is a perennial,
•ut is best treated as a biennial, the seed being sown in the greenhouse

'
pt.-mber.and the seedlings kept there until late in spring, when

they may be planted outside in any good soil.

ocnfnfT
("»
m
f ',"

h°n0Ur ot the wife °f Sir Abraham Hume) A
genus of tour Australian herbs and shrubs, with alternate entire leaves,

The
" iTT
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or 6 ETlT, M HWmm ekganS
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an ornamental biennial herb, 5
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A. foliosa has a creeping rhizome, from which arise the stems to a height

of 1 or 2 feet. The leaves are lance-shaped, smooth ; flower-heads pale

yellow, about an inch across, in three- to seven-headed corymbs ; August.

Native of United States. A. montana, or Mountain Tobacco, is a pretty

European alpine, with a rosette of si 1 moth, radical leaves, oblong-lance-

shaped, from which spring the few-leaved flowering stems, each with

three or four yellow heads about 2 inches across; July. Introduced

1731. From the roots and leaves a valuable tincture is prepared, much

used externally for bruises and sprains., as well as internally in cases of

low fever and paralysis. A. xcorpioules is another European species,

introduced 1710, from 6 to 12 inches high, with broad,, oval leaves and

large yellow heads, one to three on a stem ; June to September. Propa-

gated by division of roots in spring, or sowing seeds in cold frame at

same period. The best compost is one of loam, peat, and sand.

Akctotis (Greek, ewfcfos, a bear, and ous, an ear: shaggy fruit).

A genus of South African perennial herbs, distinguished by the numer-

ous involucral bracts, and the bristles between the florets. The principal

species :
mlis, with a very short stem, and hoary, lyi

shaped leaves in threes. The flower-heads are yellow and red
;
June to

September. Entire plant about 4 inches high. Greenhouse perennial,

introduced 1759. A. arborescens has a branching stem, 2 feet high,

and narrow-oblong, pinnate leaves. The flower-heads are large, the

disk yellow, and the rays white above, pink beneath ;
June to September.

Evergreen undershrub, introduced 1815. A. grandiflora has pinnately-

cut s*iw-toothed leaves, and orange heads, the outer bracts turned back

and somewhat cobwebby; July. A biennial, about 18 inches high;

introduced 1710. .1. s^dom is a stemless plant, very similar to A.

except in summer, when they may be planted out in the driest and

sunniest part of the garden. They are of easy culture as pot-plants

if grown in a compost of loam and leaf-mould. They are propagated

by means of cuttings, which may be taken at any time, and inserted in

sandy soil in a warm house. They must be kept rather dry, as there is

a strono- tendency for them to rot before rooting; for this reason they

should not be covered with hand-light or bell-glass, but allowed plenty

of air.

Mutisia (named in honour of Celestine Mutis, a South American

botanist, 1732-1808). A genus of about thirty-six species of erect or
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climbing shrubs, natives of South America and Brazil. They are

distinguished by their irregular florets, most of them two-lipped. The
leaves are alternate, entire, or pinnately-divided, and the heads are

solitary and terminal. Mutisia arachnoidea (also known as M. speciosa)

is a stove climber, with pinnate leaves, and oval-lance-shaped leaflets,

ending in a long branching tendril. Flower-heads red ; July. Introduced
from Brazil (1824). M. Clematis is a more hardy climber, the angular
stem reaching a height of from 20 to 30 feet. The compound leaves

consist of from fourteen to eighteen leaflets, ending in a branched tendril.

The large flower-heads are of a rich red hue. Introduced from New
Grenada in 1859. M. decurrens has several slender, twining stems, and
lance-shaped, glaucous, tendrilled leaves. The deep orange flower-heads
measure from 4 to 6 inches across ; June to August. Native of Chili.

M. latifolia has the tall climbing stem furnished with broad leafy wings.
The leaves are heart-shaped, with spiny teeth, woolly beneath, stalked.
Flower-heads pink and yellow; August and October. Introduced from
Valparaiso (1832). Hardy. Mutisias should be grown against a south
wall in a good loamy soil. The more tender kinds in the border of
stove or greenhouse. Propagation is effected by taking cuttings, late in
spring, from the partly-ripened shoots. These should be struck in
sand with gentle bottom heat and covered with a bell-glass.

Protjstia (so called in honour of a Spanish chemist named Proust).
A small genus-only six or seven species-of stove or greenhouse
shrubs, natives of South America and Mexico. There is only one
species in cultivation- Promtia pyrifolia, a greenhouse climber
with leathery, heart-shaped or oval leaves, woolly beneath. Flower-
heads white with a beautiful rosy-pink or purple pappus. It was
introduced from Chili, 1865, and shouM be treated the same as a -reen-
houst.- Mutisia.

^*|
Polymxia {Polyhymnia, the name of one of the Muses). A genus

or aoout a dozen rough, coarse-growing herbs, shrubs or trees, not so
much est d fa, their flowerg as fo

«
the

.

r The ^^^ are
opposite, or the upper ones alternate, often large or deeply lobed. The

JjJ***
-e yellow or yellowish, in terminal corymbsfwith several
telo* which are five larger leafy ones. The ray-florets are

; ,

,

|,'^.|
I

'

(
f

,r'" l<;ln
- OVsl1 achenes without any pappus-hairs ; the disk-florets

'j>,J"'.
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' '•

] "y ''!"' a11 lmtives °f America. The best-known species are:

]-''''.' ''"."' '"""'' lr "*> s
>
a hardy perennial herb, C feet high, introduced

.
with the lower leaves cut deeply and pinnately, whilst the upper
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DAMPIERAS

ones are five-lobed or angled. The flowers small

whitish yellow rays, shorter than the involucre
,
J

tall, coarse-growing, Lardy perennial, with yellow ow

in the Andes for the sak, of its edible Dahha-hke tube

is a rapid-growing, tree-like perennial, with woody i

large heart-shaped leaves, broader than long, and cy

flower-heads with brown disks :
flowering trom Jul;

hardy. Introduced from Columbia(1867).
l.LvedalM

herb, growing to a height of from 4 to 10 feet, *

lower leaves, the upper ones broad-oval, angled and

less. The flower-Loads Lave very large outer inv<

fifteen yellow narrow rays; September. Introdu

States 099). Polymnias will be found most a

England, where they * Q8ed in sub-tropical ga:

pagated by divisions of the root, hv cutting ..id

should be sown in heat at the very l^n,,,,, -
' ;

•

( } ,

lings potted in rich loamy soil until June, when tl,>
. ^ 1 ^^

in deep, well-manured soil, in a sunny position. I
<

^

divided in March or April: and cuttings should be tak.

inserted in sand, and struck m gentle heat.

DAMPIERAS

Natural Order GOODENOVIE^ Genus Da:

OiPIERA (named in honour of Wm
.

D-jj; *
genus of about thirty species of al en.it el 4

I

i i i * «. r.r which are cultivated u< i<-

under-shrnlis, tew oi w men
^ stamens

^^T^tvlri'nTs'in'a little cup, at the ba
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GOODENIAS

Natural Order Goodenovie^e. Genus Goodenia

(hmidkma (named in honour of Bishop Goodenough, of Carlisle, 1743-

1827). A genus of about seventy species of greenhouse herbs, shrubs or

sub-shrubs, with radical or alternate leaves, distinguished by the five-

parted calyx, the tubular two-lipped corolla cleft in the back, and the

five anthers cohering until the flower opens. Stigma as in Dampiera.
Species restricted to Australia.

Principal species
Goodenia grandiflora (large-flowered). Stem herb-

aceous, 3 to 4 feet high. Leaves o\ al-lance-shaped, toothed.

Flowers large, yellow with purple streaks: Jul v. Introduced from New
South Wales (1803).

G. ovata (egg-shaped). Stem erect, shrubby at the base, 2 to 4 feet

high. Leaves oval or broad-lance-shaped. Flowers yellow; July.

Introduced 1793.

G. stelligera (starry). Stem erect, few-leaved, 1 to lh foot high.

Leaves thick, very slender. Flowers yellow; corolla hairy outside:

June. Perennial, introduced 1823.

Cultivation as suggested for Dampiera.

LESCHENAULTIAS

Natural Order ( e>oi>i;vi >vik.k. Genus Leschenatdtia

Li;s<ui:x.u j/riA (named in honour of L. T. Lcsehenault, 1773-1826, a

'•><''iel, botanist and traveller). A genus of sixteen species of greenhouse
l'l-rbs. shrubs and uuder-shrubs, with oblique corollas with erect lobes,

and the tube slit to the base : including some of the most effective of

greenhouse shrubs. The species are all natives of Australia alone.

Principal species.
Leschenaultia BILOBA (two-lobed). Stem branched,

'shrubby, a foot high. Leaves slender. Flowers blue;

segments of corolla deeply-two-lobed with a point between them ;
June

to August. Introduced 1840. The var. major is larger than the

type in all respects. Also known as L. Drummondi and L. grandi-

L- Formosa (handsome). Stems shrubby, 1 foot high. Leaves
very «h,nder, parallel-sided. Flowers scarlet,' d.oupiug, solitary in the
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axils; upper lip entire, lower three-parted ; J

traduced 1824. Also known as L. Baxte:

L. oblata.

L. laricina (Larch-like). Stem branched

Leaves thread-like, compressed, pointed. Flowc

hairy at bottom ; segments spreading two-lob* <]

:

corymbs; June to August. Introduced 184^

splendens.

L. linarioides (Toadflax-like). Stem bran

thread-like. Flowers large, yellow, terminal:

segments large and divided, two smaller rutin

1844. Also known as L. arcwda and Sorvohi yi

Leschenaidt las must hvk<<Vtw
and should be grown in well-dn

silver sand, which must not be allowed to get drj

by means of cuttings, the ends of moderately fin

the purpose, and inserted in sandy peat under a

be done about May, and the cuttings should b<

but shaded from the sun. After the cuttings are

be repotted, and placed in a close frame until t

established, when they should be removed to a

position in the greenhouse. None but soft watei

and not too freely. After flowering, the plant'

and with a view to retaining good form the sli

where necessary.
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